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POSITIVITY OF THE UNIVERSAL PAIRING IN 3 DIMENSIONS
DANNY CALEGARI, MICHAEL H. FREEDMAN, AND KEVIN WALKER

1. Introduction
The earliest objects of study in the theory of manifolds were the fundamental
group, Poincaré duality, and by the 1930s, characteristic classes. The main theme
was classiﬁcation: developing invariants to distinguish one manifold from another
and trying to construct manifolds with prescribed invariants. In the mid 1950s to
early 1960s, Thom, Milnor, and Smale shifted the emphasis to operations on manifolds such as cutting, gluing and especially surgery, using powerful new structural
tools such as Morse theory and cobordism. The most spectacular successes of this
theory were conﬁned to suﬃciently high dimensions. Especially in 3 dimensions, arbitrary surgery or cutting and pasting is too disruptive, and incompatible with even
the coarsest features of the classiﬁcation theory such as the prime decomposition
and JSJ theorems. Three-manifold topology developed quite independently, reaching a culmination, from the classiﬁcation perspective, with Thurston and Perelman.
From a completely diﬀerent direction, low-dimensional topology has been invigorated over the last two decades by ideas from physics, especially quantum ﬁeld
theory. Classically, one studies ﬁelds (e.g. functions, or sections of some bundle)
and their dynamics on Euclidean space, or on some smooth manifold. From quantum physics one gets the key idea of superposition, i.e., that one should study
complex linear combinations of ﬁelds. A combination of these two ideas (cobordism and superposition) unexpectedly resonates in low-dimensional topology, and
gives rise to a host of beautiful and subtle invariants, such as the Jones polynomial,
Reshetikhin-Turaev-Viro invariants, and Chern-Simons partition functions.
In fact, these invariants are perhaps too subtle. After twenty years of work, it is
profoundly frustrating that we cannot say precisely what these invariants measure
or what they distinguish, and despite some tantalizing hints (e.g. Kashaev’s conjecture), these invariants remain disconnected from the (hugely successful) Thurston
theory of 3-manifolds. There are two key questions: what information does 3dimensional quantum topology distinguish in principle, particularly in the physically motivated unitary case, and how does it relate in detail to the structure theory
of 3-manifolds revealed by the geometrization program?
This paper addresses both of these questions simultaneously. Firstly, we establish positivity for the universal manifold pairing in three-dimensions, an abstract
“universal topological quantum ﬁeld theory” which is, by construction, sensitive to
all details of 3-manifold topology. Three dimensions is the critical case here: in
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two dimensions and lower, such positivity is straightforward to establish; in four
dimensions and higher, positivity fails badly (see [15] and [25]). For instance, the
partition function of a unitary (3 + 1)-dimensional TQFT is equal on s-cobordant
4-manifolds regardless of their Donaldson invariants ([15]). Secondly, the process of
establishing positivity turns out to involve the construction of a complexity function on closed 3-manifolds which involves input from every aspect of the geometric
theory of 3-manifolds, and obeys a (highly nontrivial) gluing axiom, which may be
thought of as a kind of topological Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
We now make this discussion more precise. We work exclusively in the category
of smooth, compact, oriented manifolds. Let S denote a closed (n − 1)-dimensional
manifold which is not assumed to be connected. Let Ṁ(S) denote the set of
isomorphism classes of n-manifolds marked by an identiﬁcation of their boundary
with S. That is, if A, B are compact n-manifolds with ∂A = S = ∂B, then A and
B represent the same element of Ṁ(S) if and only if there is a diﬀeomorphism
from A to B extending the identity map on their boundaries. Inspired by the
superposition principle, we let M(S) denote the complex vector space spanned by
the set Ṁ(S) (i.e., ﬁnite C-linear combinations of elements of Ṁ(S)). If S is empty,
we abbreviate Ṁ(∅) and M(∅) by Ṁ and M, respectively.
Given A, B ∈ Ṁ(S), let B denote B with the opposite orientation. Note that
B ∈ Ṁ(S). By abuse of notation, we denote by AB the result of gluing A to B by
the identity map on their boundaries.
Our central object of study is the complex sesquilinear pairing
M(S) × M(S) −→ M
deﬁned by the formula


ai A i ×



bj Bj −→



ai bj Ai Bj .

This pairing is known as the universal pairing associated to S, and is denoted ·, ·S .
A pairing on a vector space is positive if v, v = 0 if and only if v = 0. With this
terminology, our main theorem is the following.
Theorem A. For all closed, oriented surfaces S, the pairing ·, ·S is positive.
In a necessarily nonpositive pairing, a vector v satisfying v = 0 and v, v = 0 is
said to be lightlike.
The motivation for studying this abstract pairing comes from the examples from
quantum topology brieﬂy alluded to above, most of which are examples of topological
quantum ﬁeld theories, or TQFTs for short. In Atiyah’s formulation ([2]) a TQFT
is a functor Z from the category of (n−1)-manifolds and cobordisms between them,
to the category of C vector spaces and linear maps between them, satisfying the
monoidal axiom

Z(S1 S1 ) = Z(S1 ) ⊗ Z(S2 ).
A

→ S is a cobordism from ∅ to S (i.e., an
In particular, one has Z(∅) = C. If ∅ −
element of Ṁ(S)), then by abuse of notation, we deﬁne Z(A) ∈ Z(S) to be the
image of 1 ∈ C = Z(∅) under the map Z(A) : Z(∅) → Z(S) associated to the
cobordism.
Remark 1.1. For some reason, it is common practice to use the letters V and Z
to denote the image of the functor on an (n − 1)-manifold and an n-manifold,
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respectively, so that for instance Z(M ) ∈ V (S) for M ∈ Ṁ(S). We typically do
not use this convention when discussing abstract TQFTs, but we do sometimes
when discussing speciﬁc TQFTs in order to be consistent with the wider literature.
In many interesting TQFTs, the images Z(A) span Z(S). For example, if Z is
the SU (2) Chern-Simons partition function at level k where k + 2 is prime, then
Roberts [39] has shown that the images Z(A) over all A ∈ Ṁ(S) span Z(S). In
this case, there is a natural pairing
Z(S) × Z(S) → Z(∅) = C
deﬁned on generators by composition of cobordisms:
A

B

AB

→S◦S −
→ ∅ = ∅ −−→ ∅
∅−
and extended by sesquilinearity to
·, ·Z : M(S) × M(S) → C.
In physical quantum ﬁeld theories, Z(S) denotes the vector space of quantum
ﬁelds on a spacelike slice S of spacetime. The vector space Z(S) is naturally a
(positive deﬁnite) Hilbert space. This motivates an additional axiom for so-called
unitary TQFT’s, that Z(S) (now usually ﬁnite dimensional) should admit the natural structure of a Hilbert space, and for every nonzero A ∈ M(S), the pairing
deﬁned above should satisfy
Z(A), Z(A)Z = Z(AA) = A

2

> 0.

It follows that studying positivity of the universal pairing (in a given dimension)
is tantamount to studying what kind of topological information in principle might
be extracted from unitary TQFTs in that dimension, since lightlike vectors must
map to zero in any unitary TQFT. As a speciﬁc and important example, given any
compact Lie group G and level k > 0, the Reshetikhin-Turaev TQFT [38], denoted
by VG,k , and as reconstructed by [3] ﬁts into the following diagram:
π
M(S) × M(S) .................................................... M(S)
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
.........
..

α

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
.........
..

ZG,k

α

VG,k × VG,k

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
........
..

A

....................................................

C

where π is the universal pairing, and A is Atiyah’s map for (G, k). Since the pairing
A makes VG,k into a Hilbert space, if v is lightlike, then necessarily α(v) = 0.
Given a sesquilinear pairing on a complex vector space, positivity of the pairing
is logically equivalent to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. In our context, positivity
is established by a topological variant of
this inequality. How can positivity fail?
Only if there is a nonzero vector v =
i ai Ai with the property that there are
enough topological “coincidences”, i.e. equalities of the form Ai Aj = Ak Al for
various i, j, k, l, so that the coeﬃcients, when collected according to diﬀeomorphism
types, can cancel and the result of pairing v with itself is trivial. In order to rule
out such a possibility we construct a complexity function, deﬁned on all closed,
oriented 3-manifolds, which is maximized only on terms of the form Ai Ai . Since
the coeﬃcients of such terms are of the form ai a¯i = ai 2 > 0, there can be no
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cancellation, and the result of self-pairing is never zero. Explicitly, the complexity
function we deﬁne satisﬁes the following gluing axiom:
Topological Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. There is an ordered set O and a complexity function c deﬁned on the set Ṁ of all closed oriented 3-manifolds, and taking
values in O, so that for all A, B ∈ Ṁ(S),
c(AB) ≤ max(c(AA), c(BB))
with equality if and only if A = B.
Remark 1.2. It is natural to ask to what extent this analogy with the ordinary
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality can be sharpened.
Question 1.3. Is there an embedding O → R such that the resulting complexity
function c : Ṁ → R satisﬁes
c(AB)2 ≤ c(AA)c(BB)
for all A, B ∈ Ṁ, with equality if and only if A = B?
Note that for any ﬁnite subset Σ of Ṁ, the values of c on Σ can be chosen
to satisfy the inequality above. The subtlety of this question concerns the order
structure of O, particularly its accumulation points.
Although our main theorem has a very clean statement, it obscures an Augean
complexity in the deﬁnition of the function c and the ordered set O. These objects
involve highly nontrivial input from many aspects of geometric 3-manifold topology.
This complexity mirrors the complexity inherent in the geometrization theorem for
3-manifolds. The geometric classiﬁcation theorem for 3-manifolds has a hierarchical
structure. A manifold is subject to a repeated sequence of decompositions, each of
which only makes sense after the manifold has been ﬁltered through the previous
decompositions (see Figure 1). The complexity function c has terms which are sensitive to all diﬀerent levels of the decomposition. Only if two manifolds are identical
with respect to the ﬁrst few levels of the decomposition does c discriminate between
them based on features which make sense at later levels. A ﬂowchart (Figure 2)
summarizing the main components of the complexity function c is included to assist
the reader in understanding the logic of the argument.
Precisely because the function c involves input from many diﬀerent aspects of
3-manifold topology, several steps in the proof of the topological Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality are of independent interest to 3-manifold topologists. These include:
• The use of Dijkgraaf-Witten ﬁnite group untwisted TQFTs to determine
handlebody and compression body splittings.
• The construction of a Z[ 21 ]-valued invariant of a nonclosed Seifert ﬁbered
piece X in the canonical decomposition of a prime 3-manifold; this invariant, a kind of relative Euler class, measures the degree to which the ﬁbers
of X along ∂X are twisted as they are glued to neighboring JSJ pieces.
• The proof of a volume inequality for cusped hyperbolic manifolds obtained
by gluing manifolds with incompressible boundary, which generalizes a
similar inequality for closed manifolds obtained recently by Agol-StormThurston [1].
These and other broader implications of the work are discussed brieﬂy as they arise,
and also in an appendix.
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closed 3-manifold
...
...
...
...
...
.
.........
..

decompose into components

closed, connected 3-manifold
...
...
...
...
...
.
.........
..

prime decomposition

closed, connected, prime 3-manifold
...
...
...
...
...
.
..........
.

S2 × S1

irreducible

closed, irreducible, connected 3-manifold
...
...
...
...
...
.
.........
..

reducible

..............................................................................................

ﬁnite
π1
..................................
...

spherical space form

inﬁnite π1

closed, irreducible, connected 3-manifold with inﬁnite π1
...
...
...
...
...
.
........
..

JSJ decomposition

ﬁnite volume hyperbolic or Seifert ﬁbered 3-manifold
Figure 1. Repeated decompositions in the geometrization theorem
It should be remarked that a surprisingly large fraction of the proof involves
assembling the individual complexities of hyperbolic and Seifert ﬁbered pieces together. In some ways the study of nontrivial JSJ decompositions is an underestimated area of 3-manifold topology, with many practitioners preferring to work in
either the “pure” hyperbolic or Seifert ﬁbered (or graph manifold) world. However,
there are important historical cases where the synthesis of these two worlds, Seifert
ﬁbered and hyperbolic, is a crucial and delicate issue, essential to obtaining the
mathematical result. Especially noteworthy cases are the resolution of the Smith
conjecture, and the cyclic surgery theorem. In both cases (as well as many others), Cameron Gordon played the critical role both in terms of mathematics and
leadership, in this synthesis. Architecturally therefore, this paper should be seen
as part of a tradition in 3-manifold topology of which Cameron is perhaps the most
preeminent champion, and it is our pleasure to acknowledge his multi-generational
inspiration.
Note that the assembly of a 3-manifold from its JSJ pieces amounts to a kind
of “decorated” graph theory which encompasses many subtle points. In §6.2 we
obtain new positivity results for certain natural “graph TQFTs” as a warm-up to
the 3-manifold case.
2. Universal pairings
2.1. Deﬁnition.
Notation 2.1. Throughout the paper, S will usually denote a closed oriented surface, possibly disconnected. A, B, Ai , Bi and so on will denote 3-manifolds, usually
compact with boundary equal to S, and M, N, Mi , Ni and so on will usually denote
closed 3-manifolds. Sometimes these conventions are relativized, so that S or M
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Figure 2. This ﬂow chart may assist in navigating the proof.

might denote a complete manifold with a cusp, and A or B might denote a complete
manifold whose boundary is a (possibly cusped) surface S.
In what follows, let S be a closed, oriented surface. We explicitly allow S to be
disconnected. Let Ṁ(S) denote the set of smooth pairs (A, S), where A is a compact
oriented 3-manifold and ∂A = S, up to the equivalence relation (A, S) ∼ (B, S)
if there is a diﬀeomorphism h : A → B such that hi = j, where i : S → A and
j : S → B are the respective inclusions. That is, the following diagram commutes:
........
........
.......
........
.......
....................

S

i

.........
.......
.......
........
.......
........ .
.........
.. .

j

A
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
.........
..

h

B .
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Let M(S) denote the C-vector space spanned by the set Ṁ(S). If S is empty,
abbreviate Ṁ := Ṁ(∅) and M := M(∅).
Deﬁnition 2.2. The universal Hermitian pairing is the map
·, ·S : M(S) × M(S) → M
deﬁned by the formula

i

ai A i ,




bj Bj

j

=
S



a i b j A i Bj ,

i,j

where Ai Bj denotes the closed 3-manifold obtained by gluing Ai to B j (i.e., the
manifold Bj with the opposite orientation) along S, using the canonical inclusion
of S into either factor.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let V, W be C-vector spaces. A pairing ·, · on V with values in
W is positive if v, v = 0 if and only if v = 0.
The main theorem in this paper is
Theorem A. For all closed, oriented surfaces S, the pairing ·, ·S is positive.
The proof involves many ingredients and will occupy most of the remainder of
the paper.
2.2. Complexity and diagonal dominance. The key to the proof of Theorem A
is the construction of a suitable complexity function on compact, closed, oriented
(not necessarily connected) 3-manifolds.
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let O be an ordered set. A function c : Ṁ → O is diagonally
dominant for S if for all distinct pairs A, B ∈ Ṁ(S) there is a strict inequality
c(AB) < max(c(AA), c(BB)).
The following lemma shows how Theorem A follows from diagonal dominance.
Lemma 2.5 (Diagonal dominance implies positive). Suppose there is a function c
which is diagonally dominant for S. Then ·, ·S is positive.

Proof. Let v = i ai Ai with ai = 0 and set w = v, vS . The vector w is a linear
combination of manifolds of the form Mi Mj . By diagonal dominance, the maximum
of c on the set Ai Aj is realized only on manifolds of the form Ai Ai . Let i be such
that c(Ai Ai ) is maximum. Let J be the set of indices j for which Aj Aj = Ai Ai ,
and observe that Aj Ak = Ai Ai for j = k. It follows that the coeﬃcient of w on the


manifold Ai Ai ∈ Ṁ is j∈J |aj |2 > 0. Hence w = 0.
Most of the remainder of the paper will be concerned therefore with deﬁning a
suitable complexity function and proving that it satisﬁes diagonal dominance. In
fact, the function c we deﬁne does not depend on S.
The statement that such a diagonally dominant function exists is paraphrased
in the introduction as the topological Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and we will sometimes use such a term interchangeably with diagonal dominance.
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2.3. Overview. The complexity function c is constructed from a tuple of more
specialized complexities c0 , c1 , c2 and c3 , each of which treats some narrower aspect
of 3-manifold topology. Roughly, c0 addresses connectivity, c1 will tell us about
the kernel of the map on fundamental groups induced by the inclusion of S into a
bounding 3-manifold, c2 is concerned with essential 2-spheres, while c3 addresses
the nature and multiplicities of the prime factors (as a mnemonic, think of ci as
addressing some aspect of πi for each of 0 ≤ i < 3).
Write c0 := c0 and c1 := c0 × c1 for the lexicographic pair which ﬁrst maximizes
c0 , then c1 . Similarly, c2 := c0 × c1 × c2 = c1 × c2 , and ﬁnally, c := c3 := c0 × c1 ×
c2 × c3 = c2 × c3 .
Warning. The functions c1 , c2 , and c3 are themselves complicated and are built
up from many simpler complexity functions.
For each 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 and each complexity ck we will prove a lemma of the form
Lemma Schema. For all pairs A, B ∈ Ṁ(S), either
ck (AB) < max(ck (AA), ck (BB))
or ck (AB) = ck (AA) = ck (BB), and (A, S) and (B, S) are indistinguishable with
respect to a certain criterion Ck .
The criteria Ck are associated to the complexities ck in a certain way and are
chosen so that if (A, S) and (B, S) are indistinguishable with respect to criteria Ck
for all 0 ≤ k ≤ 3, then they represent the same element of Ṁ(S). Actually, this fact
is absorbed into the statement of the c3 -Lemma Schema, which is Theorem 3.27.
This fact together with Lemma Schema for 0 ≤ k ≤ 3 together imply the existence of a diagonally dominant function (i.e., the topological Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality), and therefore, together with Lemma 2.5, they prove Theorem A.
The complexity c3 is itself a lexicographic tuple c3 = cS × ch × ca , where the
subscripts S, h, a stand for Seifert ﬁbered, hyperbolic and assembly complexities, respectively. The Lemma Schema for c3 involves in its turn a version of the Lemma
Schema for cS , ch , ca . Moreover each of these individual internal complexity functions has its own internal structure involving simpler terms.
Here is the plan for the next few sections. In §3 we state and prove the Lemma
Schema for c0 , c1 , c2 . The Seifert ﬁbered complexity cS is treated in §4, the hyperbolic complexity ch in §5, and the assembly complexity (which encodes the gluing
up of the Seifert ﬁbered and hyperbolic pieces) in §6.
3. Prime decomposition
In this section we state and prove the Lemma Schema for the complexities
c0 , c1 , c2 and the respective criteria C0 , C1 , C2 . Then we show how these Lemma
Schemas, together with a complexity function c3 on irreducible 3-manifolds satisfying suitable properties imply Lemma 2.5 and therefore Theorem A, deferring the
precise deﬁnition and proof of properties of c3 to future sections.
3.1. The complexity c0 . The deﬁnition of c0 is straightforward.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let c0 : Ṁ → Z assign to a closed 3-manifold M the number of
connected components of M (an empty manifold has zero components).
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Deﬁnition 3.2. Given (A, S) ∈ Ṁ(S) the connectivity partition associated to A
is the functor π0 applied to the pair (A, S).
In other words, the connectivity partition is the pair of sets π0 (S), π0 (A) and
the map π0 (S) → π0 (A) induced by inclusion S → A. The data is equivalent to the
information about which components of S are included into the same component
of A, and how many closed components A has that are disjoint from S.
Criterion C0 tries to distinguish elements of Ṁ(S) using their connectivity partitions. Two elements (A, S), (B, S) ∈ Ṁ(S) are indistinguishable with respect to
C0 if and only if they induce the same connectivity partition.
Lemma 3.3 (c0 = c0 -Lemma Schema). Either
c0 (AB) < max(c0 (AA), c0 (BB))
or c0 (AB) = c0 (AA) = c0 (BB) and both (A, S) and (B, S) induce the same connectivity partition.
Proof. The key observation is that c0 is maximized only when at most one component from each of A and B contributes to a component of AB.

3.2. The complexity c1 . The complexity c1 is less trivial.
To deﬁne c1 , begin with an ordered list F1 , F2 , F3 , . . . of all ﬁnite groups up to
isomorphism. According to [10] there is a unique untwisted TQFT over R associated
to each Fk .
This TQFT associates to every closed surface S a ﬁnite dimensional R-vector
space Vk (S) with an inner product ·, ·k , and to every element (A, S) ∈ Ṁ(S) a
vector Zk (A, S) ∈ Vk (S) called the (relative) partition function of the pair. When
S = ∅ one has Vk (∅) = R, and the real number Zk (M ) ∈ R is the partition function
of M .
The gluing axiom for a TQFT states that for any two elements (A, S), (B, S) ∈
Ṁ(S) there is an equality
(3.2.1)

Zk (AB) = Zk (A, S), Zk (B, S)k .

The crucial additional property of ·, ·k is that it is positive deﬁnite (i.e., it has
Euclidean signature). For a more detailed discussion of TQFTs and a more precise
deﬁnition of Zk and Vk , see Appendix A.
Deﬁnition 3.4. c1 (M ) = (Z1 (M ), Z2 (M ), Z3 (M ), . . . ) as a lexicographic tuple of
real numbers.
Deﬁnition 3.5. Given (A, S) ∈ Ṁ(S), the compression set is the set of isotopy
classes of embedded loops in S which bound embedded disks in A.
Criterion C1 tries to distinguish elements of Ṁ(S) using their compression sets.
Two elements (A, S), (B, S) ∈ Ṁ(S) are indistinguishable with respect to C1 if and
only if they have the same compression sets.
Remark 3.6. Dehn’s Lemma and the loop theorem (see for example [21], Chapter
4) imply that an essential simple closed curve γ ⊂ S is in the compression set if
and only if its image in π1 (A) is trivial, under the homomorphism π1 (S) → π1 (A)
induced by inclusion S → A. From this and from Nielsen’s theorem on presentations
of free groups, one sees that the data of a compression set is equivalent to the functor
π1 (keeping track of basepoints, since S might be disconnected) applied to the pair
(A, S).
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Remark 3.7. As far as we know, it is possible that c1 (AB) = c1 (AA) = c1 (BB)
already implies the existence of an isomorphism h : π1 (A) → π1 (B) making the
following diagram commute:
........
.........
.......
.......
.......
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.......

π1 (S)....

........
.......
.......
.......
..........
........

π1 (A)
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
.........
.

h

π1 (B)
but we are not able to prove or disprove this. Essentially, the question is whether
the ﬁnite group TQFTs, taken together, determine the induced map on π1 . There
seems to be no known technology that would address this question. However, if it
were known to be true, the remainder of the proof could be shortened considerably.
Lemma 3.8 (c1 -Lemma Schema). Either
c1 (AB) < max(c1 (AA), c1 (BB))
or c1 (AB) = c1 (AA) = c1 (BB) and both (A, S) and (B, S) induce the same compression set.
Proof. Since the inner product on Vk (S) is Euclidean, the (ordinary) CauchySchwarz inequality implies that either
(3.2.2)

Zk (A), Zk (B)k < max(Zk (A), Zk (A)k , Zk (B), Zk (B)k )

or Zk (A) = Zk (B), in which case all three inner products are equal.
Suppose there is an essential simple closed curve γ ⊂ S which bounds a disk in
A but not in B. By Dehn’s Lemma (see Remark 3.6) the loop γ is homotopically
essential in B. Since we may assume without loss of generality that c0 (AB) =
c0 (AA) = c0 (BB), the inclusions S → A, S → B induce isomorphic maps on π0 ,
and therefore we may restrict attention to the components A0 , B 0 , S 0 containing γ.
Choosing a basepoint somewhere on γ lets us deﬁne the image of γ in π1 of these
three spaces. By abuse of notation, we denote the image in π1 (S 0 ) by γ, and the
images in π1 (A0 ), π1 (B 0 ) by i∗ (γ), j∗ (γ), respectively.
Claim. There is a ﬁnite group Fk and a homomorphism θ : π1 (B 0 ) → Fk for which
θ ◦ j∗ (γ) = x = 1.

0

Proof. The fundamental group of B is a free product of factors, corresponding to
the prime decomposition of B 0 . The factor containing the image of γ also contains
the image of π1 (S 0 ). Since γ is nontrivial in S 0 , the genus of S is positive, and
the rank of H1 of this factor is positive. In particular, the factor containing the
image of γ is π1 of a Haken manifold (see [21], Chapter 13 for a discussion of
Haken manifolds). A theorem of Hempel [22] states that all Haken 3-manifolds
have residually ﬁnite fundamental groups, and the claim follows.

Geometrically, the homomorphism θ deﬁnes a principal Fk bundle β  over S 0
(by the Borel construction) which can be extended as a product to a bundle β over
all S. The bundle β extends over B but does not extend over A (see Figure 3).
There is a natural basis for Zk (S) consisting of principal Fk bundles of S up to
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π1 (A0 )
.........
.......
......
......
......
.
.
.
..........
.
.
∗...............
...... .
......
.....
......
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.....
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
.....
......
.
.
.
.
.
...
......
0
.....
.....
..........
...... ...
......
......
......
......
......
...... ∗
......
.....
.
......
. ......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......
...... .
......
.......
......
.....
......
......
......
......
......
...... .
1
..........

1

......
.

i

π1 (S )
γ

j

......
.

......
.

......
.



......
.

......
.

......
.

........
.......

Fk
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Figure 3. Since θ ◦ j∗ (γ) = 1, the dashed arrow cannot be ﬁlled
in to a commutative diagram.
isomorphism, such that the components of Zk (A) ∈ Zk (S) count the number of
extensions (divided by the order of the ﬁber symmetry) for each principal Fk bundle
over S (see Appendix A). The component of Zk (B) in the direction β is nonzero,
whereas the component of Zk (A) in the direction β is zero. In particular,
Zk (A) = Zk (B) ∈ Vk (S).

(3.2.3)

By equations (3.2.1), (3.2.2), and (3.2.3) it follows that there is an inequality
(3.2.4)

Zk (AB) < max(Zk (AA), Zk (BB))

and the lemma is proved.
3.3. The complexity c2 . The complexity c2 is a function of the decomposition of
a closed 3-manifold into its irreducible factors. Similarly, two manifolds (A, S) and
(B, S) in Ṁ(S) are indistinguishable with respect to criterion C2 if (roughly) they
have “identical” sphere and disk decompositions into irreducible pieces.
There are various ambiguities in the way in which a 3-manifold decomposes into
its prime factors, one of which arises from the S 1 × S 2 factors. Such factors are
associated to nonseparating spheres, but the way in which they sit in the manifold
is not unique. Roughly speaking, one S 1 ×S 2 factor can be “slid” over another; this
operation is called a handle slide. A similar ambiguity holds for decompositions for
manifolds with boundary.
If M is a closed 3-manifold, let r(M ) denote the number of irreducible summands
in the prime decomposition of M , and let s(M ) denote the number of S 1 × S 2
summands. The three-sphere is considered a unit, not a prime, so r(S 3 ) = s(S 3 ) =
0.
Deﬁne c2 (M ) to be the lexicographic pair (r(M ), s(M )), and let M1 , M2 , · · ·
denote the connected components of M , arranged in (any) order of nonincreasing
complexity c2 (Mi ).
Deﬁnition 3.9. c2 (M ) = (c2 (M ), c2 (M1 ), c2 (M2 ), · · · ) as a lexicographic tuple of
lexicographic pairs.
Convention 3.10. Here and throughout, we make the convention that when we
compare lexicographic lists of diﬀerent lengths, the shorter list is padded by −∞
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characters, where −∞ is strictly less, in the relevant partial ordering, than any
other term. So if two lists agree on their common lengths, the longer list has the
greater lexicographic complexity.
In order to understand how c2 behaves under gluing, we adopt a more graphical
way of computing r(M ) and s(M ).
Deﬁnition 3.11 (Sum graph). Let M be a closed, orientable 3-manifold, and let
S be a pairwise disjoint collection of embedded 2-spheres in M . The sum graph
G(S) is a ﬁnite decorated graph, deﬁned as follows.
• There is one edge for each 2-sphere of S.
• There is one vertex for each connected component of M \ S.
• Each edge is attached to the two (not necessarily distinct) components of
M \ S corresponding to the two sides of the associated sphere.
• For each vertex associated to a component N of M \ S, label the vertex
by N , the result of capping oﬀ the 2-sphere boundary components of N .
(The bar notation has a diﬀerent meaning elsewhere in this paper, but the
intended meaning should always be clear from the context.)
A collection S is adequate if all vertex labels are irreducible. The existence of an
adequate collection is due to Kneser.
We deﬁne a thin vertex to be one whose label N is S 3 ; other vertices are fat. A
thin subgraph consists of some (any) union of edges and thin vertices.
Remark 3.12. Note that adequate collections S are allowed to have “superﬂuous”
spheres, i.e., spheres which bound 3-balls, or parallel collections of spheres.
A given manifold M admits many diﬀerent adequate collections S of spheres.
The following theorem, due to Laudenbach, describes the equivalence relation that
this ambiguity induces on sum graphs.
Theorem 3.13 (Laudenbach [27]). If S, S  are adequate collections of spheres for
M , then G(S) and G(S  ) are related by a sequence of edge slides and replacements of
a thin subgraph with a homotopy equivalent thin subgraph. Conversely, any sequence
of such moves on a sum graph G(S) produces a sum graph G(S  ), where S  is
adequate if and only if S is.
Figure 4 shows two diﬀerent but equivalent sum graphs associated to the same
manifold.

≡

Figure 4. Two diﬀerent but equivalent sum graphs for a manifold
of four components. The ﬁrst component is S 3 , and the other three
components have 1, 2, and 1 factors of S 1 × S 2 , respectively.
The numbers r(M ) and s(M ) can be recovered from any sum graph for M .
Lemma 3.14. Let S be adequate for M . The number of fat vertices of G(S) is
equal to r(M ). Moreover, s(M ) = dim(H1 (G(S); R)).
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To describe criterion C2 , we must relativize the deﬁnition of sum graphs to
compact 3-manifolds with boundary.
Deﬁnition 3.15 (Relative sum graph). Let A be a compact, orientable 3-manifold
with boundary, and let D be a pairwise disjoint collection of embedded 2-spheres and
properly embedded disks in A. The relative sum graph G(D) is a ﬁnite decorated
graph, deﬁned as follows.
• There is one edge for each element of D; an edge associated to a sphere is
regular; otherwise it is a half edge.
• There is one vertex for each connected component of A \ D.
• Edges join the (not necessarily distinct) components corresponding to their
two sides in A.
• A vertex corresponding to a component disjoint from ∂A is regular; otherwise it is a half vertex.
• A regular vertex is thin or fat as before depending on whether its label is
S 3 or not.
• A half vertex associated to a component N determines a label N obtained
by capping oﬀ sphere components of ∂N which are disjoint from ∂S; a half
vertex is thin if N is B 3 and fat otherwise.
The collection D is adequate if all regular vertex labels are irreducible, and all half
vertex labels are irreducible and boundary irreducible.
The analogue of Theorem 3.13 holds for relative sum graphs:
Theorem 3.16 (Laudenbach [27]). Two adequate collections D, D for M determine relative sum graphs G(D), G(D ) which are related by edge slides and homotopies of the thin part.
See also [6] for a discussion.
Remark 3.17. Theorem 3.16 is nontrivial even (or especially) when M is a handlebody and implies (for instance) that any two meridian systems v, v  for a handlebody
are related by a ﬁnite sequence of Singer moves; i.e., one disk in the system v is
replaced by a disk contained in the complement of v (see Singer [44]).
Criterion C2 tries to distinguish elements of Ṁ(S) using their relative sum
graphs. Two elements (A, S), (B, S) ∈ Ṁ(S) are indistinguishable with respect
to C2 if there are adequate collections DA , DB so that G(DA ) and G(DB ) are isomorphic.
That is,
• The families of disks in DA and DB intersect S in the same set of curves,
up to isotopy; this determines a canonical isomorphism between the sets of
half edges in G(DA ) and G(DB ).
• There is an isomorphism between the graphs G(DA ) and G(DB ) which is
compatible with the canonical isomorphism on half edges, and which takes
fat (resp. thin) vertices to fat (resp. thin) vertices and regular (resp. half)
vertices or edges to regular (resp. half) vertices or edges
In words, two elements are indistinguishable with respect to criterion C2 if they
can be cut up into irreducible pieces in a combinatorially isomorphic way (respecting
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the intersection with S) and with the same S 3 and B 3 terms, but without paying
attention (yet) to the homeomorphism types of the irreducible pieces which are not
S 3 or B 3 .
Figure 5 shows an example of a relative sum graph.

Figure 5. An example of a relative sum graph G(D). From the
left, the ﬁrst component is an S 1 × S 2  S 1 × S 2 and the second
contains an (S 1 × S 2 \ D3 )  S 1 × D2 summand. Every edge is
“thin” in the sense of Deﬁnition 3.15, but in the ﬁgure, half edges
are drawn “thinner” than regular edges.
In the sequel, for the sake of legibility, we will refer to relative sum graphs simply
as sum graphs.
Lemma 3.18 (c2 -Lemma Schema). Either
c2 (AB) < max(c2 (AA), c2 (BB))
or c2 (AB) = c2 (AA) = c2 (BB) and there are adequate collections DA , DB of disjoint spheres and disks in (A, S), (B, S), respectively, so that the sum graphs G(DA )
and G(DB ) are isomorphic.
Proof. Let DA , DB be adequate collections of disks and spheres for A and B, respectively. Without loss of generality we may assume that c1 (AB) = c1 (AA) = c1 (BB)
so that (A, S) and (B, S) are indistinguishable with respect to criteria C0 and C1 .
It follows that any essential simple closed curve in S which bounds a disk in A also
bounds a disk in B, so we may choose DA , DB so that the disk components have
the same boundaries in S, and the half edges of G(DA ) and G(DB ) match up under
the gluing.
Since the deﬁnition of adequate requires half vertex labels to be irreducible, any
half vertex label whose boundary contains a sphere must be B 3 (i.e., these are
exactly the set of thin half vertices). Note that if N is a component corresponding
to a half vertex, then each boundary component of N is obtained from a component
of ∂N ∩ S by ﬁlling in boundary components of ∂N ∩ S with disks in D. Thus a
boundary component of N is a sphere if and only if the corresponding component
of ∂N ∩ S is a planar surface. In particular, thin half vertices of G(DA ) precisely
match up with thin half vertices of G(DB ).
Since disk components of DA and DB match up, the union S = DA ∪ DB is a
pairwise disjoint collection of embedded spheres in AB.
Claim. S is an adequate collection of spheres for AB.



Proof. Components of A \ DA and B \ DB corresponding to regular vertices are
also components of AB \ S, so the labels associated to these vertices of G(S) are
irreducible. So we just need to check irreducibility for labels of vertices of G(S)
corresponding to unions of half vertices of G(DA ) and G(DB ).
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Let Mi be a set of components of A \ DA and Nj a 
set of components
of B \ DB

corresponding to half vertices so that the union M = i Mi j Nj is a component
of AB \ S. We need to check that every 
spherein M is inessential. First notice
that every boundary component of N := i M i j N j is a sphere, obtained from
exactly one disk in each of DA and DB , since the disk components glue up exactly.
Then observe that M is obtained from N by capping oﬀ each of these boundary
components with a 3-ball.
Now suppose T is an embedded sphere in M . We will show that T bounds a
3-ball in M . Since M is obtained from M by capping oﬀ boundary components
with 3-balls, we may assume T ⊂ M ⊂ AB, and we put T in general position with
respect to S. Since DA , DB are adequate in A, B, respectively, we may boundary
compress all components of T ∩ Mi in Mi until each component of T ∩ Mi is either
boundary parallel into S or parallel in Mi to a disk δa in DA . Disks of the ﬁrst type
can then be pushed across S, reducing the number of intersections of T ∩ S. On
the other hand disks parallel to an element δa ∈ DA can be removed by an isotopy
(working innermost to outermost) across the 3-ball in M capping oﬀ δa ∪ δb , where
δb ∈ DB is the counterpart to δa . The isotopy results in a new T ⊂ M ⊂ AB
with one fewer intersection with S. So after ﬁnitely many moves of this kind, T is
disjoint from S and is contained (without loss of generality) in some Mi . But M i
is irreducible, so T bounds a 3-ball in M i ⊂ M .
It follows that the sum graphs G(DA ) and G(DB ) for A and B can be combined
to give a sum graph G(S) for AB. More speciﬁcally,
• Each half edge of G(DA ) combines with its counterpart in G(DB ) to produce
a (regular) edge of G(S).
• Each thin half vertex of G(DA ) combines with its counterpart in G(DB ) to
produce a thin vertex of G(S).
• Two or more fat half vertices from G(DA ) and G(DB ) combine to produce
a single fat vertex of G(S).
• (Less interesting) The regular edges and vertices of G(DA ) and G(DB )
become edges and vertices of G(S), preserving fatness/thinness in the case
of vertices.
Note that the third bullet point is justiﬁed by the claim above. Similarly, G(DA )
(respectively G(DB )) can by combined with its mirror image to get a sum graph
G(SAA ) for AA (respectively a sum graph G(SBB ) for BB).
We now argue that either G(DA ) can be chosen to be isomorphic to G(DB ) or
else the diagonal dominance inequality holds.
Let a1 and b1 be the number of fat vertices and fat half vertices of G(DA ), and
deﬁne a2 and b2 similarly. Then the number of fat vertices of G(SAA ) is 2a1 + b1 ,
the number of fat vertices of G(SBB ) is 2a2 + b2 , and the number of fat vertices of
G(S) is a1 + a2 + b , where b ≤ min(b1 , b2 ). It follows that the diagonal dominance
inequality holds unless a1 = a2 and b = b1 = b2 . The latter equality forces the
fat half vertices of G(DA ) and G(DB ) to have the same connectivity partition with
respect to their common boundary.
Next we look at the second component of c2 , the ﬁrst Betti numbers of G(SAA ),
G(SBB ) and G(S).
Let G1/2 (DA ) denote the subgraph of G(DA ) consisting of half vertices and
half edges, and deﬁne G1/2 (DB ) similarly. By the remark above, the subgraphs
G1/2 (DA ) and G1/2 (DB ) are isomorphic by an isomorphism which respects the
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gluing (remember that half edges correspond to disks which are paired according
to Criterion C1 ).
Because of the isomorphism of G1/2 (DA ) and G1/2 (DB ), the Betti numbers s
can be computed from the relative ﬁrst Betti numbers
sA := dim(H1 (G(DA ), G1/2 (DA ); R)), sB := dim(H1 (G(DB ), G1/2 (DB ); R))
by the formula
s(AA) = sA + sA + C, s(AB) = sA + sB + C, s(BB) = sB + sB + C,
where C is a constant depending only on the (isomorphic) graphs G1/2 (DA ) and
G1/2 (DB ). If sA = sB , then the diagonal dominance inequality is satisﬁed, so
assume from now on that they are equal.
The same argument can be applied to each connected component of A and B
individually, using Criterion C0 to observe that the gluing of A and B respects
their connectivity partitions. In particular, connected components of G(DA ) and
G(DB ) individually have isomorphic half subgraphs, the same number of fat vertices, and the same Betti numbers. It follows that after edge slides, each component
of G(DA ) is isomorphic to the corresponding component of G(DB ) by an isomorphism respecting the inclusions of S into A and B.

3.4. The complexity c3 . We come now to the ﬁnal piece of our complexity, c3 .
To deﬁne c3 , we will leap ahead in the story and assume the following result, which
is assembled from results proved in §§4–6 and is itself proved in §6.
Deﬁnition 3.19. Let Ṗ ⊂ Ṁ denote the set of closed, connected, oriented, irreducible prime 3-manifolds. (We use “irreducible” here to exclude S 1 × S 2 .)
Theorem 3.20 (Prime complexity). There is a complexity function cp : Ṗ → Op
for some totally ordered set Op , satisfying cp (M ) = cp (M ), and such that if (A, S)
and (B, S) are distinct connected, orientable, irreducible manifolds with S a nonempty incompressible surface not homeomorphic to S 2 , then
cp (AB) < max(cp (AA), cp (BB)).
Remark 3.21. The hypotheses on (A, S) and (B, S) imply that AB, AA, BB are all
in Ṗ.
Deferring the deﬁnition of cp and assuming the proof of Theorem 3.20, we will
now construct c3 so that c3 = c2 × c3 has the ﬁnal property we demand of c := c3 ;
namely,
c(AB) < max(c(AA), c(BB))
for all distinct pairs (A, S), (B, S) ∈ Ṁ(S).
Deﬁnition 3.22. A divisor on Ṗ is a function from Ṗ to Z with ﬁnite support. If
Σ is a divisor, write Σ ≥ 0 if all the terms are nonnegative.
We sometimes use the circumlocution “a ﬁnite subset of Ṗ with multiplicity” for
a divisor Σ ≥ 0. We extend cp to nonnegative divisors, as follows:
Deﬁnition 3.23. If Σ is a nonnegative divisor, let M1 , M2 , . . . be the elements of Ṗ
in the support of Σ listed with multiplicity, ordered so that cp (Mi ) is nonincreasing.
Then deﬁne c̄p to be the lexicographic list
c̄p (Σ) = (cp (M1 ), cp (M2 ), · · · ).
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Remark 3.24. Note that by convention, c̄p (0) < c̄p (Σ) whenever Σ > 0, i.e., when
the nonnegative divisor Σ is nontrivial.
The set Ṗ admits an involution ι : Ṗ → Ṗ given by reversing orientations.
Let |Ṗ| denote the set of orbits of Ṗ under this involution. Let p1 , p2 , · · · list the
elements of |Ṗ|. For each divisor Σ deﬁne pi (Σ) to be the number of M ∈ Σ for
which the orbit of M under ι is equal to pi . Similarly, deﬁne di (Σ) to be equal to
0 if the cardinality of pi (as an orbit in Ṗ) is 1, and otherwise to be equal to minus
the diﬀerence of the value of Σ on the two diﬀerent elements of the orbit pi . That
is, if Pi ∈ Ṗ is some element in the orbit pi , deﬁne
di (Σ) = −|Σ(Pi ) − Σ(ι(Pi ))|.
Observe that di = 0 if Pi = ι(Pi ), so actually this formula is correct independent
of the cardinality of pi .
Deﬁnition 3.25. For each divisor Σ ≥ 0 deﬁne cι (Σ) to be the lexicographic list
cι (Σ) = all the (pi (Σ), di (Σ))’s listed in nonincreasing order.
For M ∈ Ṁ, let Σ(M ) denote the nonnegative divisor counting the number of
irreducible primes in the prime
 decomposition of M with multiplicity. Note that if
M is disconnected, Σ(M ) = i Σ(Mi ), where the Mi are the components of M .
With these preliminary deﬁnitions, we are in a position to deﬁne c3 .
Deﬁnition 3.26. c3 (M ) is the lexicographical tuple
c3 (M ) = (c̄p (Σ(M )), c̄p (Σ(Mi )), cι (Σ(M )), cι (Σ(Mi ))).
Here the terms c̄p (Σ(Mi )) and cι (Σ(Mi )) are shorthand for the lexicographic
lists of the complexities c̄p and cι evaluated on the components Mi of M , ordered
nonincreasingly. Note that the order of the Mi ’s in the two cases might be diﬀerent.
The terms cι become important when no nontrivial gluing as in Theorem 3.20
takes place. In this case, we need to look closely at prime multiplicity.
Theorem 3.27 (c3 -Lemma Schema). Let (A, S) and (B, S) be distinct elements
of Ṁ(S). Then
(3.4.1)

c3 (AB) < max(c3 (AA), c3 (BB)).

Proof. Suppose c0 , c1 , c2 are all equal for AA, AB, BB so that A and B cannot be
distinguished by criteria C0 , C1 , C2 .
Claim. Either c̄p (Σ(AB)) < max(c̄p (Σ(AA), Σ(BB))) or else A and B pair up
component by component in such a way that the fat regular vertices of the sum
graphs G(DA ), G(DB ) correspond to sets of irreducible primes with pairwise equal
cp -complexities, and the fat half vertices of G(DA ) and G(DB ) are paired by the
gluing in such a way that paired half vertices have identical labels.

Proof. For each of AA, AB, BB, let Σ1/2 (·) be the divisor corresponding to the
set of manifolds appearing as labels of fat vertices in the sum graphs which are
obtained from fat half vertices in the relative sum graphs, and let Σr (·) denote the
other terms in Σ(·). Note that
Σr (·) = Σ(·) − Σ1/2 (·)
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as (nonnegative) divisors. Let xAA = c̄p (Σ1/2 (AA)), uAA = c̄p (Σr (AA)) and pAA =
c̄p (Σ(AA)), and similarly for AA replaced by AB or BB.
Ignoring the orientation of factors at the moment, there is an equality Σr (AA) +
r
Σ (BB) = 2Σr (AB), where we think of each Σr as a divisor on |Ṗ|. It follows,
after interchanging the roles of A and B if necessary, that there is an inequality
(3.4.2)

uAA ≥ uAB ≥ uBB ,

where both inequalities are strict unless all three terms are equal.
We next turn to the terms xAA , xAB and xBB . These correspond to gluings of fat
half vertices and satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.20. By that theorem, either
paired fat half vertices have labels which are diﬀeomorphic by a diﬀeomorphism
preserving the intersection with S, or else
(3.4.3)

xAA > xAB or xBB > xAB .

We consider these cases in turn.
Case xAA > xAB . Combining with equation (3.4.2) gives pAA > pAB and we are
done.
Case xBB > xAB , uAB = uBB . These two inequalities together imply pBB > pAB
and we are also done.
Case xBB > xAB , uAB > uBB . Combining the second inequality with equation (3.4.2) gives uAA > uAB .
Let uAA be the ﬁrst term in uAA which diﬀers from a term uAB in uAB , so that
there is an inequality
(3.4.4)

uAA > uAB .

Subcase xBB > uAA . That is, assume the ﬁrst term in xBB is greater than uAA .
Combining with equation (3.4.4) gives xBB > uAB and therefore pBB > pAB and
again we are done.
Subcase xBB ≤ uAA . Since this is a subcase of the case xBB > xAB , we get
xAB < uAA . That is, the ﬁrst term xAB in xAB is already less than the ﬁrst term
in uAA in which case the u terms dominate in p. Since we are assuming throughout
this case that uAB > uBB , one inequality in equation (3.4.2) is strict, and therefore
the other is too; i.e. uAA > uAB . Since we have just argued that the u terms
dominate in p in this subcase, we deduce pAA > pAB , so the claim is proved in this
case too.
Thus the only possibility is that labels of paired fat half vertices are diﬀeomorphic
by a diﬀeomorphism preserving their intersection with S, and further that uAA =

uAB = uBB , as claimed.
Repeating the preceding argument component by component, we either obtain
the desired inequality in the second term of c3 , or else there are equalities
Σ1/2 (Ai Ai ) = Σ1/2 (Ai Bi ) = Σ1/2 (Bi Bi )
and
c̄p (Σr (Ai Ai )) = c̄p (Σr (Ai Bi )) = c̄p (Σr (Bi Bi ))
for each pair of components Ai , Bi which are glued up in AB. Since paired fat half
vertices in every component are diﬀeomorphic by a diﬀeomorphism ﬁxed on S, the
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only potential diﬀerence between A and B is in the prime irreducible factors which
do not intersect S; call these the free factors. By uniqueness of prime factorization
for 3-manifolds, A and B are equal if and only if for each pair of corresponding
components Ai , Bi the set of free factors appearing in each are equal as divisors.
Ignoring questions of orientation of free factors for the moment, it is clear that
either the set of free factors in Ai and in Bi are equal, or for some ﬁrst pk ∈ |Ṗ|,
after possibly interchanging A and B, some component Ai has at least as many
copies of pk as any component Bj , and more copies than Bi . It follows that the
maximal value of pk (·) is achieved on more components of AA than of AB, so that
c3 (AB) < c3 (AA) with strict inequality in either the third or fourth term.
However, we are working in the category of oriented 3-manifolds, and we must
take into account the fact that fat regular vertices of B contribute terms in AB and
BB which appear with reversed orientation. The di factors in the complexity cι
favor a perfect balance in the closed manifold between primes and their orientationreverses.
Since all factors appearing in Σ1/2 are amphichiral (i.e., they are ﬁxed points of
ι), the di terms are maximized only when every oriented free factor in each Ai occurs
in each Bi with the same multiplicity. So either c3 (AB) < max(c3 (AA), c3 (BB))
with strict inequality in some di in the third or fourth term, or each pair Ai and
Bi have exactly the same set of free factors with orientation and multiplicity. In
the ﬁrst case, the theorem is proved. In the second case, by what we have already
proved about the Σ1/2 factors, this implies that (A, S) and (B, S) are equal as
elements of Ṁ(S), contrary to the hypothesis.
This completes the proof of Theorem A modulo the deﬁnition of cp and the proof
of Theorem 3.20. This will occupy §§4–6.
4. Seifert fibered factors
We now restrict attention to irreducible 3-manifolds with incompressible boundary.
Deﬁnition 4.1. A Seifert ﬁbered space is a compact 3-manifold that admits a
foliation by circles. The foliation is called a Seifert ﬁbration, and the circles are
called the ﬁbers of the Seifert ﬁbration. If M is a Seifert ﬁbered space, the space
obtained by quotienting the ﬁbers to points is an orbifold Q called the base of the
ﬁbration. The orbifold points are also called exceptional points, and the ﬁbers lying
over orbifold points are called exceptional ﬁbers.
Fundamental to the theory of Seifert ﬁbered manifolds is the fact that an irreducible 3-manifold admits a natural decomposition into Seifert ﬁbered and atoroidal
pieces:
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let M be a closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold. The characteristic submanifold of M , denoted Σ, is a Seifert submanifold of M (possibly
disconnected and with boundary) whose complement is atoroidal (and possibly
disconnected), and which has the smallest number of boundary components.
Note that the boundary components of an orientable Seifert ﬁbered manifold are
all tori.
Theorem 4.3 (JSJ decomposition, [23], [24]). A closed, orientable, irreducible
3-manifold has a characteristic submanifold which is unique up to isotopy.
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There is a relative version of this theorem for manifolds with incompressible
boundary, which we also need.
Deﬁnition 4.4. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with incompressible boundary S. The characteristic submanifold of M , denoted Σ, is a
union of pieces, each of which is one of the following kinds:
(1) a Seifert submanifold disjoint from S (call these free factors);
(2) a pair (I-bundle, ∂I-bundle) over a surface, where the intersection with S
is the ∂I-bundle (call these proper I-bundles);
(3) a Seifert submanifold whose boundary intersects S in a union of ﬁbered
annuli and tori.
This union of pieces is uniquely determined by the property that its complement is
atoroidal and acylindrical and has the smallest possible number of frontier components.
Theorem 4.5 (Relative JSJ decomposition, [23], [24]). A compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with incompressible boundary has a characteristic submanifold
which is unique up to isotopy.
Remark 4.6. There is some ambiguity in the ﬁber structure of a piece of the characteristic submanifold of a manifold (with or without boundary). This ambiguity
is discussed in the sequel, and is resolved by certain conventions.
Remark 4.7. The third case in Deﬁnition 4.4 is somewhat nonstandard, insofar as
we insist that the ﬁbering of a Seifert submanifold X extend to a ﬁbering of its
intersection X ∩ S. This has the following consequence: if T is a torus component
of ∂X intersecting S in parallel annuli Ai , and the circle ﬁbration of the Ai does not
extend over X, we need to add a parallel copy of T ×I as a piece of the characteristic
submanifold which “insulates” ∂X from S. If this T × I is glued up along subannuli
with nontrivial Seifert ﬁbered pieces on the other side of S, it will survive as part
of a Seifert ﬁbered component of the JSJ decomposition of the closed manifold.
Otherwise, it will be “reabsorbed” into the boundary of X.
4.1. Surfaces of ﬁnite type. The pieces which arise in the JSJ decomposition are
canonical (up to isotopy), but they typically have boundary, consisting of a union
of tori. It is sometimes desirable (especially when discussing the atoroidal pieces)
to remove these boundary tori and consider the open manifold which is the interior
of the manifold with boundary.
It is therefore convenient to extend the deﬁnition of Ṁ(S) to the case that S is
a surface of ﬁnite type.
Let S be an oriented surface of ﬁnite type (i.e., S is homeomorphic to a closed
surface with ﬁnitely many points removed). Let Ṁ(S) denote the set of smooth
pairs (A, S) where
• A is an orientable 3-manifold with ∂A = S,
 and
• A \ S is homeomorphic to the interior of a compact 3-manifold A,




• ∂ A decomposes as a union ∂ A = ∂v A ∪ ∂h A (the vertical boundary and the
 = S and ∂v A
 is a ﬁnite
horizontal boundary respectively) such that ∂h A
union of tori and annuli whose boundary compactiﬁes S,
up to the equivalence relation (A, S) ∼ (B, S) if there is a diﬀeomorphism h : A → B
such that hi = j, where i : S → A and j : S → B are the respective inclusions.
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4.2. Classiﬁcation and conventions. In §4.3 we will introduce the complexity
term cS which treats both closed and bounded oriented suﬃciently large (to be
deﬁned below) Seifert ﬁbered spaces, but ﬁrst we must discuss the classiﬁcation of
Seifert ﬁbered spaces (in order to be able to deﬁne the complexity) and describe
our conventions for dealing with a few “exceptional” cases. As remarked above,
the complexity must be deﬁned for bounded as well as closed manifolds. We may
assume that the gluing surface S is incompressible, since compressing disks are
treated by the (earlier) complexity term c1 .
It follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.27 that Seifert ﬁbered pieces in the relative
JSJ decomposition disjoint from the gluing surface S (i.e., the free factors) occur
in either AA or BB as many times as they occur in AB, so it is only necessary
to deﬁne cS on the kinds of Seifert ﬁbered pieces which arise by nontrivial gluing
along an incompressible subsurface S.
The classiﬁcation of orientable Seifert-ﬁbered manifolds is well known. We follow
the notation of Hatcher [20].
Deﬁnition 4.8 (Notation for oriented Seifert ﬁbered manifolds). The notation
M (±g, b; α1 /β1 , · · · , αk /βk ) denotes a Seifert ﬁbered manifold speciﬁed by the following properties. The base surface B has genus g, with sign + if B is orientable
and − otherwise. The base surface has b boundary components. The ﬁber structure
over the base is obtained from a “model” S 1 bundle E over B with oriented total
space by drilling out k ﬁbers and gluing in solid tori with slopes αi /βi ∈ Q, and
where αi /βi ∈ Z is allowed only if b = 0 and k = 1. The “model” is unique if b > 0.
If b = 0 and B is orientable, set E = S 1 × B. If b = 0 and B is nonorientable,
set E = (S 1 × B̃)/(θ, b̃) ∼ (θ̄, b̃ ), where B̃ is the orientation cover of B, b̃ is the
covering translation of b̃, and θ̄ is the complex conjugate of θ.
There is some redundancy in this notation, captured in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.9 (Classiﬁcation theorem, [20], Prop. 2.1). Two Seifert ﬁberings
M (±g, b; α1 /β1 , . . . , αk /βk ),

M (±g, b; α1 /β1 , . . . , αk /βk )

are isomorphic by an orientation (and ﬁber) preserving diﬀeomorphism if and only
= αi /βi (mod 1) for each i, and, in case
if, after possibly permuting indices,
αi /βi

b = 0, if there is an equality i αi /βi = i αi /βi .

If b = 0, the sum i αi /βi is an invariant, called the Euler number of the ﬁbering.
Deﬁnition 4.10. A Seifert ﬁbered space, with or without boundary, is suﬃciently
large if it contains an oriented incompressible surface (not equal to S 2 or D2 ).
Otherwise, the Seifert ﬁbered space is called small.
Theorem 4.11 (Waldhausen, [46]). Suppose M is a Seifert ﬁbered space. Then all
incompressible surfaces in M can be isotoped to be either horizontal (i.e. transverse
to the ﬁbers) or vertical (i.e. a union of ﬁbers).
The Euler number is an obstruction to the existence of a horizontal surface. In
fact, the following is well known:
Lemma 4.12 ([20], Prop. 2.2). If b > 0, horizontal surfaces always exist (although
they may be disks if M is not suﬃciently large), and if b = 0, then horizontal
surfaces exist if and only if the Euler number is zero.
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Except for some special cases, the underlying 3-manifold of an orientable Seifert
ﬁbered space admits a unique ﬁbering up to isomorphism:
Theorem 4.13 (Exceptional list, [20], Thm. 2.3). Seifert ﬁberings of orientable
Seifert manifolds are unique up to isomorphism, with the following exceptions:
(1) S 1 × D2 ,
˜ 1 ×I,
˜
(2) S 1 ×S
3
(3) S , S 1 × S 2 , lens spaces,
(4) M (0, 0; 1/2, −1/2, α/β) = M (−1, 0; β/α),
˜ 1 ×S
˜ 1.
(5) S 1 ×S
Almost all the exceptions have base space a disk, a sphere, or a projective plane
with at most 2, 3, or 1 exceptional ﬁbers, respectively. Such manifolds are all small
and will not arise by gluing irreducible, boundary irreducible components of A (B)
along torus or annulus subcomponents of S (although they might arise as a factor
in the relative JSJ decomposition). However, some cases require special treatment.
Case S 1 × D2 . A solid torus (case (1) in Theorem 4.13) can arise as a piece of the
relative JSJ decomposition if its frontier consists of at least two annuli, or of one
annulus whose core represents a proper multiple of the core of the solid torus. If
Ai denote the (oriented) annuli in the frontier of the solid torus, the cores of the
Ai represent multiples of the core of the solid torus in homology; deﬁne the degree
of the solid torus to be the sum of these numbers. Choose orientations so that the
degree is positive. We must have degree at least 2, or else the frontier is boundary
parallel. We make the following convention about the ﬁber structure on a solid
torus:
Convention 4.14. Let S 1 × D2 be a piece in the relative JSJ decomposition. If
the piece has degree 2, and intersects S in two annuli, each homotopic to the core
of the solid torus, ﬁber the solid torus as an I-bundle over an annulus. Otherwise,
ﬁber the solid torus, using at most one exceptional ﬁber as the core, in the unique
manner compatible with a ﬁbering of its frontier (or, equivalently, its intersection
with S) by circles.
It is worth remarking that the convention distinguishes between the two cases of
degree 2. Both cases admit the structure of an I-bundle or an S 1 bundle compatibly
with their intersection with S. The ﬁrst case we give the structure of an I-bundle
over an annulus (rather than a product foliation of a solid torus by circles); the
second case we give the structure of an S 1 -bundle over a disk with one exceptional
ﬁber of kind 1/2 (rather than a twisted I-bundle over a Möbius strip).
˜ 1 ×I.
˜ A twisted I-bundle over a Klein bottle (case (2) in Theorem 4.13)
Case S 1 ×S
can arise in the JSJ decomposition of the closed manifold either as a free factor (in
which case the ﬁber structure is irrelevant), or by gluing two solid tori of degree
2 of the same kind. It might arise by gluing solid tori in one of two ways: either
by gluing two copies of annulus × I along pairs of boundary annuli with a “twist”
(that interchanges inside and outside), or by gluing two M (0, 1; 1/2) along ﬁbered
annuli in their boundaries. Convention 4.14 insists in either case that the result
has the ﬁber structure M (0, 1; 1/2, −1/2). We therefore make the following:
˜ 1 ×I
˜ in the closed manifold is given the ﬁber strucConvention 4.15. Every S 1 ×S
ture M (0, 1; 1/2, −1/2).
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˜ 1 ×I
˜ can also occur as a piece in the relative JSJ decomposition, inAn S 1 ×S
tersecting S in a union of annuli. If these annuli are ﬁbered compatibly with one
of the ﬁber structures M (0, 1; 1/2, −1/2) or M (−1, 1; ) we give the piece this ﬁber
structure. Otherwise, the piece does not really intersect S at all, but is insulated
by a T 2 × I as in Remark 4.7.
Finally,
˜ 1 ×I
˜ that occurs as a piece in the relative JSJ decomConvention 4.16. An S 1 ×S
position with its entire boundary on S is given the ﬁber structure M (0, 1; 1/2, −1/2).
There is a further ambiguity, that a Seifert ﬁbered manifold may admit isomorphic but nonisotopic Seifert ﬁberings. If M is suﬃciently large, the ﬁbers determine
a central Z subgroup of π1 (M ), or a normal Z subgroup if the monodromy on ﬁbers
is nontrivial. If the center (after passing to a double cover if necessary) is at least
2-dimensional, M is either virtually T 2 × I or virtually T 3 . From this one can
deduce the following standard fact:
Theorem 4.17 (Big center). Let M be a suﬃciently large Seifert ﬁbered space
which is not on the exceptional list from Theorem 4.13. Then either M is one of
T 2 ×I or T 3 , or any automorphism of M is isotopic to an automorphism which permutes the ﬁbers, and either ﬁxes the orientation of the base and ﬁber (if orientable),
or simultaneously reverses both.
The manifolds T 3 and T 2 × I will be handled as a special case; for the moment
we just make the following:
Convention 4.18. A properly embedded T 2 × I factor in the relative JSJ decomposition (i.e., with T 2 × ∂I ⊂ S) is ﬁbered as a product I-bundle over T 2 .
A nonproperly embedded factor with exactly one boundary component ⊂ S is
thought of as being ﬁbered by circles in an unspeciﬁed manner (since any ﬁbration
on a single boundary component extends uniquely to a product ﬁbration on the
entire T 2 × I).
Other than free factors, Seifert ﬁbered spaces may arise in the pairing either by
gluing two Seifert ﬁbered spaces A and B (along part of their boundaries) so as
to match the ﬁber structures, or by gluing two I-bundles together to match end
points of intervals. In the latter case, unless the base has positive (orbifold) Euler
characteristic, the result will be suﬃciently large. In both cases the surface S along
which the gluing occurs has a nontrivial fundamental group which injects into A
(and B).
If gluing gives rise to a nonfree Seifert ﬁbered factor, Theorem 4.11 implies that
S is either a torus or a Klein bottle, or else S is horizontal. If the factor has no
boundary, then if S is horizontal, the Euler number must vanish. This rules out all
˜ 1 ×S
˜ 1 , since they either
closed exceptional cases in Theorem 4.13 except for S 1 ×S
contain no incompressible torus, or have nonvanishing Euler number.
This leaves the following exceptional manifolds:
T 2 × I,

T 3,

˜ 1 ×S
˜ 1.
S 1 ×S

We will see in the proof of Lemma 4.22 that with Convention 4.18, these exceptional cases do not cause a problem. In every other case, by Theorem 4.13 and
Theorem 4.17, a nonfree Seifert ﬁbered factor arising in AA, AB or BB has a
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unique Seifert ﬁbered structure, up to (orientation-preserving) ﬁber-permuting automorphisms which either simultaneously preserve, or simultaneously reverse, the
orientations of the ﬁbers and the base.
4.3. Seifert ﬁbered complexity. We are now ready to give the deﬁnition of the
complexity function cS , discussing ﬁrst the complexity for connected Seifert ﬁbered
manifolds (possibly with boundary).
Deﬁnition 4.19. Let X be a connected, oriented, suﬃciently large Seifert ﬁbered
space. Let Q denote the base orbifold of the Seifert ﬁbering (we cannot use the
notation B, for obvious reasons, so think Q for “quotient”). Deﬁne the complexity
cCS (X) to be the ordered 4-tuple
cCS (X) = (b, −χo (Q), #sing , −|e|),
where b is the number of boundary components, −χo (Q) is (minus) the orbifold
Euler characteristic of the base (see [45], Deﬁnition 13.3.3), #sing depends on the
singular ﬁbers, and −|e| is (minus) the absolute value of the Euler number, when
b = 0. All the orbifolds Q which arise are “good”, meaning that they have the
form Q = Σ/F , a surface Σ modulo a ﬁnite group action. The orbifold Euler
characteristic of Q is deﬁned as χo (Q) = χ(Σ)/|F |. The term #sing is itself an
ordered list of terms deﬁned as follows. Choose (in advance) some total ordering
of (Q/Z − 0)/ ± 1, i.e., nonzero elements of Q/Z up to sign. This ordering should
not depend on X. For each term ±α/β list the pair (s(±α/β), d(±α/β)), where
s(±α/β) is the number of singular ﬁbers of type ±α/β, and d(±α/β) is the defect,
i.e.
d(±α/β) := −|#(α/β ﬁbers) − #(−α/β ﬁbers)|
(note that d(±1/2) = 0). The term #sing is the ordered list of ordered pairs
(s(±α/β), d(±α/β)) over all (Q/Z − 0)/ ± 1.
The function cCS can be extended to irreducible manifolds with boundary a
union of tori by setting it equal to a formal minimum value “−∞” on any manifold
which is not a suﬃciently large Seifert ﬁbered space. For example, cCS (X) = −∞
if X is a hyperbolic manifold.
The pairs (s, d) in #sing should be compared with the terms (pi (Σ), di (Σ)) in
the Deﬁnition 3.25 of cι , which serve an analogous purpose, namely to deﬁne a
complexity which is maximized on the greatest number of objects appearing in
orientation-reversed pairs.
Deﬁnition 4.20. Let X be a closed, connected, oriented, irreducible 3-manifold,
and let Xi be the pieces of X obtained by the JSJ decomposition. Order the Xi by
(decreasing) complexity cCS , and let cS (X) be a tuple



−χo (Qi ),
genus(Qi ), n, cCS (X1 ), . . . ,
cS (X) = m, −m ,
i

i

where the description of the terms is as follows. The ﬁrst term m is the maximum
number of independent tori in X (i.e., the maximum number of pairwise disjoint
pairwise nonisotopic incompressible tori). In the second term m is the number of
tori in the JSJ decomposition of X. The third term is the sum of −χo (Qi ) over
the Seifert ﬁbered Xi , and the fourth term is the sum of the genera of the Qi . The
ﬁfth term n is the number of Seifert ﬁbered pieces in X, and the remaining terms
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are the ordered list of the cCS complexity of the Xi . To compare the complexity of
two lists of diﬀerent lengths, pad the shorter list by −∞ symbols if necessary.
Given an element (A, S) ∈ Ṁ(S), where S is incompressible and A is irreducible,
by Theorem 4.5, there is a decomposition of A (along essential annuli properly
embedded in A and essential tori disjoint from S) into submanifolds AF , AI and
AC , where each component of AF is Seifert ﬁbered, each component of AI is a
properly embedded essential I-bundle, and every component of AC is atoroidal and
acylindrical. Further, let AS := AF ∪ AI .
Remark 4.21. We reinterpret our conventions in this language. By Convention 4.14,
a solid torus is a component of AI if and only if it is a product annulus × I with
annulus × ∂I contained in S; otherwise it is a component of AF . By Conven˜ 1 ×I
˜ with entire boundary on S is a component of AF . Finally,
tion 4.16, an S 1 ×S
by Convention 4.18, a proper T × I is in AI , whereas a torus neighborhood of
a torus component of S which bounds an atoroidal, acylindrical submanifold is a
component of AF .
We are now in a position to prove diagonal dominance for cS .
Lemma 4.22 (cS -Lemma Schema). Let (A, S) and (B, S) be elements of Ṁ(S),
where S is incompressible, and both A and B are irreducible. Then there is an
inequality
cS (AB) ≤ max(cS (AA), cS (BB))
which is strict unless S ∩ AS = S ∩ BS =: SS , and (AS , SS ) = (BS , SS ) as elements
of Ṁ(SS ).
Remark 4.23. Two copies of surface×I can be glued together to produce a manifold
with a Solv or hyperbolic structure, so it is crucial that cS occur before ch in our
complexity.
Proof. Free factors in the JSJ decomposition of highest complexity are most common in one of the doubles, by repeating the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.27.
So it suﬃces to restrict attention to the complexity of nonfree factors, which we
now do.
The gluing of AS to BS does not in general match AS ∩ S with BS ∩ S. For
instance, an I-bundle component of AS might be glued to an acylindrical component
of BC , and the union would be part of a hyperbolic piece of the JSJ decomposition
of AB. The terms m, −m can almost be recovered (with the same ordering) from
the later terms in the complexity, except when distinct torus boundary components
of the pieces Xi are isotopic in such a way that the ﬁbering is not compatible under
the isotopy. More precisely, these terms prefer isotopic tori in diﬀerent Xi to be
ﬁbered in the same way. These terms are only signiﬁcant when AF and BF share
common boundary tori in S, and are maximized when the ﬁberings on these tori
in AF and in BF match up, and the pieces can be glued into a single component
of the JSJ decomposition of AB.
In general, let X be a nonfree Seifert ﬁbered component of the JSJ decomposition
of AB. If S ∩ X is horizontal, then X is a maximal union of I-bundle pieces of
AI and BI , glued along incompressible subsurfaces of S. Let Xh be the union of
such nonfree Seifert ﬁbered components, and let Q be the base of the ﬁbration.
Let Qi be the bases of the ﬁbration of the pieces in AI and BI which are glued
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together to make Xh . Since S is incompressible, the contribution of Xh to m and
m can be recovered from the type and multiplicity of the Qi , and the order on
(m, m ) is compatible with the order induced from lower complexity terms; in other
words, the contribution of Xh to the m, m terms is maximized when the lower-order
complexity terms are maximized.
There is a transverse geometric structure on the Seifert ﬁbration of (each component of) the manifold Xh , pulled back from a geometric structure on Q (see e.g.
[45], §4.8 for a discussion of transverse geometric structures on Seifert ﬁbrations).
Away from the singular points, the base Q decomposes into subsurfaces Qn where
n counts the number of times the corresponding ﬁber intersects S (equivalently, n
counts the number of I-ﬁbers of AI and BI pieces which make up the given S 1
ﬁber). By Gauss-Bonnet there is a formula

nχo (Qn ).
χo (Q) =
Write Q = Qh ∪ Qe ∪ Qs , where the subscripts denote the hyperbolic, Euclidean,
and spherical components of Q. Since each component of Q is covered by an
essential subsurface of S, it follows that Qs is empty. Since each n ≥ 2, it follows
that −χo (Qh ) is maximized only when Qh = Q2h , and Qh is double covered by the
hyperbolic part of the subsurface AI ∩ S ∩ BI , which must be as big as possible
(and therefore the hyperbolic components
of AI ∩ S are equal to the hyperbolic

components of BI ∩ S). Finally,
i genus(Qi ) and n are maximized only when
Qe = Q2e and when (as above) the Euclidean part of AI ∩ S and BI ∩ S is as big
as possible (after the hyperbolic parts are already matched up). In other words,
AI ∩ S = BI ∩ S.
If S ∩ X is vertical, then X is a maximal union of Seifert ﬁbered pieces of AF
and BF , glued along ﬁbered tori or annuli contained in S, possibly together with a
number of T 2 × I factors in AF or BF with some S 1 -bundle structure (rather than
with their conventional I-bundle structure). Note that an annulus component of
AF ∩ S cannot be contained in a torus component of BF ∩ S, or else a neighborhood
of this torus (in A) could be glued to AF , thereby enlarging it, contrary to the
deﬁnition of a characteristic submanifold.
Let Xv be the union of such nonfree Seifert ﬁbered components, and let Q be
the base of the ﬁbration. Then

(4.3.1)
χo (Q) =
χo (Qi ) − #(annuli),
where the Qi are the Euler characteristics of the bases of the various terms in AF
and BF , and #(annuli) counts the number of annuli in S along which they are
glued. It follows that −χo (Q) is maximized when they are glued along as many
annuli as possible, in particular, when the ﬁbered annuli boundary components of
the AF and BF pieces match up.
Gluing two ﬁbered torus boundary components together does not change χo , but
it either increases genus or decreases m (and therefore increases −m ). Gluing on
a proper T 2 × I factor at both ends does not change χo or the genus, but it reduces
the total number of T 3 factors which occur in Xh . So if the leading terms in cS are
maximized, it follows that all proper T 2 × I factors are actually already contained
in Xh , and never appear in Xv , and therefore in this case AF ∩ S = BF ∩ S with
the same ﬁber structure.
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Remark 4.24. It is worth remarking at this point that any M (−1, 1; ) piece in the
relative JSJ decomposition that is not glued up will survive as a component of the
JSJ decomposition of the closed manifold, but with the “wrong” Seifert ﬁbered
structure (i.e., contrary to Convention 4.15). However, we have just showed that
such unglued pieces never occur in the gluing of maximal complexity, and therefore
the convention may (and will) be assumed in the sequel. The M (−1, 1; ) ﬁber
structure is the right one when such pieces are glued up to other pieces in the JSJ
decomposition of the closed manifold.
It follows that either the inequality is strict at one of the ﬁrst four terms of cS ,
or else we are in the case that AI ∩ S = BI ∩ S and AF ∩ S = BF ∩ S, and moreover
that the ﬁber structures on AF ∩ S and on BF ∩ S agree. The ﬁfth term n in cS is
maximized only when the connectivity partitions of AI ∩ S into AI and of AF ∩ S
into AF agree with that of B (see Deﬁnition 3.2 and Lemma 3.3). Therefore nonfree
Seifert ﬁbered components of AB are all made from exactly one component of each
of AI and BI , or one component of each of AF and BF , whose intersections with
S are equal.
When two I-bundles are glued, we have already seen that Q = Q2 , in other words,
that every circle in the glued up component is a union of exactly two intervals, one
in A and one in B. This pairing of intervals gives an identiﬁcation of AI with BI
rel their intersection with S.
It remains to check gluing of F -pieces. The situation is very much like the complexity for gluings of surfaces considered in [15]. The basic idea is that maximizing
(b, −χo (Q)) component by component (always in decreasing order) forces the most
complicated F -pieces in A to be glued to pieces of the same complexity in B term
by term, and by induction, every piece in AF must be glued to a piece in BF with
the same number of boundary components and with base of the same Euler characteristic. This nearly proves the lemma, except that diﬀerent topological orbifolds
can have the same number of boundary components and the same −χo . This ambiguity is resolved by further consideration of the #sing term, which precisely favors
the double.
There is one ﬁnal piece of ambiguity for closed suﬃciently large Seifert ﬁbered
spaces, namely the Euler number of the ﬁbering. Doubled pieces in AA and BB
obviously satisfy e = 0, and therefore maximize −|e|. It follows that pieces in AB
must also have e = 0, and therefore we are done, by Theorem 4.9.

˜ 1 ×S
˜ 1 factors can arise either in Xh (as a union of
Remark 4.25. Note that S 1 ×S
1˜ 1˜
two copies of S ×S ×I glued along their torus boundaries) or in Xv (by gluing
two copies of M (0, 1; 1/2, −1/2) along their torus boundaries). In either case, the
complexity is maximized only when these factors pair up, i.e. when (AS , SS ) =
(BS , SS ).

5. Hyperbolic factors
We assume the reader is familiar with fundamental facts from the Thurston theory of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. We use this material without comment throughout
this section, justifying only facts or claims which are new or unfamiliar. A basic
reference for this material is Thurston’s notes [45].
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We also make some use of the theory of (stable) minimal surfaces, especially in
hyperbolic 3-manifolds, and the theory of Ricci ﬂow. A reference for the ﬁrst is [8],
and a reference for the second is [7].
5.1. Closed hyperbolic case. The ﬁrst piece of the hyperbolic complexity is
− vol, where vol denotes hyperbolic volume. For closed manifolds, the justiﬁcation
for using this term is the following theorem of Agol–Storm–Thurston:
Theorem 5.1 (Agol–Storm–Thurston, [1]). Let S be a closed orientable surface
so that each component has negative Euler characteristic, and let (A, S), (B, S) ∈
Ṁ(S) be irreducible, atoroidal and acylindrical. Then AA, AB, BB admit unique
complete hyperbolic structures, and either
2 vol(AB) > vol(AA) + vol(BB)
or else 2 vol(AB) = vol(AA) + vol(BB) and S is totally geodesic in AB.
Remark 5.2. Since by hypothesis A and B are atoroidal, irreducible and acylindrical, Thurston’s hyperbolization theorem for Haken manifolds (see [32] for an
exposition) implies that both A and B admit unique complete hyperbolic structures with totally geodesic boundary. Moreover, S is totally geodesic in AB if and
only if the totally geodesic metrics on S inherited from the hyperbolic structures
on A and B are isometric by an isometry isotopic to the identity.
A very brief outline of the proof in [1] is as follows. First, construct the hyperbolic
structure on AB. Since both A and B are acylindrical and atoroidal, AB is atoroidal
and such a hyperbolic structure exists, by Thurston’s hyperbolization theorem for
Haken manifolds. Next, ﬁnd a minimal surface representative of the surface S in
the hyperbolic manifold AB. Since S is incompressible in AB, it admits a stable
minimal representative in its isotopy class, by the well-known theorem of Meeks–
Simon–Yau (i.e. the main theorem of [29]). Cutting AB open along S produces two
Riemannian manifolds with boundary A, B. The metrics on the doubles AA, BB
are not Riemannian unless S is totally geodesic, but are C 0 Riemannian, i.e., deﬁned
by a C 0 section of the bundle of symmetric 2-tensors. Since S is minimal in AB,
it has vanishing mean curvature. This implies, by arguments of Miao [31] or Bray
[5], arising from work on the Riemannian Penrose inequality, that the metrics on
AA and BB can be uniformly approximated by C ∞ Riemannian metrics satisfying
uniform pointwise scalar curvature bounds R ≥ −6. Technology due to Miles Simon
[43] lets one apply short-time Ricci ﬂow to such singular metrics, which preserves
the pointwise scalar curvature bounds. Then Perelman’s monotonicity formula for
Ricci ﬂow with surgery ([34, 35]) implies the global inequality in the theorem.
In §5.3 we will generalize this theorem to the case that S is a surface of ﬁnite
type. There are a number of new analytic details which arise in this case, but we
otherwise stay very close to the argument of [1].
5.2. Isometric gluing. The next piece of the hyperbolic complexity is the length
spectrum.
Deﬁnition 5.3. Let M be a ﬁnite volume hyperbolic 3-manifold. The real hyperbolic length spectrum of M , denoted σ(M ), is a lexicographic tuple of real numbers
σ(M ) = ( 1 (M ), 2 (M ), · · · ) which lists (with multiplicity) the length of closed
geodesics in M whose complex length is real, ordered nondecreasingly by length. If
this spectrum is ﬁnite (or empty), pad this tuple with a string of ∞ symbols.
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=

i (N )

for all i < n but

n (M )

<
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n (N ).

Warning. Note the sign convention in Deﬁnition 5.3. The manifold with the
smaller geodesics has the larger value of σ.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose (A, S), (B, S) ∈ Ṁ(S) admit ﬁnite volume complete hyperbolic structures with totally geodesic boundary S such that the two induced hyperbolic
structures on S are isometric by an isometry isotopic to the identity. Then either
σ(AB) < max(σ(AA), σ(BB))
or (A, S) = (B, S).
Proof. Let 1 be the shortest length in σ(AB). We will derive a formula for the
multiplicity of 1 .
Let σ(AB, 1 ) denote the multiplicity of 1 in σ(AB) and deﬁne σ(AA, 1 ) and
σ(BB, 1 ) similarly.
The formula clearly will have the form
(5.2.1)

σ(AB,

1)

= k1A + k1B − k1S +  ,

where k1A is the number of closed hyperbolic geodesics of length 1 in A (and
similarly for k1B ), k1S is the number of closed hyperbolic geodesics of length 1 in
S, and  is the number of geodesics in AB of length 1 which are not contained on
either side. The k1∗ terms come from the inclusion/exclusion formula. The  term
is slightly more subtle to determine.
Deﬁne A to be the number of proper essential arcs in A of length 1 /2, and deﬁne
B similarly. If either A or B contains an essential arc shorter than 1 /2, doubling
produces a geodesic in either AA or BB with length strictly less than 1 and we
would be done. So without loss of generality we can assume that every proper
essential arc in either A or B of length at most 1 /2 has length exactly 1 /2, and is
totally geodesic and perpendicular to the boundary. Moreover, a geodesic loop of
length 1 in AB can consist of at most one arc on each side. Hence  ≤ min(A , B ).
It follows that there is a formula
(5.2.2)

σ(AA,

1)

= 2k1A − k1S + A

and similarly for σ(BB, 1 ). Comparing equation (5.2.1) and equation (5.2.2) we
deduce that either there is an inequality
σ(AB,

1)

< max(σ(AA,

1 ), σ(BB, 1 ))

or else A = B =  and therefore also k1A = k1B .
In other words, the shortest essential geodesic arcs in A and in B have the same
length and multiplicity and are paired by the gluing map (A, B) → AB. Since the
double of every such arc in AA or BB has complex length with zero imaginary
part, the holonomies of geodesic transport along paired arcs in A and in B must
be equal, or else there would be fewer arcs in AB with complex length 1 , and
σ(AB) < max(σ(AA), σ(BB)) already. Let ΓA
1 denote the set of geodesic arcs in A
with length 1 /2 and deﬁne ΓB
1 similarly. Then by the discussion above, without
loss of generality we can assume that the isometric identiﬁcation of S ⊂ A and
S ⊂ B can be extended to isometric identiﬁcations
N1A = N1B ,
B
where N1A is a regular neighborhood of S ∪ ΓA
1 and N1 is deﬁned similarly.
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Note that the fact that the isometry can be extended over S ∪ Γ∗1 follows just
by considering the real lengths of the arcs in Γ∗1 . The fact that it can be extended
over a neighborhood depends on the equality of complex lengths. Note further that
B
ΓA
1 and Γ1 might be empty.
We will deﬁne inductively systems of proper geodesic arcs
A
A
ΓA
1 ⊂ Γ2 ⊂ Γ3 ⊂ · · ·

and regular neighborhoods
NpA = regular neighborhood of S ∪ ΓA
p
A
and similarly for B, where for each p, the set ΓA
p \ Γp−1 is the family of proper
geodesic arcs in A orthogonal to S having length exactly p /2, where p is the pth
distinct term of σ(AB) (i.e., not counted with multiplicity).
We ﬁx some notation, which we use throughout the remainder of the proof.
Denote by NpA NpB the corresponding subset of AB, and similarly for AA and BB.
If NpA is connected, let [NpA ] denote the covering space of A induced by the image
of π1 (NpA ) in A. If NpA is disconnected, let [NpA ] denote the disjoint union of those
covering spaces. The ﬁnite area boundary components of this disjoint union have an
obvious identiﬁcation with S, so we continue to treat ([NpA ], S) as a pair. Similarly,
[NpA NpB ] denotes the corresponding covering space of AB. Note that in our notation
there is an equality
[NpA ][NpB ] = [NpA NpB ]
and similarly for AA, BB.
By induction, assume that σ(AA), σ(BB) and σ(AB) are identical length spectra
with multiplicities up to p−1 and that the isometric identiﬁcation ∂A → ∂B has
A
B
→ Np−1
. Since every perpendicular geodesic arc in A
been extended over Np−1
of length < p /2 can be doubled to a closed geodesic in AA of length < p , by
the induction hypothesis the length of such a geodesic must be equal to one of the
A
q with q < p, and therefore Np−1 contains every perpendicular geodesic arc with
length < p/2 .
We write down a formula for the multiplicity σ(AB, p ) of p in AB and similarly
for AA, BB. Note that any geodesic γ in AB intersects the two sides in a collection
of arcs. Each arc with length strictly less than p /2 can be properly homotoped
into the corresponding Np−1 factor, as observed in the previous paragraph.
By the inclusion-exclusion formula,

(5.2.3)

σ(AA,

p)

AA
A
= 2kpA − kp−1
+ mA
p − cp−1 ,

where
kpA = #{closed geodesics of length

p

A
in [Np−1
]A},

AA
kp−1
= #{closed geodesics of length

p

A
A
in [Np−1
Np−1
]},

mA
p = #{perpendicular geodesic arcs of length
cA
p−1

= #{such arcs properly homotopic into

p /2

in A},

A
Np−1
},

A
and similarly for σ(BB, p ). (We remind the reader that [Np−1
]A denotes the union
A
of [Np−1 ] and A along S, and similarly for other juxtapositions above.)
Note that cA
p−1 is also equal to the number of doubled perpendicular arcs in
A
A
Np−1
]. Note also that, by induction, there are isometric
AA which lift to [Np−1
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identiﬁcations
A
A
B
B
A
B
Np−1
Np−1
= Np−1
Np−1
= Np−1
Np−1

and therefore there are equalities
AA
BB
AB
= kp−1
= kp−1
,
kp−1
AB
A
B
is the number of closed geodesics of length p in [Np−1
Np−1
].
where kp−1
We estimate σ(AB, p ). Pairs of perpendicular geodesic arcs of length p /2 on
diﬀerent sides of AB may not match up exactly. Moreover, even if they do match
up, a priori diﬀerent arcs might have diﬀerent holonomy, so the complex length of
the resulting closed geodesic might have nonzero imaginary part.
It follows that there is an inequality

(5.2.4)

σ(AB,

p)

AB
A
B
B
≤ kpA + kpB − kp−1
+ min(mA
p − cp−1 , mp − cp−1 ).

A
A
Denote nA
p := mp − cp−1 . It follows that either σ(AB) < max(σ(AA), σ(BB)) and
the theorem is proved, or else (after possibly interchanging A and B) there is an
inequality
B
A
A
A
B
kpA + kpB + min(nA
p , np ) ≥ 2kp + np ≥ 2kp + np
B
from which we can conclude that kpA = kpB and nA
p = np .
Furthermore, we deduce that the inequality in equation (5.2.4) is actually an
equality, and therefore perpendicular arcs of length p /2 in A and B match in pairs
with the same holonomy. This completes the inductive step, and lets us extend the
isometric identiﬁcation ∂A → ∂B to NpA → NpB .
As we exhaust the length spectrum, we eventually obtain a complete generating
set for the fundamental group. That is, for p suﬃciently large, π1 (NpA ) → π1 (A) is
an epimorphism.
It follows that the isometry on the boundaries extends to A → B, and the lemma
is proved.


5.3. Hyperbolic case with cusps. Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.4 together let us
deﬁne a complexity function, namely the tuple (− vol, σ), which is diagonally dominant for closed hyperbolic manifolds. However, we need a generalization which is
valid for complete hyperbolic manifolds of the kind which arise in the JSJ decomposition. Lemma 5.4 as stated applies directly to such manifolds. The following is
the required generalization of Theorem 5.1 to the case of cusped manifolds.
Theorem 5.5. Let S be an orientable surface of ﬁnite type so that each component
has negative Euler characteristic, and let (A, S), (B, S) ∈ Ṁ(S) be irreducible,
atoroidal and acylindrical. Then AA, AB, BB admit unique complete hyperbolic
structures, and either
2 vol(AB) > vol(AA) + vol(BB)
or else 2 vol(AB) = vol(AA) + vol(BB) and S is totally geodesic in AB.
Remark 5.2 applies equally well to the cusped case. Note that by a hyperbolic
Dehn ﬁlling argument, the only part of this theorem which does not follow from
Theorem 5.1 is the strictness of the inequality when S is not totally geodesic in
AB.
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Proof. Since A, B are acylindrical, the manifolds AA, BB and AB admit unique
complete hyperbolic structures of ﬁnite volume. The manifolds have two kinds of
cusps: “free cusps” which do not intersect cusps of S, and “transverse cusps” which
do. The free cusps are irrelevant to the discussion and for simplicity we assume
they do not exist.
In fact, as a further simpliﬁcation, we assume AB has exactly one cusp T which
intersects S in two cusps with opposite orientations. It will be clear from the
proof in this case that multiple cusps present no additional diﬃculties. Here we
should think of T = ∂AB where AB is homeomorphic to the interior of AB, and
TA = ∂v A, TB = ∂v B are both annuli, each with two boundary components which
compactify the two cusps of S. The meridian on T is the (unoriented) isotopy class
which is isotopic to the cores of the annuli TA and TB .
By [29] the surface S in AB has a least area minimal representative in its proper
isotopy class. Recall that a minimal surface is said to be stable if the second
variation of area is nonnegative for all compactly supported variations. Least area
surfaces are stable. By abuse of notation, we call this surface S. Since S is stable,
a fundamental estimate of Schoen applies.

Theorem 5.6 (Schoen [40]). Let S be a stable minimal surface in a Riemannian
3-manifold M . Given r ∈ (0, 1] and a point p ∈ S such that the ball Br (p) ∩ S has
l
compact closure in S, there is a constant C depending only on the norms of Rijk
l
and ∇m Rijk
on M restricted to Br (p) such that
|hij |2 (p) ≤ Cr −2 ,
where hij is the second fundamental form.
This theorem generalized to the bounded case earlier curvature estimates of
Frankel [11].
For two-sided surfaces, stability is preserved under covers (see [8], p. 21 for a
proof). In a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold, the norms of the curvature and its
ﬁrst derivatives are bounded by universal constants. So Schoen’s estimate implies
a uniform pointwise lower bound on the sectional curvature of a complete stable
minimal surface in a hyperbolic 3-manifold.
In the remainder of the proof, let A, B denote the complete Riemannian manifolds with boundary obtained from the hyperbolic 3-manifold AB by cutting along
the stable minimal surface S. Let AA, BB denote the singular Riemannian manifolds obtained from A and B by metrically doubling along S. Our immediate goal
is to prove short-time existence of the Ricci ﬂow on the manifolds AA, BB, using
the technology developed by Simon [43].
In fact, as has become standard in discussions of Ricci ﬂow, following Simon [43],
we use in place of Ricci ﬂow a generalization of the DeTurck gauging (DeTurck [9])
called the dual Ricci-Harmonic Map ﬂow (see Hamilton [17], §6 or Simon [43], p. 3
for a precise discussion), which is equivalent to the Ricci ﬂow up to a diﬀeomorphism. In what follows, we refer simply to “ﬂow”.
In the sequel we suppress BB and discuss only AA for simplicity. As in [1]
and [43] we must ﬁnd suitable smooth approximations AAδ with uniform pointwise
lower bounds for scalar curvature independent of δ, such that AAδ → AA as δ →
0. However, since the AAδ are noncompact, we actually employ a two-parameter
family of smooth approximations AAδk where δ is a small positive real number and
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k is one of an inﬁnite increasing sequence of positive integers. The AAδk are singular
but compact approximations to AAk , where
lim AAδk = AAδ for each δ, lim AAδk = AAk for each k

k→∞

δ→0

as Gromov-Hausdorﬀ limits. We assume the reader is familiar with GromovHausdorﬀ convergence and Gromov-Hausdorﬀ limits of (pointed) metric spaces;
in the sequel we usually use the term Gromov limit for brevity. For deﬁnitions
and basic properties of Gromov convergence, see [16], §6. The AAk turn out to be
orbifolds obtained by Dehn ﬁlling k times the meridian of AA.
Let ABk be the closed hyperbolic orbifold obtained by (orbifold) hyperbolic
Dehn surgery on AB, by ﬁlling k times the meridian of T . The cusp T becomes an
orbifold geodesic γk ⊂ ABk and the (topological) surface S ﬁlls in to become an
orbifold Sk transverse to γk at two points.
Each surface Sk has a least area minimal orbifold representative in its isotopy
class; indeed, following [14] and [19], by Selberg’s Lemma (see e.g [37]) one may pass
to a ﬁnite regular manifold cover AB k of ABk , lift Sk to a topological surface Sk in
AB k , and ﬁnd a least area minimal representative in the cover which is disjoint from
or equal to its image under every element of the deck group, or else its area could
be reduced by exchange and the roundoﬀ trick. Then this least area representative
covers a least area orbifold representative in ABk which, by abuse of notation, we
denote Sk .
Cutting ABk along Sk produces Ak , Bk and doubling these produces AAk , BBk .
Observe that since Sk is ﬁxed by elements of the deck group which do not act freely,
the geodesic γk is perpendicular to Sk , and AAk and BBk are singular orbifolds.
That is, they have ﬁnite orbifold covers which are locally isometric to the double of
a hyperbolic manifold along a least area minimal surface. Another way to see this is
to cut AB k along Sk to obtain Ak and double, obtaining AAk , which isometrically
orbifold covers AAk .
Lemma 5.7. After passing to a subsequence of integers k → ∞, and after possibly
replacing S by another least area minimal surface, there is convergence
ABk → AB, Sk → S, AAk → AA, BBk → BB
in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorﬀ sense.
Proof. Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem ([45], Chapter 4) implies that
for k suﬃciently large, ABk is hyperbolic, and ABk → AB as k → ∞. By Schoen’s
Theorem 5.6, the surfaces Sk satisfy uniform two-sided curvature bounds. Since
they have bounded geometry, there is a convergent subsequence in C ∞ whose limit
is a minimal surface S. The least area property is inherited by limits of minimal
surfaces ([8], Chap. 1), so S is least area and may be taken to be S as above. 
Next, we construct AAδk . There are two alternate approaches.
(1) Bray ([5], §6) uses the ODE for surface metrics ḡij evolving normally in a
3-manifold
d
ḡij (x, t) = 2ḡik (x, t)hkj (x, t/δ),
(5.3.1)
dt
where −δ ≤ t ≤ δ and hkj is antisymmetric in t/δ, to create a mirrorsymmetric plug of thickness 2δ interpolating between Ak and its mirror
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image. The hkj term is the second fundamental form of the t = constant
“slices” of the plug. This plug can be inserted between the two copies of
Ak to build AAδk .
(2) Miao ([31], §3) simply molliﬁes the singular metric within a tubular neighborhood of uniform thickness.
Since our surfaces Sk , k ≤ ∞, have no uniform size tubular neighborhoods to
work with, we follow Bray [5] and desingularize by adding an untapered “plug”
of thickness 2δ over Sk . Note that the constructions both of Bray and of Miao
commute with isometries, so that in practice we perform the desingularization in
the cover and then deﬁne AAδk to be the quotient orbifold. Note for δ > 0 that
AAδk is a C ∞ orbifold.
The metric and curvature uniformities of Bray’s construction are summarized in
Lemma 5.8. Our Lemma 5.8 is parallel to [1], Prop. 4.1, except that we include the
parameter k and note its uniformity.
Lemma 5.8. There exists a family of C ∞ Riemannian orbifolds AAδk , where k →
∞, so that for each ﬁxed k, there is (k, δ) so that AAδk is (1 + )-bi-Lipschitz
to AA0k , where  → 0 as δ → 0. Moreover, these orbifolds satisfy the following
estimates:
(1) The scalar curvature satisﬁes R(AAδk ) ≥ s(k), a (negative) constant independent of δ, for ﬁxed k < ∞.
(2) The square norms of the full Riemann curvature tensors satisfy an inequall
|2 ≤ c(δ). That is, they are uniformly bounded as a function of
ity |Rijk
position x ∈ AAδk and k ≤ ∞ (but not δ).
Proof. The only new ingredient is the k-uniformity in the last assertion. The second
fundamental form hij (x, t) enters into the estimates of Bray (and Miao). By Theorem 5.6 the |hij |2 are pointwise uniformly bounded over all complete stable minimal
surfaces in hyperbolic 3-manifolds. So, the uniformity of |hij |2 over position in Sk
and over k accounts for the new conclusions.

Our next Lemma 5.9 is parallel to [1], Prop. 4.2.
Lemma 5.9. After a conformal modiﬁcation, one can further assume that the
metrics on AAδk satisfy pointwise estimates for scalar curvature
R(AAδk ) ≥ −6
while still satisfying AAδk → AAk in the bi-Lipschitz sense.
Essential in Simon [43] and Perelman [34, 35], and implicit in the earlier work
of Hamilton, is the following principle:
Lemma 5.10. Flow commutes with Gromov limit when ﬂow on the limit can be
deﬁned.
For Lemma 5.10 to be useful, it is necessary to obtain lower bounds on the time
to blowup, which can be estimated uniformly. Simon [43], Thm. 5.2 says that for
ﬂow on a C 0 Riemannian manifold (M, g), the time T to blowup for ﬂow can be
l
| of a background metric g  on M which is (1 + )estimated in terms of |∇m Rijk
bi-Lipschitz close to g for some universal  > 0 depending only on the dimension
of M (a precise statement is the ﬁrst part of Lemma 5.19 in this paper). Simon’s
remarkable result, derived without assuming that M is compact or even that g is
better than C 0 , lets us prove a parallel to [1], §6.1.
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Lemma 5.11. There is a uniform constant T > 0 such that for each k and for
all δ < δ(k) ﬂow exists for time t ∈ [0, T ] on AAδk . Moreover, ﬂow exists for time
t ∈ [0, T ] on AA.
Proof. Since, for each k and each  > 0, all the manifolds AAδk and AAk are 1 + 
bi-Lipschitz when δ is suﬃciently small, it suﬃces to construct for each k and for
each  > 0, a C ∞ metric g(k) on AAk which is (1 + )-bi-Lipschitz to AAk , and
l
for which there are uniform pointwise bounds on |∇m Rijk
|, depending on , but
independent of k.
For each individual k, the existence of such a metric g(k) is easy: any C 0 Riemannian metric (i.e., a metric deﬁned by a C 0 symmetric bilinear form on T M )
can be approximated (e.g., by mollifying in local coordinates) by some bi-Lipschitz
C ∞ metric. The singular metric on AAk (away from the orbifold locus) is of this
kind, since it is obtained by doubling a genuine Riemannian metric (also see Bray
[5], equation 102 and the surrounding text for an explicit estimate). After we have
obtained such an approximating metric, observe since AAk is compact, that there
is some uniform pointwise bound on the curvature and all its covariant derivatives.
However, the bound one gets in this case may well depend on k.
Using the fact that AAk → AA in the Gromov sense, we see that this part of the
argument works on the thick part of AAk . We need to ﬁnd a (1 + )-bi-Lipschitz
model for the thin part of each AAk with square curvature bounds which depend
on  but not on k. Then these two smooth (1 + )-bi-Lipschitz models on the
overlap of the thick and thin parts can be welded together by a smooth convex
combination, at the cost of possibly increasing  by a bounded amount. So one just
needs to choose the bi-Lipschitz constants better than necessary on each piece, so
that the result of the welding is (1 + )-bi-Lipschitz. It remains to ﬁnd, for any
 > 0, a (1 + )-bi-Lipshitz model for the thin part of each AAk with uniform square
curvature bounds which depend on  but not on k.
To do this, we must ﬁrst prove a lemma about the geometry of the cusped least
area minimal surface S deep in the thin part. We know that S corresponds to a
quasi-Fuchsian group since both (A, S) and (B, S) are acylindrical.

Sublemma 5.12. Let S be a quasi-Fuchsian least area embedded surface in a complete cusped hyperbolic 3-manifold M , and let S be a component of the preimage of
2
S in H3 . Let p ∈ S∞
correspond to a lift of the cusp. Let Bt be a family of horoballs
centered at p which are level sets of a Busemann function b(t). Then there is a totally geodesic plane π through p (the osculating plane) so that the restrictions Bt ∩ S
and Bt ∩ π are Hausdorﬀ distance o(e−t ) apart. Moreover, if S1 , S2 are diﬀerent
components of the preimage of S which both intersect p, their osculating planes are
distinct.
Proof. In the upper half-space model (with x, y as the horizontal coordinates and
z as the vertical coordinate), put p at inﬁnity. The horoball Bt corresponds to the
set z ≥ et , so we need to ﬁnd a vertical plane π which is within Hausdorﬀ distance
o(1) in the Euclidean metric, restricted to z ≥ t; i.e., we need to show that the
Euclidean Hausdorﬀ distance between the restrictions of S and of π goes to 0 as
z → ∞.
After composing with an isometry if necessary, we can assume that S is stabilized
by x → x + 1. Let Λ be the limit set of S. Then Λ is the union of ∞ with a proper
quasi-arc Λ0 in the (x, y)-plane, which is invariant under x → x + 1. The arc Λ0 is
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bounded in the slab y ∈ [−C, C] for some constant C. Since minimal surfaces are
contained in the convex hulls of their boundaries, S is also contained in the slab
y ∈ [−C, C].
A stable minimal surface whose intersection with a compact set K is trapped
between two barrier stable minimal surfaces which are C 0 close on K is C ∞ close
to both (in fact “stable” is superﬂuous here). Locally, this is just the Harnack
inequality for nonnegative solutions of uniformly elliptic equations; see e.g. [8], pp.
20–21. This implies that S is C ∞ close to the vertical planes y = C and y = −C
when z is suﬃciently large. Note that this is C ∞ close in the hyperbolic metric. In
the Euclidean metric at height z = t, the order n partial derivatives of S and y = C
are o(t1−n ) close; i.e., they diﬀer by a term which is arbitrarily small compared to
t1−n as t → ∞. In particular, for z suﬃciently large, the tangent plane to S at each
point is arbitrarily close to a vertical plane of the form y = constant, and therefore
S is transverse to the level sets z = constant. Notice that this does not yet tell us
that the y coordinate, thought of as a function on S, converges to a constant as
z → ∞; to establish this we must use the periodicity of S, i.e., the fact that S is
invariant under the parabolic translation x → x + 1.
Let lt be the intersection of S with the horizontal plane z = t. Identifying z = t
with the (x, y)-plane, we think of lt as the graph of a function y = ft (x) which
satisﬁes ft (x + 1) = ft (x). Since S is stable, the norm of its curvature is bounded.
Since as remarked above, the tangent plane to S is uniformly close to vertical when z
is suﬃciently large, we can estimate |∂ 2 ft /∂x2 | = O(1/t) (and |∂ 2 ft /∂t2 | = O(1/t)),
and so (by the periodicity of ft ) there is an estimate max(ft ) − min(ft ) = O(1/t).
But the minimal surface S ∩ Bt is trapped in the convex hull of S ∩ ∂Bt = lt ∪ ∞
for each t. So max(ft ) is monotone decreasing as t → ∞ while min(ft ) is monotone
increasing, and both have the same limit, which can be taken to be 0 after composing
with an isometry. Hence setting π equal to the vertical plane y = 0 satisﬁes the
ﬁrst claim of the sublemma.
It remains to show that two diﬀerent components of the preimage of S have
distinct osculating planes. Let S1 , S2 be two components of the preimage of S, and
let π1 , π2 be their osculating planes. Since the Si are disjoint, the πi can’t cross, so
without loss of generality, we can set π1 to be y = 0 and π2 to be y = y0 . We want
to show y0 = 0. Let ft,i be as above, and suppose without loss of generality that
ft,1 (x) < ft,2 (x) for each t and each x. We want to show that y0 > 0.
Suppose not, so that y0 = 0 and π1 = π2 . Since both ft,1 and ft,2 are invariant
under x → x + 1, there is a constant C > 0 with ft0 ,2 − ft0 ,1 > C for some
ﬁxed t = t0 . Let S2 be obtained from S2 by translation y → y − C/2, and let
gt,2 = ft,2 − C/2 for each t. Then gt0 ,2 − ft0 ,1 > C/2 > 0 but by the deﬁnition
of the planes π1 , π2 and the hypothesis that they are equal, there is t1 > t0 with
gt1 ,2 − ft1 ,1 < 0. Note that both S2 and S1 are invariant under x → x + 1, and we
can assume that t0 , t1 are big enough so that the projection of Bt0 is contained in
the Margulis tube of the cusp of AB. In other words, the ends of S1 /(x → x + 1)
and S2 /(x → x + 1) cross in an essential loop. By cut-and-paste and the roundoﬀ
trick, we can reduce the area of S, contradicting the fact that S was least area.

This contradiction shows y0 > 0, as claimed.
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In our context, the surface S indeed intersects the cusp in two components,
giving rise to S1 , S2 as above, where the thin part of A is covered by the slab
contained between S1 and S2 in Bt . Let At denote this slab, and let πt denote the

| = O(1/t),
slab contained between π1 and π2 in Bt . Since there are estimates |ft,i
|∂ft,i /∂t| = O(1/t) for i = 1, 2, the map s : At → πt deﬁned in coordinates by
s:

x, fz,1 (x) +

t(y − fz,1 (x))
,z
fz,2 (x) − fz,1 (x)

→ (x, ty0 , z)

is (1 + )-bi-Lipschitz, where  → 0 as t → ∞. In words, s ﬁxes x and z, and for
each line l which is parallel to the y-axis and intersects At , it takes l ∩ At to l ∩ πt
linearly. The bi-Lipschitz constant can be estimated by the ratio (fz,2 − fz,1 )/y0
and by 1+ the norm of the partial derivatives of the graphs f1 , f2 in the x and z
directions.
Doubling, there is a (1 + )-bi-Lipschitz map between the cusp of AA and the
hyperbolic manifold (with horotorus boundary) obtained by doubling the quotient
of the slab πt /x → x + 1. By Simon [43], Thm. 5.2, ﬂow exists for a deﬁnite time
[0, T ] on the singular manifold AA.
The components of Sk converge C ∞ on compact subsets to components of S. It
follows that for large enough k, two components T1 , T2 of Sk which intersect the
same thin part have subdisks Di whose boundaries are C ∞ close to a pair of curves
corresponding to components of S ∩ ∂Bt , where t is arbitrarily large (but ﬁxed).
In the notation of the previous paragraph, we may assume t is large enough so
that |ft,1 | < , |ft,2 − y0 | <  where 0 <   y0 . In other words, there are round
circles C1 , C2 in H3 which are a constant distance κ = y0 /t apart so that each ∂Di
is distance κ from each Ci . Let Ei be a totally geodesic disk spanning each Ci ,
and let Ei± be almost parallel totally geodesic disks spanning nearby round circles
Ci± so that Di is trapped between Ei± for each i, by a barrier argument. We can
choose Ei± so that E1+ and E1− are much closer than E1 and E2 (see Figure 6). The
slab between the outer disks E1+ and E2− can be foliated by totally geodesic arcs γ
perpendicular to a bisecting plane such that for each γ, and each choice of signs ±,
there is an inequality
d(D1 ∩ γ, E1± ∩ γ) + d(D2 ∩ γ, E2± ∩ γ)
≤ 2
d(D1 ∩ γ, D2 ∩ γ)
(this follows just by comparing convex hulls). Since the Di are C ∞ close to the Ei ,
each arc γ intersects each Di and Ei almost orthogonally, with error term of order
O(). Stretching each arc [γ ∩ D1 , γ ∩ D2 ] linearly over [γ ∩ E1 , γ ∩ E2 ] deﬁnes a
(1+O())-bi-Lipschitz map between the slab of hyperbolic space contained between
the Ei and the slab contained between the Di . The quotient of the second slab
by a rotation of order k is half of the thin part of AAk . Doubling the quotient of
the hyperbolic slab gives a suitable background metric on the thin part of AAk ,
so ﬂow exists for time [0, T ] on each AAk and also on AAδk for δ suﬃciently small
(depending on k).
Sublemma 5.12 motivates the following conjecture:
Conjecture 5.13. Let S1 , S2 be complete, locally least area minimal surfaces in
H3 which are either equal or disjoint, and whose closures contain the same point
2
. If the Hausdorﬀ distance of S1 ∩ Bt and S2 ∩ Bt is o(e−t ), then S1 = S2 .
p ∈ S∞
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E1+
D1
E1−
E2+
D2
E2−

Figure 6. The thin slabs between E1+ and E1− , and between E2+
and E2− , trap D1 and D2 , and show that they cobound something
close to the “thick” slab between E1 and E2 .
Lemma 5.10 enhances Lemma 5.11 by asserting that there is a diagonal sequence
δ(k)
δ(k) → 0 so that the time [0, T ] ﬂows on the manifolds AAk converge pointwise
∞
and C away from time 0 to the time [0, T ] ﬂow on AA.
We turn now to Hamilton’s equation [18], p. 698, for the evolution of scalar
curvature R under Ricci ﬂow “with cosmological constant”. This is simply ﬂow
with a homothetic rescaling to maintain constant volume; denote it by ﬂow0 . The
equation is
dR
2
= ∆R + 2|Ric0 |2 + R(R − r).
dt
3
In the above, Ric0 is the traceless Ricci tensor, and r is the (spatial) average
scalar curvature. We will use this equation on a ﬁnite volume, but noncompact,
manifold. Its original derivation, for compact manifolds, still holds. Alternatively,
note that we only apply (5.3.2) to compact manifolds and their Gromov limits, so
the extension also follows from Lemma 5.10.
Parallel to [1], to prove Theorem 5.5 it suﬃces to show, using equation (5.3.2)
(or any other method), that after short-time ﬂow0 on AA, there is an inequality
inf(R) > −6. Let us review this argument. Rescaling the metric so that inf(R) =
−6 initially decreases volume. Then, since Perelman’s Ricci surgery is both volume
decreasing and inﬁmum scalar curvature nondecreasing (see Perelman [34, 35]), ﬂow
with surgery, normalized to inf(R) = −6, monotonically reduces volume. Thus
Theorem 5.5 is a consequence of the following:
(5.3.2)

Goal. For suﬃciently small t > 0, show that ﬂow0 (t)(AA) satisﬁes R > −6.
To obtain the goal we derive a kind of parabolic maximum principle suitable to
the cusped context.
As an important ﬁrst step:
Lemma 5.14. For t ∈ [0, T ], ﬂow0 on AA satisﬁes R ≥ −6.
Proof. By the convergence AAδk → AA (here δ = δ(k) → 0 as k → ∞), the inequality R ≥ −6 for the initial metric on each AAδk , and the existence and convergence
of ﬂow0 for time [0, T ] for each k to ﬂow for time [0, T ] on AA (i.e., Lemma 5.9,
Lemma 5.10 and Lemma 5.11) it suﬃces to obtain this inequality termwise for
each k, and take a limit. From equation (5.3.2), we see that at a negative spatial
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minimum R̆ := min(R), the right hand side is nonnegative. So, the parabolic maximum principle implies that, on the compact manifold AAδk , R̆ is strictly increasing.
Taking limits we may lose strictness, but obtain the weaker inequality.

Assume that AA is not hyperbolic (equivalently that S is not totally geodesic,
equivalently that AB is not obtained by a gluing that is isotopic to an isometry).
Under this assumption we have:
Lemma 5.15. Under ﬂow0 , AA cannot satisfy R(x, t) ≡ −6 identically, at any
ﬁnite time t.
Proof. Since AA is not hyperbolic, it cannot become hyperbolic under ﬂow in any
ﬁnite time. Thus, if R ≡ −6, we must have Ric0 = 0 for some (x, t) for all t ∈ (0, T ]
and therefore, by analyticity, at a set of full measure of points x for each t ∈ (0, T ].
At such points x, equation (5.3.2) reads
0 = 0 + |Ric0 |2 + 0 > 0,


which is a contradiction.

We use the notation AA(t) to denote the Riemannian manifold obtained by time
t ﬂow on AA.
Corollary 5.16. R(AA(t)) > −6 for all t ∈ (0, T ].
Proof. The inequality follows from inf(R) ≥ −6 (Lemma 5.14) and R not identically
≡ −6 (Lemma 5.15).

Next we need a lower bound on ∆R at points (x, t) where R(x, t) is near its spatial
inﬁmum which is ≥ −6. First, we state the principle for a single real variable.
Lemma 5.17. Let f : [−k, k] → R+ ∪ {0} be a nonnegative C 3 function. Let
c3 = max(f  ) on [−k, k]. Then
f  (0)
c3

1
f (0) > − f  (0)
4

2


provided that k > 10 ff(0)
(0) . Equivalently, if

f (0)
,
k > 10
f  (0)
then

f  (0) > −(8c3 ) 3 f (0) 3 .
2

1

Proof. The worst case is when f  (0) = 0. In this case,
over which f decreases faster than − 12 f  (0)x2 .

f  (0)
2c3

provides a length scale


The next lemma is a multivariable version of Lemma 5.17.
Lemma 5.18. Let f : M → R+ ∪ {0} be a nonnegative C 3 function on a complete
l
Riemannian manifold with (spatially) uniform bounds on curvatures Rijk
and their
ﬁrst three covariant derivatives. Then there is a uniform constant c3 , depending
only on the preceding constants, so that at any point x ∈ M , any second covariant
1
derivative satisﬁes ∇2 f (x) > −c3 f (x) 3 .
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.17 but in the covariant context.

One just needs to observe that the highest-order terms in ∇2 dominate.
The uniform bounds required to apply Lemma 5.18 are provided by Simon [43],
Thm 1.1, p. 1039, which in our context becomes:
Lemma 5.19 (Simon [43], Thm 1.1). Let M be a manifold. Let g0 be a complete C 0
metric and h a complete C ∞ background metric on M , which is (1 + )-bi-Lipschitz
to g0 (where  is a universal constant depending on the dimension) and h satisfying
l
l
bounds, |h ∇m Rijk
| < km . Then there exists T > 0, a function of
uniform ∇m Rijk
∞
the k and of dimension, and a C family of C ∞ metrics g(t) for t ∈ (0, T ] solving
ﬂow, such that h remains (1 + 2)-bi-Lipschitz to the family and
(1)
lim sup |g(·, t) − g0 (·)| = 0,
t→0 ·∈M

(2)
ci (dim, k0 , . . . , ki )
,
ti
x∈M
where h ∇ denotes the covariant derivative in the h metric.
sup |h ∇i g|2 ≤

We will use R + 6 on AA with the background metric h as the nonnegative function in Lemma 5.18. First spatial derivatives ∇(∆R) of the Laplacian are estimated
by third covariants |∇∆R| = O|∇3 R| and, by Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.19, are
uniformly bounded in x for any ﬁxed interval [t1 , t2 ] ⊂ (0, T ]. Now Lemma 5.18
yields:
Lemma 5.20. For any ﬁxed time interval [t1 , t2 ] ⊂ (0, T ) and any t ∈ [t1 , t2 ] there
is a lower bound for ∆R on AA(t); precisely,
1

∆R(x, t) > −c3 (R(x, t) + 6) 3 ,
where c3 is a positive constant independent of x or t ∈ [t1 , t2 ].



Now consider Hamilton’s equation (5.3.2) at initial time t1 for ﬂow0 on AA(t1 ).
We set r̆ = mint∈[t1 ,t2 ] r(t). By Corollary 5.16 and compactness of [t1 , t2 ], there is
a strict inequality r̆ > −6.
Claim. There is an r0 ∈ (−6, r̆] with the property that at all (x, t) with t ∈ [t1 , t2 ]
such that R(x, t) < r0 , there is an inequality
2
1
(5.3.3)
∆R(x, t) + R(x, t)(R(x, t) − r̆) > R(x, t)(R(x, t) − r̆).
3
3
In words, the claim says that the negative contribution of ∆R can cancel at most
half of the positive contribution of the ﬁnal term in Hamilton’s equation (5.3.2).
Assuming this claim for the moment, we complete the proof.
From the claim, throughout [t1 , t2 ], there is an inequality dR(x, t)/dt ≥ u, where
u := r30 (r0 − r̆) at those points (x, t) with R(x, t) ∈ [−6, r0 ]. That is, at such points,
R(x, t) is increasing at a deﬁnite rate. Thus, after ﬂow0 for time t2 − t1 , starting
at time t1 we conclude:
(5.3.4)

R(x, t2 ) ≥ min(r0 , (t2 − t1 )u − 6) > −6.

Equation (5.3.4) implies that the (unnormalized) ﬂow on AA instantly reduces
volume:
vol(AA(t)) < vol(AA) for all t ∈ (0, T ].
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The proof of Theorem 5.5 in the cusped case now follows exactly as in [1]. We
now give the proof of the claim.
Proof. Here is how to construct r0 so that equation (5.3.3) holds when R(x, t) < r0 .
We assume that we have already chosen the constant and derive (easily satisﬁed)
conditions that it must satisfy. So assume that R(x, t) < r0 . We have ∆R >
1
−c3 (r0 + 6) 3 . Set  = r̆ + 6 and  = r0 + 6. Ultimately we will choose  (much
smaller than  ) and thereby choose r0 .
The second term of equation (5.3.3) exceeds 2r30 (r0 − r̆),
1
r0
(r0 − r̆) > c3 (r0 + 6) 3 ,
3
that is,
1
( − 6)( −  ) > 3c3  3 .
Since we want  very small,  − 6 is negative and bounded away from zero. So by
1
replacing c3 with a nearly identical constant c3 , we have ( − ) > c3  3 , which can
1
be rearranged as c3  3 +  <  . Obviously we can ﬁnd such an  > 0 with this
property, and then set r0 =  − 6.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.5.

5.4. Hyperbolic complexity. We are therefore justiﬁed in deﬁning the hyperbolic
complexity ch as follows.
Deﬁnition 5.21. Let M be a connected, complete, ﬁnite-volume, orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold. Deﬁne cch (M ) = (− vol(M ), σ(M )) as a lexicographic tuple.
Deﬁnition 5.22. Let M be a complete, ﬁnite-volume, hyperbolic 3-manifold. Deﬁne ch (M ) = {cch (Mi )} as a lexicographic tuple, where Mi are the components of
M . We also use ch to denote the “hyperbolic complexity” of a connected closed irreducible 3-manifold by applying ch to the hyperbolic JSJ pieces, listed in decreasing
order.
Theorem 5.23 (ch -Lemma Schema). Let S be an orientable surface of ﬁnite type
with no sphere or torus components, and let (A, S), (B, S) be distinct elements of
Ṁ(S) which are irreducible, atoroidal and acylindrical, and such that every component has some part of their boundary on S. Then
ch (AB) < max(ch (AA), ch (BB)).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.5 and Lemma 5.4.



6. Assembly complexity
6.1. Introduction. Let us pause to review where we are in the proof.
We seek a complexity function c, deﬁned on homeomorphism classes of closed
3-manifolds, such that if A and B have common boundary S, then c(AB) ≤
max(c(AA), c(BB)), with equality holding only if A and B are homeomorphic rel
S. We deﬁne c as a lexicographic tuple, with terms introduced throughout the
course of this paper. The input for this section will be the complexities cS and ch
of Sections 4 and 5. The output of this section will be a complexity, cp , deﬁned on
prime (actually irreducible) 3-manifolds. We assume throughout this section that
AB, AA and BB are connected and irreducible. The surface S, which need not be
connected, is further assumed to be incompressible in both A and B.
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Assuming cS (AB) = cS (AA) = cS (BB) and ch (AB) = ch (AA) = ch (BB), we
then know that these three closed 3-manifolds become homeomorphic after cutting
along JSJ tori. Lemma 4.22 and Theorem 5.23 allow us to draw a similar conclusion about the nonclosed 3-manifolds A and B. We recall the framework of these
arguments.
6.1.1. Notation for pieces. Consider the ways in which S might sit with respect to
the JSJ decomposition of the glued up manifold which we refer to as AB (with the
same terminology applying to AA and BB). We distinguish between two diﬀerent
kinds of torus components of S:
Deﬁnition 6.1. A JSJS cusp is a component T of S which is a JSJ torus. An
internal cusp is a component T of S which is contained in the interior of a JSJ piece
in AB, built from Seifert ﬁbered pieces in A and B containing T in their boundary,
and admitting compatible ﬁberings of T .
Internal cusps contribute to m (= # of independent tori) but not m (= # of JSJ
tori) in the complexity cS deﬁned in Deﬁnition 4.20. In the proof of Lemma 4.22
it is established that each JSJ torus is either a JSJS cusp, or (after isotopy) can
be chosen to intersect S in a pair of essential circles, which cut the torus into two
essential annuli which are proper in A and B, respectively.
Thus the relative JSJ decompositions of A and B are compatible with the JSJ
decomposition of AB. We say that a JSJ piece of A is a boundary JSJ piece, or
boundary piece for short, if it has some boundary component on S which is not a
JSJS cusp. In other words, boundary pieces correspond to JSJ pieces of AA (or
AB or BB) that are cut by S.
6.1.2. Assembly complexity. What, then, is left to do? We need to deﬁne a further
complexity term ca such that AB, AA and BB as above satisfy
ca (AB) ≤ max(ca (AA), ca (BB))
with equality if and only if A and B are diﬀeomorphic rel S (in other words, if and
only if (A, S) = (B, S)). The term ca is sensitive to the way in which the JSJ pieces
are assembled.
The way in which a 3-manifold is assembled from its JSJ pieces can be encoded
by a decorated graph. The vertices of the graph are labeled by (a representative
of) the homeomorphism type of a JSJ piece. The edges are labeled by the gluing
homeomorphisms of the cusps. Similarly, a relative JSJ decomposition can be
encoded by a decorated relative graph, similar in many ways to the relative sum
graphs deﬁned in §3.3. Some of the vertices/edges in a relative graph are special:
• Some of the vertices (those corresponding to boundary pieces) are half vertices.
• Some of the edges (those corresponding to proper JSJ annuli) are half edges.
• There are cut points corresponding to tori components of S. We do not
consider the cut points to be vertices.
• There are also cut edges which connect a cut point to an ordinary vertex
(or half vertex or another cut point), which correspond to the JSJS cusps
and the JSJ pieces (on one side) which they bound.
In the graphical context, two half vertices glue together to make a vertex. Two
half edges are glued lengthways to make an edge, and two cut edges are joined at
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their cut points to make an edge. We also allow the case of a doubly cut edge,
which is an isolated interval component of the graph, with two cut points and no
vertices. These of course correspond to T 2 × I. Compare with the terminology in
Deﬁnition 3.15, where half vertices corresponded to components which intersected
S and half edges corresponded to disks.
There is a symmetry group associated with each vertex and half vertex, and
gluing information associated to each edge or half edge. By uniqueness of the JSJ
decomposition, two 3-manifolds are homeomorphic if and only if there is an isomorphism between their JSJ graphs which preserves vertex labels and is compatible
with the gluing data, up to the action of the symmetry groups.
6.1.3. Graph tensor TQFTs. As a warm-up problem, we establish positivity for a
few “toy” unitary TQFTs associated to labeled graphs with internal partial symmetries. In the simplest case, graphs are glued only along cut points; this is analogous
to the case in which S consists entirely of JSJS cusp components. In the second
case, graphs are glued along subgraphs, corresponding to boundary pieces of A and
B.
The strategy of the proof is to build a tensor TQFT for labeled graphs with certain desirable properties. Chief among these are positivity (often called “unitarity”
in the TQFT context) and genericity.
Deﬁnition 6.2. A graph tensor TQFT consists of the following data:
• for every edge type e, a (real or complex) vector space V e with a positive
nondegenerate inner product (symmetric in the real case, Hermitian in the
complex case),
• for every vertex type
v with incident edge types indexed by a (ﬁnite) set
E(v), a tensor T v in e∈E(v) V e .
A labeled graph tensor TQFT is symmetric if there is only one edge type, and each
vertex tensor is chosen to lie in the symmetric tensor power T v ∈ S n(v) V , where
n(v) is the number of edges incident on v.
A cut point does not get a tensor. A doubly cut edge gets the identity element
of Hom(V e , V e ), where e is the edge label. Using the duality this can be denoted
as vi ⊗ v i , vi ⊗ vi , or v i ⊗ v i .
6.1.4. Contracting tensors. The positive nondegenerate inner product identiﬁes V e
with (V e )∗ when V e is real, or with (V e )∗ when V e is complex. Thus the indices of
T v may be raised or lowered as desired. So if v1 , v2 is a pair of vertices which share
an edge of type e, we may contract the tensors T v1 and T v2 along their respective
indices which correspond to the factor of type V e . Technically, this amounts to
forming T v1 ⊗ T v2 , identifying an element of V e ⊗ V e inside this tensor, using the
inner product to think of this as an element of V e ⊗ (V e )∗ , and then taking a
trace to replace it with a scalar. By contracting along edges
in this way, a labeled
graph with “free edges” e1 , · · · , en gives rise to a tensor in i V ei , and a labeled
graph with no free edges gives rise to an element of R or C. Pairs of graphs with
isomorphic sets of free edges can be glued together, and the result is a graph whose
“value” is obtained by appropriately contracting the two tensors associated to the
subgraphs. (Note: we use the terminology cut edges in §6.2 instead of free edges,
but the meaning should be clear in each case.)
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Typographically, this can be achieved by choosing an orthonormal basis for each
vector space V e , and then expressing the components of the tensors T v in terms of
this basis, as (lower) indices, taking values in the set of basis elements. Contracting
is indicated by repeating an index, which in the Einstein summation convention
means
en “sum over all possible values of this index”. So, for example, Tij Tjk means
j=e1 Tij Tjk .
For the sake of clarity, we give a few examples. As a simpliﬁcation, assume that
we are working with a symmetric labeled graph tensor TQFT. Again for simplicity,
assume that all vertices are 3-valent and have the same type; denote the vertex
tensor by x. Let e1 , · · · , en be an orthonormal basis for V . In a symmetric tensor,
the positions of the indices in a given tensor are immaterial, so that for instance
xijk = xkij = xjki .
Γ1

Γ2
Γ3

Figure 7
Example 6.3. Consider the three graphs in Figure 7. The theta graph Γ1 has
invariant xijk xijk . The barbell graph Γ2 has invariant xiij xkkj . The tetrahedron
graph Γ3 has invariant xijk xilm xjln xkmn .
Any choice of vector spaces and tensors as above deﬁnes a TQFT, and a generic
choice of tensors deﬁnes a TQFT which is powerful enough to prove a version
of positivity. If vertices are decorated with symmetry groups which act on their
incident edges, one must choose tensors with the same symmetries. Furthermore,
edges might have “internal” symmetries, reﬂected in the TQFT by choosing V e
which are not just vector spaces but G-modules for various groups G, and in this
case the tensors associated to vertices must be chosen in such a way as to respect
this G-action. One way to do this is to replace V e by some tensor power (on which
G also acts) and choose the various tensor factors in T v to lie in the G-invariant
subspaces.
Labeled graph tensor TQFTs of progressively greater complexity are constructed
in §6.2. The contents of this section are not logically necessary for the rest of the
paper, but they will aid the reader considerably in following the logic in §6.3 and
subsequent sections. Also, we have not attempted to be comprehensive in this
motivational subsection; a paper explaining the full scope of “graph positivity”
should still be written.
The construction of a suitable complexity function for JSJ graphs is modeled on
the template of proof developed in §6.2. It has the following outline. First, choose
a vector space for each JSJ torus, and choose compatible tensors TX associated
to each JSJ piece X. The JSJ tori have “internal” symmetries (parameterized by
copies of GL(2, Z) = ± SL(2, Z)) and these symmetries interact with the symmetries
of the JSJ pieces they bound. The major diﬃculty is to ﬁnd suitably symmetric
TX . If TX has too little symmetry, the partition function will not be well deﬁned;
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too much and it will not distinguish distinct glued-up manifolds. When X is hyperbolic, tensors TX with the correct (ﬁnite) symmetries can be constructed directly.
Seifert ﬁbered pieces X present more of a problem, since their symmetries are of
inﬁnite order. So ﬁrst we construct tensors TX for Seifert ﬁbered X with too much
symmetry, which distinguishes AA, AB and BB only up to an equivalence relation
slightly weaker than homeomorphism, which we call ﬁber slip homeomorphism, or
ﬁsh for short. Then we adjust TX , replacing it by a new tensor TX which is sensitive
not just to the topology of X, but the way in which it is glued to its immediate
neighbors in the JSJ decomposition, to control for ﬁsh equivalence. There is one
further technical point which should be mentioned here. When we come to deﬁne
the assembly complexity ca it will be a pair ca = (cr , ct ). The ﬁrst term, a “reﬂection symmetry” term at the JSJ tori, regularizes the picture near S and ensures the
conditions under which the tensor contraction term ct satisﬁes diagonal dominance.
Remark 6.4. The reader may wonder why the issue of assembly complexity cannot
be treated by simply adding a term to c which “likes” lots of symmetry (e.g. by
generalizing the term cr somehow). This is a very seductive idea as it appears
to oﬀer a rapid ﬁnish. Unfortunately, one may produce examples where AB has
“more” symmetry than either AA or BB for all notions of “symmetry” which we
were able to quantify.
6.2. Graph positivity. As a warm-up, we now prove two versions of positivity
for labeled graphs. The vertices of the graph are analogous to JSJ pieces, the edges
are analogous to cusps, and a vertex label is analogous to the homeomorphism type
of a JSJ piece. Accordingly, we require that the vertex label determine the valence
of a vertex. We assume the set of possible vertex labels is countable and that all
graphs are ﬁnite.
6.2.1. Recovering graphs from tensors. In order for our invariants to say anything
about the topology and combinatorics of graphs, it is essential that the invariants
are at least powerful enough to distinguish graphs. We prove a lemma to this eﬀect
initially in the context of edge-symmetric, labeled graph tensor TQFTs, where
vertices are distinguished only by the number of incident edges, so there is exactly
one vertex type for each nonnegative integer. We call this the context of “ordinary”
graphs.
Lemma 6.5. Let V be a real vector space of dimension m. Let Γ1 , Γ2 be two
(ordinary) graphs with at most m edges. Assume an identiﬁcation between the
cut points (boundary) of Γ1 and Γ2 . Then for a generic assignment of tensors
T v ∈ S n(v) V to vertex types, the invariants T (Γ1 ) and T (Γ2 ) are not equal unless
Γ1 and Γ2 are isomorphic rel boundary.
Proof. Fix an orthonormal basis of V . For each vertex type v, and each (unordered)
set (with multiplicity) of indices for T v , choose a variable representing the value
of the given tensor entry. We distinguish these indeterminates by letters x, y, z
depending on the cardinality of n(v), and the indices by subscripts. So for example,
xijk and yabcd are examples of these variables. Then the result of tensor contraction
can be expressed as a homogeneous polynomial in these variables, with degree equal
to the number of vertices. In the Einstein summation notation, the value of T (Γ1 )
is represented by a monomial whose subscripts are indeterminate indices which
appear singly or in pairs: one pair for each (uncut) edge of Γ1 and a singleton for
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each cut edge of Γ1 . Since by hypothesis the number of edges is at most equal to the
dimension of V , there is some monomial in the polynomial representing T (Γ1 ) in
which each basis element appears as a subscript at most twice. By taking a vertex
for each variable which appears in the monomial, an edge for each pair of variables
with a common index, and a cut edge for each singleton index, we can reconstruct
Γ1 from the polynomial, and similarly for Γ2 . This monomial contains the “gluing
instructions” for the graph: if b, say, occurs as a subscript for both x and y, then
some edge must join the vertices corresponding to x and y. It follows that if the
entries of the various T v are chosen algebraically independently, the values of the
invariants T (Γ1 ) and T (Γ2 ) are diﬀerent unless Γ1 and Γ2 are isomorphic relative
to the identity on cut edges.

To put ourselves in the favorable case where the number of edges of a given graph
is less than the dimension of V , we may let V1 , V2 , V3 , · · · be a sequence of vector
spaces with inner products, with dim(Vi ) = i for each i. Construct a symmetric
labeled graph tensor TQFT Ti for each i, with algebraically generic entries. Then
for any two ﬁnite graphs Γ1 , Γ2 the strings of invariants T1 (Γ1 ), T2 (Γ1 ), · · · and
T1 (Γ2 ), T2 (Γ2 ), · · · are equal as strings if and only if Γ1 and Γ2 are isomorphic as
graphs (taking the cut point boundary of the graph into account, of course). The
positivity theorem below is a consequence of being able to distinguish graphs via a
family of tensor TQFTs.
Let C be a ﬁnite ordered set of cut points. Let ṄC denote the set of isomorphism
classes of ordinary graphs with boundary (cut points of cut edges of the graph)
identiﬁed with C. Let NC denote the vector space spanned by ṄC . Gluing along
cut points yields a pairing into closed graphs:
NC ⊗ NC → N .
Theorem 6.6. The above pairing (for ordinary graphs) is positive.
Proof. This theorem is an easy special case of Theorem 6.8, so we defer the proof
until then.

For a second warm-up example, let us consider a class of asymmetric graphs.
These are graphs with: (1) one edge type, (2) arbitrarily many vertex types, and (3)
no vertex symmetry (i.e., the edges leaving a vertex are ordered). Two graphs are
considered isomorphic if and only if there is an isomorphism between the underlying
unlabeled graphs which preserves vertex labels and also the ordering of the edges
at each vertex. If the graphs have boundary, then the isomorphism must preserve
the ordering of the cut points. Let N denote the real vector space generated by
ﬁnite linear combinations of isomorphism classes of such graphs.
For C a ﬁnite ordered set of cut points, let ṄC denote the set of isomorphism
classes of labeled graphs whose “boundary” is C. Two such graphs are considered
isomorphic if there is an isomorphism as above preserving labels and orderings,
and which is the identity on C. Let NC denote the vector space generated by ṄC .
Gluing along cut points gives a pairing
NC ⊗ NC → N .
Theorem 6.7. The above pairing, for asymmetric vertices and gluing along cut
points, is positive.
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Proof. We will construct below a family of unitary TQFTs {Zi }, i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., for
graphs which eventually distinguish nonisomorphic (relative) graphs in ṄC . If A
is a closed graph, deﬁne Z(A) to be the inﬁnite tuple (Zi (A)), with lexicographic
ordering. We will show that Z(·) is a diagonally dominant complexity function. If
A, B ∈ ṄC are graphs with boundary C, then using only the Atiyah gluing axiom
(which holds trivially for graph tensor TQFTs) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
we obtain (for all i)
|Zi (AB)| = |Zi (A), Zi (B)|
1

≤ (|Zi (A), Zi (A)| · |Zi (B), Zi (B)|) 2
≤ max(Zi (AA), Zi (BB)),
with equality holding only if Zi (A) = Zi (B). If A and B are not isomorphic, we
will show below that there exists an i such that Zi (A) = Zi (B). It follows that
Z(AB) < max(Z(AA), Z(BB)). In other words, Z satisﬁes the diagonal dominance
inequality.
It remains to construct the TQFTs Zi . Choose a real inner product space V = Vi
of dimension i. Fix an orthonormal basis for V . The vector space V (C) assigned
to C will be V ⊗C . For each vertex label α of valence k, choose a tensor T α ∈ V ⊗k .
With respect to the basis of V , this means choosing numbers Tiα1 ...ik ∈ R. The
key idea is to choose these numbers (for all vertex labels and all multi-indices)
to be algebraically independent of one another. For a labeled graph G (possibly
with a boundary consisting of cut points) deﬁne Z(G) ∈ V (∂G) to be the tensorial
contraction described above. (See also for example Penrose [33].)
Suppose now that A and B are graphs with boundary C, and that Z(A) = Z(B).
An easy variation on the proof of Lemma 6.5 shows that if Zi (A) = Zi (B), where
i = dim V is greater that the number of edges in A and B, then A and B must be
isomorphic.

Next we consider the case where each vertex type (label) has a speciﬁed symmetry group, i.e., a subgroup of the permutation group of the edges emanating from
the vertex. These symmetry groups are analogous to symmetries of JSJ pieces.
Two graphs are considered isomorphic if and only if there is an isomorphism between the underlying unlabeled graphs which preserves vertex labels and such that
the induced permutation of the (ordered) edges at each vertex lies in the symmetry
group for that vertex type. If the graph has boundary, the isomorphism is required
to be the identity restricted to the boundary. As before we deﬁne vector spaces N
(for closed graphs), NC (for graphs with boundary C), and pairings NC ⊗NC → N .
Theorem 6.8. The above pairing, for vertices with symmetry groups and gluing
along cut points, is positive.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the previous theorem, except that for each
vertex type we choose a tensor that has precisely the symmetry (neither more nor
less) speciﬁed for that vertex type. We do this by ﬁrst choosing unsymmetric
tensors (with algebraically independent entries, as before), and then symmetrizing.
(The symmetry group of a vertex of valence k acts on {1, . . . , k}, which induces an
action on V ⊗k .)
We must show that for graphs A, B ∈ ṄC , Zi (A) = Zi (B) for suﬃciently large
i only if A ∼
= B (via allowed symmetries). Zi (A) is a contraction of symmetrized
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tensors. Since symmetrizing commutes with contraction, we can also view Zi (A)
as a sum of contractions of the original unsymmetric tensors. There will be one
such summand for each gluing of the vertices of A which is compatible (via vertex
symmetry groups) with a gluing which produces A from its vertices. It follows that
if i is greater than the number of edges in A we can read oﬀ from Zi (A) (thought
of as a polynomial in the unsymmetric tensor indices) the equivalence class of the
adjacency matrix of the vertices of A (relative to C). By algebraic independence,
Zi (A) = Zi (B) only if corresponding polynomials are identical. It follows that the
adjacency matrix of A can be transformed into that of B via vertex symmetries.
In other words, A ∼

= B.
The third and ﬁnal case of graph positivity we consider concerns gluing graphs
along an intermediate subgraph H instead of gluing along edge cut points. This
is analogous to the 3-manifold case where S has no JSJS cusp components; H
corresponds to the unions of the JSJ pieces which intersect S, while A and B
correspond to the remaining JSJ pieces. It is easy to extend the arguments given
below to the case of gluing along the disjoint union of an intermediate subgraph and
cut points, analogous to the case where S has both components which are non-JSJS
cusps as well as components which are. In the most general case, we would allow
arcs (α in Figure 8) in H with two cut points and meeting no vertices and also arcs
(β and γ) in ṄC which meet no vertices. The basic idea is to always associate the
identity ei ⊗ ei to α, ei ⊗ ei to β, and ei ⊗ ei to γ. We leave the details of this
extension as an exercise for the reader.
For simplicity we assume that all vertex types are fully symmetric; the symmetry
group of each vertex type is the full permutation group of the edges emanating from
it. (We will see below that the symmetries of a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece act as the
full permutation group on its cusps.)
We assume that the boundary of H is partitioned into “upper” and “lower”
cut points, both identiﬁed with C, and that H is equipped with an order two
automorphism ι which permutes the upper and lower cut points and ﬁxes all vertices
and noncut edges of H (see Figure 8). This automorphism is analogous to reﬂecting
the middle level of the 3-manifold AA (or BB) across S.

A
β

cuts

α

H
cuts
γ

Figure 8

B
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We must modify the deﬁnition of NC to take into account automorphisms of H.
(So NC depends not just on C but also on H.) Two graphs in ṄC are considered
isomorphic if there is an isomorphism of the underlying unlabeled graphs which
preserves vertex labels and induces a permissible permutation of the boundary C.
(Previously we required the isomorphism to be the identity on C.) A permissible
permutation is one which preserves the adjacency relation to each vertex of H.
Equivalently, a permissible permutation is one which extends to an automorphism
of H which ﬁxes all vertices of H and all noncut edges of H (and ﬁxes doubly cut
edges if these are permitted in H). Here we’re identifying C with the upper (or
lower) boundary of H. For example, the permissible permutations of C in Figure
8 can exchange cut points two and three, four and ﬁve, or six and seven (counting
from the left). (If we considered the unsymmetrical context, “permissible” would
have a more restricted meaning.)
Given A, B ∈ ṄC , deﬁne the closed graph AHB by gluing the boundary of A to
the upper boundary of H and gluing the boundary of B to the lower boundary of
H. This induces a pairing NC ⊗ NC → N .
Theorem 6.9. The above pairing, for fully symmetric vertices and gluing along a
subgraph, is positive.
Proof. As in the previous two proofs, we will construct a family of graph TQFTs
whose tuple of partition functions is a diagonally dominant complexity function on
closed graphs. We can think of Zi (H) as an operator
Zi (H) : Vi⊗C → Vi⊗C
from the Hilbert space of the lower cut points of H to the Hilbert space of the upper
cut points of H. The isomorphisms used to deﬁne ṄC act on Vi⊗C with invariant
subspace Zi (NC ) := Inv(Vi⊗C ) ⊂ Vi⊗C . We will show below that the vertex tensors
from which the TQFT is constructed can be chosen so that the restriction of Zi (H)
to Zi (NC ) is strictly positive (for all i). That is, there exists an operator U such
that Zi (H) = U † U and U is injective on Zi (NC ). We then have (using “bra-ket”
notation, and the dagger for adjoint)
|Zi (AHB)| = |Zi (A)|Zi (H)|Zi (B)|
= |Zi (A)|U † U |Zi (B)|
= |U (Zi (A)), U (Zi (B))|
1

≤ (|U (Zi (A)), U (Zi (A))| · |U (Zi (B)), U (Zi (B))|) 2
≤ max(Zi (AHA), Zi (BHB)),
with equality only if U (Zi (A)) = U (Zi (B)). Since U is injective on Zi (NC ), this
happens only if Zi (A) = Zi (B). Since all entries in the symmetric tensors for
each vertex type in A, B, and H may be assumed to be algebraically independent,
a slight extension of the previous proof shows that this happens for all i only if
A∼
= B.
To illustrate this extension, imagine that Zi (NC ) is S 2 (V ), the symmetric square
of V . This would result from two upper cut points emanating from one vertex of
H. Then the symmetrized relative partition functions in Zi (NC ) are
Zi (A) = Zi (A)p,q + Zi (A)q,p and Zi (B) = Zi (B)p,q + Zi (B)q,p ,
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where {p, q} is a multi-index for S 2 (V ). Algebraic independence ensures that these
expressions are equal if and only if they have the same terms, up to permutation.
In general, Zi (A) = Zi (B) if and only if their unsymmetrized partition functions
agree after some permissible permutation of cut edges. Then for i large enough to
label all edges of A (B) diﬀerently, we conclude A ∼
= B.
It remains to show how to construct the (graph) TQFT so that Zi (H) is a
positive operator on Zi (NC ). In what follows, we suppress the index i.
Consider a single vertex type a with n := n(a) emanating cut edges. Denote by
V + ⊂ V the nonnegative cone, consisting of nonnegative sums of elements from
a ﬁxed orthonormal basis e1 , . . . , ed . We must ﬁnd a tensor T a ∈ S n V with the
following property. Suppose v is a vertex of type a which appears as a vertex
in H with k upper and lower cut edges which are interchanged by ι, and n − 2k
“horizontal edges” (i.e. edges joining the vertex to other vertices in H). Associated
to k lower cut edges (resp. upper cut edges) there is a vector space Vl (resp. Vu )
which parameterizes the possible inputs along these edges. Explicitly, each such
vector space is isomorphic to the kth symmetric tensor power of V . The involution
ι induces an isomorphism
ι : Vu → Vl ,
and therefore it makes sense to say that an operator from Vl to Vu is positive
symmetric.
The property we want is that after contracting T a with n − 2k vectors in V +
(corresponding to input from the horizontal edges emanating from v), the result
should be a positive symmetric operator from Vl to Vu . That is, for any k satisfying
2k ≤ n, and any vectors vj+ ⊂ V + for 2k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
(6.2.1)

+
T a (v2k+1
, . . . , vn+ ) : Vl → Vu is positive symmetric.

Roughly, the entries of T a (in the ﬁxed basis e1 , · · · , ed ) are chosen by any
formula which extravagantly weights index coincidences, and then perturbed to be
algebraically independent. An example of what we mean by such an extravagant
formula is given in the following equation:
(6.2.2)

nn

n

Tia1 ,...,in ≈ 1 · (2d )# of pairs · (2d

n
nn

)# of triples · (2d

)# of quadruples · · ·

for any assignment of indices i1 , · · · , in chosen from the set {e1 , · · · , ed }. Here
“pairs” is the number of unordered pairs of indices with the same label, “triples”
is the number of unordered triples of indices with the same label, and so on, so for
example Tea1 ,e2 ,e1 ,e3 ,e2 ,e1 ,e3 ,e4 contains two pairs and one triple, and its value should
n

nn

have size of the order of (2d )2 · 2d . There is a convenient criterion, originally due
to Sylvester, to verify that a symmetric matrix Mij , 1 ≤ j ≤ m, acts as a positive
operator.
Lemma 6.10. Mij is positive if and only if the partial determinants are all positive,

i.e., det(Mij ) > 0 for i, j ≤ l, where 1 ≤ l ≤ n.
Easier than checking that T a of the form suggested in (6.2.2) satisﬁes the criterion
of Lemma 6.10 is to observe that the lexicographic tuple:
(6.2.3)

(#2k tuples, #2k − 1 tuples, . . . , #pairs)

is diagonally dominant under concatenating (symmetrized) strings of k symbols
drawn from a ﬁnite set. Thus, if the ﬁnite ordered set consisting of values of the
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tuple (6.2.3) is embedded in R+ with suﬃciently (depending on d) rapid decay, then
positivity follows from estimating determinants (as simply the “order of magnitude”
of the product of diagonal elements) and then applying Lemma 6.10. In more
detail, consider what we need to know to safely estimate a determinant of a matrix
M simply as the product of the diagonal entries. It would suﬃce if all of the oﬀdiagonal entries are much smaller than all of the diagonal entries. Unfortunately,
we are not in this situation but we can easily arrange (normalizing all entries to be
real and ≥ 1) that
1
Mii Mjj
Mij <
n!
for all i = j and n equal to the dimension of the matrix M . Given a permutation
σ = id, it easily follows that

1 
Mi,σ(i) <
Mii .
n! i
i
Thus, the diagonal term dominates the calculation of the determinant.
Similarly, when ﬁnitely many operators which weight index coincidences suﬃciently extravagantly (depending on d and H) are (partially) contracted according
to the combinatorics of H, the result is a positive operator T (H) with precisely the
desired symmetries. Since the property of being positive is open, we can perturb
the tensors to be algebraically independent. This completes the proof.

6.3. Tensors for JSJ pieces. The main ingredient ct in the assembly complexity
will be similar to the graph complexity deﬁned above. In broad outline, we will
assign vector spaces to JSJ tori and appropriate tensors to JSJ pieces, then deﬁne
the complexity of a closed manifold to be the result of a big tensorial contraction.
The gluing graph of JSJ pieces has three new features not present in the naked
graph context:
(1) The vertices (JSJ pieces) are now oriented manifolds, so we will use complex
scalars C and assign to complex conjugation the role of keeping track of
orientation.
(2) Each vertex has its own group of symmetries. Ideally, we should employ tensors with exactly the right symmetry: too little symmetry and the partition
function will not be well deﬁned, too much and subtle gluing distinctions
that should distinguish A from B will be lost. In the case of hyperbolic
vertices, the symmetries constitute a ﬁnite group G and we will build appropriately symmetric tensors from many smaller tensors or “micro-vertices”
situated within each fundamental domain of G. Inﬁnite symmetry in the
Seifert ﬁbered cases is a problem and requires a separate trick, namely
passing to modular quotients.
(3) The edges of the JSJ graph carry interesting information. If we assume
each vertex type comes with a marking (i.e., a choice of coordinates) on
(the homology of) its cusps, then “orienting an edge” is tantamount to
choosing an element in g ∈ GL(2, Z) which speciﬁes the gluing (reversing
the orientation sends g to g −1 ). Thus, the vector space V on which we
build tensors should have an action of GL(2, Z) (but also a large GL(2, Z)invariant factor).
The fact that mapping class groups of Seifert ﬁbered spaces are typically inﬁnite
needs to be addressed ﬁrst since its solution determines the vector space V on which
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we build tensors. Actually, we will construct a family of vector spaces Vm,m and

tensor complexities cm,m
, for m, m = 2, 3, 4 and so on, where the vector space
t
2

Vm,m is isomorphic to Cm m and admits a natural action of GL(2, Z) factored
through the ﬁnite group GL(2, Zm ). Explicitly, a basis for Vm,m is given by the
elements in the ﬁnite abelian group H1 (T 2 ; Zm ) cross the set {1, 2, . . . , m } (here
and throughout we use the “topologist’s notation” Zm for the ﬁnite cyclic group
Z/mZ). The natural action of GL(2, Z) on H1 (T ; Z) induces an action of GL(2, Z)
on H1 (T 2 ; Zm ) which factors through the quotient GL(2, Zm ). While no single
representation of GL(2, Z) is faithful, the intersection of the kernels is trivial, which
is suﬃcient for our purposes. The action on {1, 2, . . . , m } is trivial. The numbers
m and m have no logical relation except that they both will be sent to inﬁnity (for
diﬀerent reasons). For notational convenience, we set m = m and denote Vm,m as

Vm and similarly cm,m
as cm
t
t .
Unfortunately, a technical problem prevents us from getting the symmetry group
exactly right. We will build in a little too much symmetry for the tensors associated
to Seifert ﬁbered JSJ pieces. The resulting partition function would not be able
to distinguish manifolds which diﬀer by a relation which we call “ﬁber slipping”.
Finally, this deﬁciency is anticipated and corrected by a local modiﬁcation of the
tensor associated to each JSJ piece.
Let m ≥ 2 be an integer and let Vm be the C-vector space spanned by the ﬁnite
set H1 (T 2 ; Zm ) × {1, 2, . . . , m}. Let X be a JSJ piece, which in our context is
either ﬁnite-volume hyperbolic or Seifert ﬁbered. We will associate to X a carefully
chosen but suitably generic tensor TX with n covariant indices, where n is the
number of cusps of X. Reversing the orientation of X conjugates the entries of TX .
That is, TX = T X . Let h : X → X be a homeomorphism (orientation preserving
or reversing). The induced action of h on TX will factor through the action of
h on H1 (∂X; Zm ) × {1, 2, . . . , m}c , where c is the number of cusps. The action
on the set permutes factors according to the action on the end end(X), which, of
course, embeds in the symmetric group Sc . Thus, the mapping class group of X
acts on TX but factored through the ﬁnite group GL(2, Zm ) × Sc for each m. If
l ∈ H1 (∂X, Zm ) × {1, 2, . . . , m} is a multi-index, then symmetry demands:

Th∗ (l) if h preserves orientation,
(6.3.1)
h(Tl ) =
T h∗ (l) if h reverses orientation.
For example, consider X with three cusps reﬂected by h as shown in Figure 9.
We use h to identify the groups at the upper and lower cusps and the “bar” on k
to denote the induced involution on the middle level group to obtain:
(6.3.2)

h(Tijk ) = T jik .

In what follows, a reﬂection symmetry r (or just reﬂection for short) refers to an
orientation-reversing involution whose ﬁxed set Σ ⊂ X is 2-dimensional. Note that
when X is hyperbolic, r may be taken to be an isometry. For each SF X and with
respect to any reﬂection symmetry r, the tensors TX will be constructed to have
the positivity property P below. Positivity is an open (convex) condition, so we
may ﬁrst concentrate on producing positive Hermitian tensors for each JSJ piece
X and then perturb the construction to achieve genericity.
We ﬁx m and abbreviate Vm by V . Note that V has a canonical basis, namely the
set H1 (T 2 ; Zm ) × {1, . . . , m}. We let V + ⊂ V denote the cone of nonnegative (real)
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X
Tk2

h

Tj2

Figure 9
linear combinations of these basis elements. Suppose r : X → X is a reﬂection.
Then r partitions the cusps of X into three groups: the horizontal cusps which the
ﬁxed set Σ meets, and two subsets, the upper and lower cusps which are disjoint
from Σ, and interchanged by r. (We arbitrarily designate one side of Σ as “upper”
and the other as “lower”.) Now suppose X has n cusps: k upper, k lower, and n−2k
horizontal (all with respect to r). If supplied with vectors v2k+1 , . . . , vn ∈ V + at
the horizontal cusps, TX becomes an operator


TX (v2k+1 , . . . , vn ) :
V →
V
k

k

from the vector space associated to the lower cusps, to the vector space associated
to the upper cusps. Furthermore, the homeomorphism r induces a natural complexlinear isomorphism between these two vector spaces, so it makes sense (using this
identiﬁcation) to ask if this operator is positive, for all reﬂections r and all positive
{vi } inserted at the horizontal cusps of r.
We explain the overall strategy. The gluings AB, AA, and BB along S are
analogous to the graph case of Theorem 6.9, where vertices lie on the gluing set.
(Both hyperbolic and SF JSJ pieces may be divided in two by S.) So, we will
use some kind of A− |H|B −  format to calculate cm
t and establish a topological
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality from a (weak) positivity property of H. H is an operator
associated to the “middle third” while A− (B − ) is, by abusing notation slightly by
dropping the Z, the vector (covector) associated to the upper and lower thirds. We
deﬁne the geometric middle third (GMT) as the gluing along S of the JSJ pieces
incident on S together with a copy of T 2 × I (analogous to α in Figure 8) for each
JSJS cusp. Thus, the GMT is made by gluing boundary pieces and adding a T 2 × I
for each horizontal cusp. Recall from Deﬁnition 6.1 that the JSJS cusps are the
torus components of S which are also JSJ tori of the glued-up manifold AB.
There is a very nice conjecture (appendix C) that implies the existence of “positive” tensors for hyperbolic 3-manifolds. With that input, H could be assembled
from tensors corresponding to JSJ pieces of the GMT. Since we lack a proof for this
conjecture we will actually deﬁne H from a smaller algebraic middle third (AMT).
The AMT, although primarily a device for constructing the operator H, does have
a geometric realization: AMT = S
∪ (SF pieces of GMT glued along S). Thus, the
(X \ S). All that remains in the AMT
diﬀerence GMT \ AMT =
hyperbolic X∈GMT

of the hyperbolic part of the GMT is S.
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We will also need a notation for the complement of the AMT: A ∪ B \ AMT =
A∼ ∪ B ∼ , so A− ⊂ A∼ and B − ⊂ B ∼ . Thus, the formal scheme for calculating cm
t
is more accurately written:
m
∼
m m
∼
cm
t (AB) = ct (A )|H |ct (B ).

(6.3.3)

Note the close analogy with Theorem 6.9 (see Figure 10 for clariﬁcation).
What makes a calculation of this form possible is that the tensors TX we build for
hyperbolic X are actually a partial contraction of a very large tensor network NX
(enjoying exactly the same symmetry group G as X) which crosses S orthogonally.
This allows TX , for X hyperbolic and in the GMT, to be represented partly in the
bra and partly in the ket of (6.3.3).
The key will be to show that H m is strictly (“block”) positive (to be deﬁned
shortly) on the space of bras (kets) that it will ultimately be paired with in (6.3.3).
This is where the symmetry issues arise. The ﬁnal step will be to recover the
information lost by settling for tensors TX , X SF which are slightly too symmetric
and hence only “block” positive.

upper third A−
β

6 boundary pieces
glued in pairs

α

γ

one
cusp × I

GMT

lower third B −

Figure 10. AB is decomposed into thirds A− ∪ M ∪ B −
We take a moment to clarify the correspondence to the graph case. JSJS cusps
correspond to isolated edges in H with a cut point at either end, such as the arc α
in Figure 8. Note that two cusps in the boundary of the middle third may cobound
a single T 2 × I component in A− or B − ; these correspond to isolated edges, such as
the arcs β and γ in Figure 8 in the graph case. Also as in the graph context, when
we come to assign tensors to vertices, we adhere to the convention that doubly cut
edges (of type α, β, γ) get identity tensors (up to index raising and lowering).
We now construct the tensors TX for X SF. In contrast to the rigidity of hyperbolic manifolds, Seifert ﬁbered JSJ pieces X with nontrivial boundary have inﬁnite
mapping class groups (whose elements we also refer to as symmetries). The restriction of the group of symmetries to the boundary of a JSJ piece is the semidirect
product of two groups. The ﬁrst, P , is an extension of Z2 by the full permutation
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group P of the boundary components of the quotient orbifold Q:
1 → P → P̃ → Z2 → 1.
The image in Z2 measures the action on orientation.
The second group is generated by arcs of Dehn twist (hereafter abbreviated to
ADT) restricted to the boundary. An ADT connects a positive Dehn twist on a
boundary component to a negative Dehn twist on a (possibly) distinct boundary
component. The picture to have in mind is to start with a proper embedded arc in
the quotient orbifold Q. Sitting above this arc is a proper annulus, which cobounds
circles in two (possibly) distinct boundary components. Cut along this annulus and
reglue after twisting once around each circle ﬁber in the annulus.
Reparameterizing a component X (e.g. by an ADT) changes the way in which
X is glued to its neighbors, and how it is glued to itself (if at all). It would be
desirable to ﬁnd tensors TX for Seifert ﬁbered pieces X which are positive on exactly the subspace of vectors invariant under all such parameterizations; however,
we were not able to ﬁnd such tensors directly. Instead, we ﬁrst deﬁne “blocky” tensors which are completely insensitive to the ﬁber summand of each H1 (∂i X; Zm )
index (eﬀectively ignoring the troublesome ADTs). Second, we determine that the
resulting tensors, while not leading to a strictly diagonally dominant complexity
function on homeomorphism classes of manifolds, nevertheless would yield a diagonally dominant complexity function on manifolds up to the weaker relation of “ﬁber
slip homeomorphism” (ﬁsh). Finally, we enhance our tensors TX  TX by letting
them feel their immediate neighbors in the JSJ decomposition to resolve the ﬁshy
ambiguity. Morally, ﬁber slip homeomorphism is the equivalence relation obtained
by failing to keep track of a certain relative Euler class (living in certain Z torsors).
The remedy is to ﬁnd canonical coordinates on these Z torsors, and favor relative
Euler classes which arise by doubling.
The ﬁrst step is to deﬁne “block positive” for Seifert ﬁbered pieces.
For the moment, ﬁx a ﬁbered structure on the JSJ piece X. The choice of ﬁber
structure picks out a canonical Zm summand in H1 (∂i X; Zm ). We let π be the
homomorphism which quotients out this summand:
π : H1 (∂i X; Zm ) × {1, 2, . . . , m} → H1 (∂i X; Zm )/[ﬁber] × {1, 2, . . . , m}
∼
= Zm × {1, 2, . . . , m}.
∼ Cm3 to the complex vector space, isomorphic
The map π induces a map from Vm =
2
to Cm , spanned by H1 (∂i X; Zm )/[ﬁber] × {1, 2, . . . , m}. The “blocky” tensors
we will construct have entries which only depend on the image of each coordinate
2
in Cm under this projection. Fix a reﬂection r, and partition the cusps of X into
upper, lower and horizontal cusps as before, where the horizontal cusps are those
meeting the ﬁxed set Σ of r. We want TX to be some totally symmetric n-tensor
depending only on π(index) for each index. The operator O := TX (v2k+1 , . . . , vn )
maps between associated symmetric powers of Slower , Supper of V and descends
to Oπ mapping between symmetric powers S π of π(V ) := C[π(H1 (∂i X; Zm ))] ×
{1, 2, . . . , m}.
We now deﬁne block positivity as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11
Deﬁnition 6.11. A tensor TX assigned to a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece X satisﬁes
property P if, for all reﬂections r and positive inputs {v2k+1 , . . . , vn } at the horizontal cusps, the operator TX (v2k+1 , . . . , vn ) is block positive, i.e. if Oπ as above is
positive.
Actually, property P will only be important for JSJ pieces which lie the middle
third M of AB, AA, or BB, so it is harmless to restrict attention to those Seifert
ﬁbered X which arise by gluing two boundary pieces along (part of) S. Thus the
pieces in question must be suﬃciently large, and (in order to participate in forming
H), must have nonempty boundary. According to the analysis of exceptional cases
in §4 (Theorem 4.13, Theorem 4.17, and Lemma 4.22), the only suﬃciently large
JSJ piece X with boundary that might arise and that lacks a unique Seifert ﬁbered
˜ 1 ×I
˜ ∼
structure is S 1 ×S
= M (+0, 1; 1/2, 1/2). But although this manifold admits
a second nonisomorphic Seifert ﬁbered structure, this latter structure is excluded
by Convention 4.15. Thus without loss of generality we are justiﬁed is assuming a
unique Seifert ﬁbered structure on X for the purpose of deﬁning P . This is crucial,
as it justiﬁes our use (above) of a ﬁxed ﬁbered structure on X, and thus makes the
π
π
to Supper
.
quotient operator Oπ well deﬁned as an operator from Slower
For X Seifert ﬁbered, we must construct a generic TX satisfying property PS :
TX ∈ C[H1 (∂X; Zm )] ∼
=

n

i=1

C[H1 (∂i X; Zm )] =

n


Vm .

i=1

Recycling a trick from the proof of Theorem 6.9, block positivity will be ensured
by choosing the entries of TX according to a function which extravagantly weights
coincidences. The TX entry should be (approximately) given by composing the
string
(6.3.4)

(#n-tuples, #(n − 1)-tuples, . . . ,#pairs)

into the reals R by a function such as (6.2.2). Coincidence tuples are diagonally
dominant functions on multi-indices under concatenation, and so are such compositions into R. Here we mean k-tuples of indices which become the same in the
quotient group H1 /ﬁber. We also insist that the entries of TX are algebraically
generic subject to the relation T = TX and the insensitivity to ﬁber coordinates.
X
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To repeat, the entries (TX )i1 ,...,in of TX , where the ij denote elements of the
various H1 (cusp; Zm ), depend only on the images of these ij under the projection
π. It follows that the operator O, obtained by contracting TX with positive vectors
v2k+1 , . . . , vn ∈ V + associated to horizontal cusps, is not positive but merely nonnegative. It is the induced operator Oπ which is positive. The operator O itself
has null directions spanned by vectors of the form:
(6.3.5)

eb1 ,f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ebi−1 ,fi−1 ⊗ (ebi ,fi − ebi ,fi ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ebi+1 ,fi+1 ⊗ ebk ,fk ,

where the pair fi , fi are distinct values of the ﬁber coordinates in some basis for
H1 (cusp; Zm ).
We have proven:
Lemma 6.12. Any Seifert ﬁbered X with unique Seifert ﬁbering admits a tensor
TX satisfying property P .
Next we construct the tensor TX when X is hyperbolic. It is important that
TX be constructed from a (partial) contraction of a tensor network N deﬁned on
a fundamental domain W of X with respect to its full symmetry group G, and
transported around X by the group. This way, N will enjoy the symmetries of X.
We must take a little further care to ensure that N has no additional symmetry as
a labeled graph. We will use our usual Vm to label all edges.
The construction is not diﬃcult, but involves a number of steps which are described in the next several pages. Recall that the goal of this paper is to establish
positivity of the universal (2 + 1)-dimensional TQFT. If one knew a particular
unitary TQFT that was suﬃciently rich and easy to analyze, it might be possible
simply to check positivity there. A genuine TQFT has the factorization property:
whenever X can be decomposed along a surface into pieces Y and Z one has a
factorization TX = TY TZ , a compact notation for the appropriate tensorial contraction. However, one can construct weaker substitutes for a full TQFT which
have the factorization property only for certain prescribed decompositions. In a
sense, we are deﬁning a “weak TQFT,” in the style of Penrose, for hyperbolic manifolds. But it is only factorizable with respect to decompositions along the ﬁxed
sets of reﬂections, and not with respect to arbitrary topological decompositions.
Let G be the group of isometries of X. Since X is a ﬁnite-volume hyperbolic
manifold, G is ﬁnite. Let W ⊂ X be a piecewise smooth fundamental domain for
the action of G on X. The fundamental domain W may contain cusps in its interior
and also fractional cusps, meaning a cusp C which is “paved” by k copies of W .
We think of each copy of W as containing a 1/h fraction of C, where h is the order
of the symmetry subgroup H ⊂ G stabilizing the cusp in question. See Figure 12.
To get the symmetries of TX right, we initially build a tensor TW for W (see
Figure 13) with indices or “legs” exiting cusps, cusp fractions, and codimension one
faces of W . TX is assembled from |G| copies of TW (or T W for orientation-reversing
elements of G) and additional τ -tensors described below.
We build a tensor TW for W as follows: Begin with a ﬁnite set v of vertices
geometrically positioned in the interior of W so that every point of x ∈ W either
has injectivity radius(x) ≤  or dist(x, v) < . Consider the graph Ṅ consisting
of the dual 1-cells to the faces of the Voronoi decomposition associated to v. Ṅ is
a ﬁne triangulation of thick(W ) with (many) edges orthogonal to each face of W .
Any vertex p ∈ v whose Voronoi cell contains a cusp or cusp fraction is supplied
an additional edge exiting that cusp or cusp fraction. We turn Ṅ into a tensor
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1
2

cusp

cusps
1
|H|

cusp

Figure 12. Schematic fundamental domain W , with cusps and
fractional cusps.
network, now denoted N by choosing the vector space V for each edge and a
distinct generic tensor Tp for each vertex p ∈ v. We take all the entries of all the
Tp to be algebraically independent.
For  suﬃciently small, the labeled network N recovers the combinatorics of
W with each face(W ) marked by numbered legs from unique tensors Tp . Now
let G label |G| copies of N . Actually if q ∈ G reverses orientation, we conjugate
the entries of each Tp to get N . These copies of N and N may be assembled
into a larger tensor network GN . There is now a tensor TX associated to X by
contracting the internal edges (those not exiting cusps or cusp fractions) of GN .
It is not diﬃcult to see that TX has precisely the same symmetry group (for small
) as X. In fact, such a labeled network encodes the homeomorphism type of the
manifold (or orbifold) X on which it lies. Also very important to our approach
is that given a reﬂection symmetry r ∈ G, TX may be written as a contraction
top bot
TX
TX along the legs orthogonal to the ﬁxed set of r. This “decomposability” of
TX allows us to write part of TX in the bra and part in the ket when pairing to
the AMT. Consult Figure 13 for a visualization of TW as a contraction of N and
Figure 14 for a visualization of |G| = 24 copies of N assembled into GN .
Vm

Vm
Vm

Vm
Vm

Vm
Vm

Vm
Vm

Vm

Vm
Vm
Vm
Vm
Vm

Vm

Vm

Vm

Vm

Vm
Vm

Figure 13. The tensor network N : one leg exits every cusp and
cusp fraction; several legs exit every face.
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To repeat, TX is assembled from |G| copies of TW and its complex conjugate T W
by contraction along the face-crossing indices. Figure 14 illustrates how 24 copies
of W are assembled to make X, in a special case where G is equal to the symmetric
group S4 . l legs cross each codimension-1 face and additional indices, not indicated
in the ﬁgure, exit each cusp and cusp fraction.

W

Figure 14. 24 copies of W are glued together by identifying 72
faces in pairs. l copies of Vm are contracted along each such face.
In more detail, label the copies of W making up X as {gW |g ∈ G}. G acts on
the indices in the tensor associated to cusps or fractional cusps in the obvious way.
That is, H1 (C; Zm ) serves separately as a basis for each fraction of the cusp C, and
g acts as g∗ . For instance, if we ﬁx a basis {e1 , . . . , em2 } × {1, 2, . . . , m} for cusps
and fractional cusps in the copy labeled (Id)W , then the corresponding indices in
the copy labeled gW are the basis elements {g∗ e1 , . . . , g∗ em2 }×{1, 2, . . . , m}. (Note
the inaction on the second factor.) On each copy gW we place a copy of either TW
or T W depending on whether g preserves or reverses orientation.
Our preliminary tensor TX associated to X is the contraction of these |G| copies
of TW (or T W ) along the l legs spanning the codimension-1 faces of {gW }. For
every reﬂection symmetry r of X with codimension-one ﬁxed set Σ, the tensor TX
contracted with positive vector inputs for each horizontal (with respect to r) cusp
or cusp fraction can be written in the form
TX (v2k+1 , . . . , vn ) = TY† TY ,
where TY is the operator corresponding to the “lower half” of X (again with respect
to r), and therefore is nonnegative Hermitian.
The tensor TX is not yet the tensor we are looking for because TW (and similarly
T W ) has one index (ranging in Vm ) for each fractional cusp in W , whereas we want
our tensor TX to have one index for each cusp of X. A cusp C stabilized by H < G
will contribute |H| indices to TX whereas one is the desired number. To create
a tensor with the correct index set, we need to contract TX with suitably chosen
tensors τH(C) for each cusp C, where H < G is the stabilizer.
⊗|H|
We deﬁne τH(C) to be an element of Hom(Vm , Vm ) satisfying the reﬂection
identity property (RIP), explained below, and so that the tensor TX obtained by
contracting TX with a copy of τH(C) for each cusp C satisﬁes (see Figure 15):
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τH(C2 )

cusp C1 with |H| = 4

cusp C2 with |H| = 6
τH(C1 )

TX

Figure 15. The tensor TX is obtained by contracting τH(C1 ) and
τH(C2 ) with TX .
(1) τH(C) is natural, so that TX may be constructed from the homeomorphism
type of X alone, without resort to any additional data such as a base point
on the cusps.
(2) τH(C) makes TX G-invariant. (Recall that G acts by permuting cusps internally on V .) Succinctly one may say that G acts via the action on
H1 (∂X; Zm ). Actually, this is a corollary of item (1) above.
Conditions (1) (and (2)) hold provided τH(C) satisﬁes (a) invariance under the
⊗|H|
action of H on the Vm
factor and (b) naturality, in the sense that τH(C) is deﬁned
using only the action of H on C without additional choices such as a base point on
C.
⊗|H|
All the V factors in Hom(Vm , Vm ) are canonically identiﬁed. If we ﬁx a base
point p in C marking one fundamental domain for the H action, then the formula

p
(ei ) =
h∗ (ei ),
ei = (fj , sk ) ∈ H1 (C; Zm ) × {1, 2, . . . , m}
τH(C)
h∈H

clearly satisﬁes condition (a). To achieve (b), set
 h(p)
τH(C) (ei ) =
τH(C) (ei ).
h∈H

Note that “inputting” vectors into tensors is a special case of tensor contraction;
we regard elements of V as tensors with one index. This motivates the notation
in Figure 16: the small dots are 1-tensors. As illustrated in Figure 16, the vector
inputs induced by ei(C) are r-symmetric.
Speciﬁcally, if a basis element ei is inserted into the ﬁrst index of τH , then the
resulting |H|-tensor is converted to an operator O by segregating the remaining |H|
index slots into r-upper and r-lower groups with respect to a reﬂection symmetry
r. RIP states that O is the identity operator from the appropriate “upper space”
U ∼
= Ch/2 , h = |H|, with respect to
= Ch/2 to the appropriate “lower space” L ∼
prescribed bases. Fixing a base point fundamental domain W on the r-upper side
of the cusp C, let W = Wid , Wg2 , . . . , Wgh/2 be the domains on the upper side.
Then
basis(U) = {h∗ ei ⊗ h∗ g2∗ (ei ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ h∗ gh/2∗ (ei )|h ∈ H}
and similarly
basis(L) = {rh∗ ei ⊗ rh∗ g2∗ (ei ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ rh∗ gh/2∗ (ei )|h ∈ H}
with respect to domains Wr , Wrg2 , . . . , Wrgh/2 on the lower side. Figure 16 illustrates this symmetry.
Our ﬁnal tensor TX for hyperbolic JSJ pieces is obtained from TX by contracting
a copy of τH at each cusp C (with symmetry group H).
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h∗ ei

p
τH

ei

h∗ ei

=

r

h∗ ei
h
∗ ei

p
Figure 16. The deﬁnition of τH
. Note that rh = h and rh = h .

Having constructed TX for X SF and τ , these pieces can now be assembled
(together with identity operators on the legs of TW (and T W ) orthogonal to f ix(r)
and also on vertical cusps) into the AMT operator H m . Figure 17 organizes the
deﬁnition of H into a picture.
hyp

hyp

vertical
cusp

upper hyp.

u.h.
τ

SF

τ

l.h.

τ

SF

Hm r

SF

lower hyp.
hyp

SF

hyp

Figure 17. The AMT operator H m .
In more detail, H m is obtained by contracting geometrically adjacent tensors at
the AMT. These include TX for SF X, a τH for each horizontal (hyperbolic) cusp,
and then (without any actual contraction) all the legs (identity operators on copies
of V ) which run orthogonally to S ∪ (hyperbolic JSJ piece) and idV for vertical
cusps. The τH will have its ﬁrst index (slot) contracted to the ﬁrst index (slot) of
another τH  when two hyperbolic pieces are glued at S. Where a hyperbolic piece
is glued to an SF X, τH will have its ﬁrst index (slot) contracted with the “cusp”
of the SF X.
We now identify the subspace where H m acts as a positive operator. For each
π
mid-level SF X, let SSF
X denote the reduced symmetric product of the upper
“cusps” of X. For each mid-level hyperbolic X, let ZX,r denote the tensor product
of the (space V associated to each of the) legs of GN orthogonal to f ix(r) ∩ X =
S ∩ X. For each horizontal hyperbolic cusp C, let UC be the “upper space” deﬁned
above. Let:
⎞ ⎛
⎞ ⎛
⎞ ⎛
⎞
⎛




⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎜
π
Yup = ⎝
SSF
ZX,r ⎠ ⊗ ⎝
UC ⎠ ⊗ ⎝
VC ⎠ .
X⎠ ⊗ ⎝
mid level
SF X

mid level
hyperbolic X

horizontal
cusps C

vertical
cusps C

Make the analogous deﬁnition for Ydown , replacing UC with LC . Perfect r-symmetry
of the GMT is obvious for AA and BB and will be established near the end of the
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proof for AB (unless c(AB) < max c(AA), c(BB)). Assuming such symmetry of
the GMT, the reﬂection r identiﬁes Yup and Ydown , so simply call them both Y .
Lemma 6.13. If the GMT is r-symmetric, then H m is positive on Y for all m =
2, 3, . . . .
Proof. The proof is extremely simple. H m is a sum over contraction variables ei
π
of tensor products of operators which are either strictly positive (on SSF
X ) or the
identity (after our identiﬁcation of Yup and Ydown ). Positivity is closed under both
tensor product and convex combination.

π
Note. If SSF
X is replaced by the ordinary symmetric power SSF X we can only
conclude block positivity above. This point is addressed in the ﬁnal paragraph of
section 6.

We are almost in a position to deﬁne the complexity function ct . Suitable tensors
TX for JSJ pieces X have been constructed when X is hyperbolic. When X is Seifert
ﬁbered, a ﬁnal tweak is required because of block positivity of these tensors. This
is the subject of the next subsection.
6.4. Better tensors for Seifert ﬁbered JSJ pieces. As we noted earlier, the
tensors TX for Seifert ﬁbered JSJ pieces constructed above possess too much symmetry; they are insensitive to arcs of Dehn twists. In this subsection we repair this
defect at the expense of making the tensor TX for a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece slightly
less local. TX will depend on the way in which X meets its neighboring JSJ pieces,
not merely on the homeomorphism type of X.
First we deﬁne the notion of ﬁber slip homeomorphism, or ﬁsh for short. A Seifert
ﬁbered JSJ piece X with nonempty boundary will (by Theorem 4.13) have a unique
Seifert ﬁbered structure unless X ∼
= S 1 ×S 1 ×I, in which case the quotient orbifold
is either a disk with two orbifold points of order 2, or a Möbius band. To avoid
˜ 1 ×I
˜ the Seifert ﬁbered structure for
ambiguity, by convention we always give S 1 ×S
which the base orbifold is a disk with two order 2 points.
Deﬁnition 6.14. For a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece X ⊂ A (respectively X ⊂ M ),
a ﬁber slip is a regluing of A (resp. M ) by a ﬁber-preserving homeomorphism of
one or more cusps of X. Note that if two cusps of X glue to each other so as to
mismatch a ﬁber, then there is a Z ⊕ Z-family of ﬁber slips at the common torus.
Deﬁnition 6.15. (A, S) and (B, S) (respectively M and M  ) are ﬁsh equivalent if
after regluing the Seifert ﬁbered JSJ pieces of (A, S) (resp. M ) by ﬁber slips, the
result is homeomorphic to (B, S) rel S (resp. homeomorphic to M  ).
To resolve the issue of ﬁber slips, we modify ct , the partition function induced
by our preliminary choice of tensors for JSJ pieces, into a more powerful tensor
complexity. The tensors TX previously assigned to a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece X
will now be perturbed, and in some cases rescaled, in a way which depends on the
immediate neighbors of X in the JSJ decomposition. The perturbation TX will
depend on the homeomorphism types of the neighboring (X  , C  ), where X  is a
JSJ piece glued along C  to (X, C) and also on the way in which C is glued to C  .
Note that X  may equal X.
Consider a closed irreducible 3-manifold P and its JSJ decomposition. Corresponding to the combinatorics of the decomposition is a gluing graph G whose
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vertices are labeled by diﬀeomorphism types of JSJ pieces and whose edges correspond to gluings of cusps.
Lemma 6.16. For each Seifert ﬁbered piece Xi of the JSJ decomposition, let Qi
denote the underlying orbifold. A ﬁber slip homeomorphism of P which covers the
identity on each Qi is determined by a single integer ti for each Xi .
Proof. Fiber slips are of inﬁnite order and hence cannot extend as symmetries of
an adjacent hyperbolic piece. By the deﬁnition of the JSJ decomposition, when
neighboring (or self-neighboring) Seifert ﬁbered JSJ pieces meet along a cusp C,
their ﬁbers do not match in C. As a result, a ﬁber slip on one side will not extend
to any diﬀeomorphism on the other. As a consequence, a ﬁber slip is determined by
what it does to each Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece relative to its cusps. After reparameterizing a Seifert ﬁbered piece Xi by arcs of Dehn twist, the eﬀect of the slip may
be localized to a single cusp, where it diﬀers from the identity by some power of a
Dehn twist along a ﬁber. Note that only an orientation of Xi , not Qi , is required

to identify the sign of ti .
Remark 6.17. If we think of a Seifert ﬁbered space as a circle bundle over an
orbifold, a choice of trivialization of this bundle over each boundary component
determines a relative Euler class, which can be paired with the fundamental class
of the base orbifold to get a number. Two Seifert ﬁbered spaces which diﬀer by a
ﬁber slip diﬀer (after choosing trivializations on their boundaries) only in the value
of this number.
It follows that the set of ways of gluing Xi to its neighbors which are in a ﬁxed
ﬁsh equivalence class is an oriented Z-torsor, which we denote τi . It turns out that
it is (almost) possible to choose a canonical basepoint for this torsor. Either one
element can be unambiguously labeled 0, or else two consecutive elements can be
labeled as {− 12 , + 21 }.
Let {C} denote the set of cusps of X, a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece of the irreducible
3-manifold P , and assume that X has a ﬁxed Seifert ﬁbered structure. We need to
come up with a set {bases} of canonical base curves, one for each C which pairs
nontrivially with the ﬁber in C. In fact, the “set” {bases} will consist, not of a
single set, but of an orbit of sets under the action of the mapping class group of X.
In particular, an ADT acts on the set of choices {bases} of canonical base curves.
The elements in {bases} are determined homologically. Assume X has q boundary
components. Let K be the kernel of the map H1 (∂X; Q) → H1 (X; Q) induced
by inclusion. Then K has dimension q. Even if the base and ﬁber of X are
 not
separately orientable, we can, and do, consistently orient the ﬁbers on ∂X = {C}.
For each i ≤ q, let fi denote the class in H1 (∂X; Q) of the oriented ﬁber of the ith
boundary component of X. Each diﬀerence fi − fi+1 is in K, and together these
diﬀerences span a (q − 1)-dimensional subspace of K. Let b ∈ H2 (X, ∂X; Q) be
any class such that ∂b, together with the fi − fi+1 , forms a basis for K, and scale
b to be primitive in H2 (X, ∂X; Z). ∂i b may be divisible in H1 (∂i X; Z), so deﬁne
bi ∈ H1 (∂i X; Z) to be a primitive fraction of ∂i b. Take {bi } to be the desired set
of basic curves. For each cusp Ci , bi ∩ fi = ri = 0. Replacing bi by −bi changes ri
to −ri ; adding a multiple of the preimage of some fj − fj+1 to b obviously leaves
ri ﬁxed. Once we ﬁx an orientation on f and ∂X, we can resolve the ambiguity in
the signs of the ri ’s by possibly changing the sign of bi so that each ri is positive.
This makes each bi well deﬁned.
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The set of isotopy classes of simple essential curves in C whose intersection
number with the oriented ﬁber f is a ﬁxed r > 0 is a Z-torsor τC . An orientationpreserving homeomorphism α of X either preserves or reverses the class of the ﬁber
f . Since the preceding construction is homological, if α(Ci ) = Cj , then α(bi ) = ±bj .
Since α is orientation-preserving, either α(f ) = f and α(bi ) = bj or α(f ) = −f and
α(bi ) = −bj . If a cusp C is ﬁxed by α, then α(b + kf ) = ±(b + kf ) in the two cases,
respectively. Hence the action of Z on the torsor τC commutes with the action of
the mapping class group of X.
We would like to identify a canonical basepoint (i.e., 0) in the torsor τC . We
almost succeed; either we ﬁnd a unique element, which we call 0, or we ﬁnd two
elements which diﬀer by 1, which we call − 12 and 12 (consistent with the action of
+1). We call this marking the torsor τC .
To mark τC , look at C  , the cusp to which it is glued in the JSJ decomposition.
Here C  is a cusp of another JSJ piece X  , where X = X  is possible. If C  lies in a
Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece, then consider the ﬁber f  in C  and how it intersects with
the ﬁber f of C under the gluing. By the deﬁnition of the JSJ decomposition, f
and f  cannot be isotopic. Let b be a “base” class of C as constructed above. The
function
gSF (k) = |(b + kf ) ∩ f  |
admits a unique minimum for k ∈ Q, and therefore achieves its minimal value
for k ∈ Z on at most two values of k, which diﬀer by ±1. We mark τC by {b +
k0 f | gSF (k0 ) is minimal}.
If C  lies in a hyperbolic piece, consider
length2C  (b + kf )
,
area(C  )
where lengths and areas are computed with respect to some ﬁxed Euclidean structure on C  in the similarity class induced by the hyperbolic structure on X  . Since
length2 /area is dimensionless, the result only depends on the similarity class. The
quadratic form ghyp (k) is strictly convex for k ∈ R and therefore has either one or
two minima k0 ∈ Z. Again, mark τC by {b + k0 f | ghyp (k0 ) is minimal}.
The previous discussion allows us to deﬁne an invariant of an oriented Seifert
ﬁbered JSJ piece X in an oriented, irreducible 3-manifold P , called the gluing
number, and denoted gn(P, X). The gluing number takes values in Z[ 12 ] and is
computed as follows. The marking identiﬁes each τC with a copy of Z or 12 + Z.
Therefore the set of base classes in each τC can be thought of as a set of integers
and half-integers, whose sum is gn(P, X). Note that gn does not change under
an orientation-preserving homeomorphism which changes f and b to −f and −b.
Moreover, adding an element fi −fi+1 to b adds 1 to one term in the sum and −1 to
the other, and therefore does not change gn. Hence gn is well deﬁned, independent
of choices. Furthermore, a ﬁber slip alters gn by adding exactly the integer deﬁned
in Lemma 6.16.
We use the notation gn(X, X) interchangeably with gn(P, X), where X denotes
the union of X with its immediate neighbors in the irreducible prime P . This
notation is convenient, since it underscores the fact that gn depends on X (and not
just X) but not necessarily on all of P .
ghyp (k) =

Lemma 6.18. If X admits an orientation-reversing homeomorphism which extends
to X, then gn(X, X) = 0.
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Proof. We must show that gn is both chiral and an invariant. That is,
(1) If h : (X, X) → (Y , Y ) is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism, then
gn(X, X) = gn(Y , Y ) ∈ Z[ 12 ].
(2) Reversing the orientation on (X, X) reverses the sign of gn(X, X).
The lemma follows from (1) and (2). We remark that this is somewhat reminiscent
of the classical observation that the signature of a 4k-dimensional manifold must
vanish if it admits an orientation-reversing homeomorphism.
Property (1) is more or less proved already and is just a restatement of the fact
that gn is well deﬁned. Property (2) is more interesting. The marking of the Z[ 12 ]torsor associated to a cusp C of X depends on whether the adjacent JSJ piece X 
is Seifert ﬁbered or hyperbolic, and it depends on the unoriented class of f  in C 
in the ﬁrst case, and the geometry of C  in the second case. The key point is that
in neither case do the functions gSF and ghyp depend on the orientation of X, C  .
Reversing the orientation of X reverses the action of Z on τC , but it does not change
the basepoint(s), so it just reverses the sign of the invariant; see Figure 18.


gSF (k)
for X

−3 −2 −1 0

1

gSF (k)
for X

2

−3 −2 −1 0

3

1

2

3

Figure 18
We are now almost ready to modify the tensors associated to Seifert ﬁbered JSJ
pieces. First we deﬁne the property of domination for Hermitian forms.
Deﬁnition 6.19. Let O, O be two Hermitian forms on the same vector space. We
say O dominates O if
x, Ox > x, O x
for all nonzero x. Equivalently, O dominates O if O − O is positive.
Now we can state the properties that we want our modiﬁed tensors to have.
Deﬁnition 6.20. For X Seifert ﬁbered, a tensor TX,gn is suitable if it satisﬁes the
following properties:
(1) It has the same symmetry and positivity properties as TX , and (compare
equation (6.3.1)) if X is the orientation reverse of X, then TX = T X .
(2) The collection is otherwise generic, as was {TX }. In particular, TX,n =
TX,m for n = m ∈ Z[ 12 ].
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(3) When gn assumes the value 0 ∈ Z or Z[ 12 ], then TX,0 > TX,n , for n = 0,
in the sense that for any reﬂection symmetry r and for any given index
inputs for the horizontal cusps, the contracted operator OX,0 dominates
the contracted operator OX,n in the sense of Deﬁnition 6.19.
A simple way to satisfy condition (3) (as well as (1) and (2)), that is, to promote
TX to TX , is to choose a function θ : Z[ 12 ] → R+ with a single maximum at 0 ∈ Z[ 21 ].
First deﬁne ŤX,n = θ(n)TX and then obtain TX,n from ŤX,n by a fully generic (but
tiny) perturbation of the entries subject only to the constraint that it should be
block positive. That is, the entries (for each ﬁxed n) depend only on the images of
the indices under the quotient map π. So suitable tensors exist.
In the next subsection, we will insure that for each of the manifolds AB, AA and
BB, the “middle third” consists of the same collection of JSJ pieces which have been
glued together in ways which diﬀer potentially only by ﬁber slip homeomorphisms.
This combinatorial pattern of gluings (in each case) determines a Hermitian form,
obtained by suitably contracting various tensors TXi ,ni for Seifert ﬁbered Xi and
TXi for hyperbolic Xi deﬁned as above. The next lemma compares the operators
obtained by diﬀerent gluings. We suppress the parameter m as a superscript to the
operator H.
Lemma 6.21. The Hermitian form H obtained by contracting the various TXi ,0 ,
τ ’s, and identity operators in the AMT dominates all forms H  obtained by replacing
at least one TXi ,0 by TXi ,ni , ni = 0, for some SF Xi .
Proof. This follows formally from condition (3) above, provided that the factor
θ(0)/ max θ(j) overwhelms the product of the perturbations. This may be ensured
j=0

by choosing perturbations by genuine inﬁnitesimals (in the sense of nonstandard
analysis), or by extending
 the icoeﬃcient ring from C to C[x], with lexicographical
ai x ∈ C[x], and taking perturbations only in the linear
norm (|a0 |, |a1 |, . . . ) on
term (and ﬁxing θ(0)/ max θ(j) > 1).

j=0

The importance of “domination” comes from the following lemma:
Lemma 6.22. If O dominates O , then for all nonzero x, y there is an inequality
x, O y < max(x, Ox, y, Oy).
Proof. By the deﬁnition of domination, there are inequalities x, Ox > x, O x
and y, Oy > y, O y, so
max(x, Ox, y, Oy) > max(x, O x, y, O y).
But the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives
max(x, O x, y, O y) ≥ x, O y,
and we are done.



6.5. Assembling the assembly complexity. The assembly complexity is a lexicographic pair (cr , ct ), where:
• cr is a simple symmetry based complexity, described below. Its job is to
ensure that the middle thirds of AA, BB and AB are homeomorphic up to
ﬁber slips.
• ct is an inﬁnite lexicographic tuple (cm
t ), m ≥ 2.
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• cm
t is a number obtained by contracting conﬁgurations of tensors of the
kind described in §6.3 and §6.4. For each Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece X the
tensor TX,gn depends on the way in which X is glued to its neighboring
JSJ pieces, through the invariant gn. The purpose of this modiﬁcation is
to correct for the failure of TX to detect ﬁber slips.
First we deﬁne cr and prove an accompanying lemma. Let M be a closed irreducible 3-manifold and let T be a JSJ torus of M .
Deﬁnition 6.23. A JSJ torus T of a closed irreducible 3-manifold M is reﬂective
if there is an orientation-reversing involution of T with two ﬁxed circles, which
extends to the JSJ pieces on either side of T .
Note that for the doubles AA and BB, each JSJ torus transverse to S (hereafter
vertical JSJ torus) is reﬂective. The two ﬁxed circles of the reﬂective involution
interchanging the two sides are exactly the two components of T ∩ S.
Deﬁnition 6.24. Let M be a closed irreducible 3-manifold. Deﬁne cr (M ) to be
the number of reﬂective JSJ tori in M .
Lemma 6.25 (cr -Lemma Schema). Let AB, AA and BB be closed, irreducible and
connected, and suppose that their cS and ch complexities are equal. Then either
cr (AB) < max(cr (AA), cr (BB)) or cr (AB) = cr (AA) = cr (BB) and the geometric
middle thirds (GMTs) of AB, AA and BB are homeomorphic (rel boundary) up to
a ﬁber slip homeomorphism.
Proof. First we show that cr (AB) ≤ max(cr (AA), cr (BB)). Deﬁne cr (A) to be
the number of reﬂective JSJ tori in A (reﬂective annuli don’t count). Deﬁne cr (B)
similarly. For M = AB, AA or BB, let cm (M ) be the number of reﬂective tori in
the middle third. Recall that these middle thirds are identical except for the gluing
maps at the vertical JSJ tori, which might diﬀer by Dehn twists parallel to S. We
have
cr (AB) = cr (A) + cr (B) + cm (AB),
cr (AA) = cr (A) + cr (A) + cm (AA),
cr (BB) = cr (B) + cr (B) + cm (BB).
As noted above, cm (AA) and cm (BB) are both equal to the total number of vertical
JSJ tori in the middle level. Thus cm (AB) ≤ cm (AA) = cm (BB), and it follows
that cr (AB) ≤ max(cr (AA), cr (BB)).
The equality cr (AB) = max(cr (AA), cr (BB)) can hold only if both cr (A) =
cr (B) and cm (AB) = cm (AA) = cm (BB). The latter equality means that every
vertical JSJ torus in the middle third of AB is reﬂective. We will show that this in
turn implies that the middle third of AB diﬀers from the middle third of AA (or
BB) only by ﬁber slips.
Let T be a vertical JSJ torus in the middle third of AB, and denote the corresponding torus in AA also by T . On each side of T one ﬁnds one of the following
three kinds of pieces:
• a hyperbolic JSJ piece,
• a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece with ﬁbers parallel to S ∩ T (horizontally Seifert
ﬁbered or HSF), or
• a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece with ﬁbers intersecting each component of S ∩ T
once (vertically Seifert ﬁbered or VSF).
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Note that the existence of the global reﬂection in AA means that the ﬁbers of a
Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece are either parallel to S ∩ T or have intersection number
one with each component. This property is preserved under Dehn twists parallel
to S and therefore also holds in AB.
Suppose a vertical JSJ torus T in AB, AA or BB abuts two Seifert ﬁbered
pieces X, X  . Let f, f  be the class of the ﬁbers in X, X  in the torus T . Since
every vertical JSJ torus in each space is reﬂective, there is an involution ι of T
which extends to X, X  . By uniqueness of ﬁber structures, the involution ι takes f
to ±f and f  to ±f  . Note that the pieces X, X  and whether they are HSF or VSF
are the same in AB, AA and BB, though not necessarily the way they are glued.
If X, X  are both VSF in AA, then the involution ι may be chosen to ﬁx S. This
implies that f = ±f  , which means that X and X  can be glued along T to make
a bigger JSJ piece, contrary to the deﬁning properties of the JSJ decomposition.
It follows that a vertical JSJ torus can bound a VSF piece on at most one side in
AA, and therefore also in AB.
The gluing map at T gives a bijection between two copies of GL(2, Z), one from
each of the two adjacent JSJ pieces. Inside each of these copies is the subset of
reﬂections which extend over the full JSJ piece. The fact that T is reﬂective in
AA means that, under the isomorphism of the two copies of GL(2, Z) induced by
the gluing map for AA, the two sets of reﬂections have at least one element in
common. We know that the gluing maps for AB along the middle third diﬀer from
those of AA by Dehn twists parallel to T ∩ S. We can ask whether any of the
homeomorphisms (other than the gluing map for AA) in this aﬃne Z coset give
a nonempty intersection of the two sets of reﬂections. We will see below that if
neither adjacent JSJ piece is HSF, then the answer is no, so in this case the only
way for T to be reﬂective in AB is for the gluing map for AB to coincide with the
gluing map for AA. On the other hand, if T is adjacent to an HSF JSJ piece, then
all of the possible gluing maps at T are related by ﬁber slips, so the lemma will be
proved.
Let T be a JSJ torus in the middle third, with adjacent JSJ pieces either hyperbolic or VSF. Fix coordinates so that


1
0
denotes the canonical reﬂection of AA
0 −1
and



1 n
0 1


denotes a product of n Dehn twists in a component of T ∩ S.

In these coordinates, the set of reﬂections of T which extend over an adjacent VSF
piece must be a subset of



±1
0
,m ∈ Z ,
Rv :=
2m ∓1
since such reﬂections must preserve the (vertical) Seifert ﬁbers and be conjugate to
the standard reﬂection by Dehn twisting. The set of reﬂections of T which extend
over an adjacent hyperbolic piece must be a subset of

 
 
 

1
0
−1 0
0 1
0 −1
,
,
,
,
Rh :=
0 −1
0 1
1 0
−1
0
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since the geometry of the cusp must be rectangular, possibly square (note that the
last two matrices occur only in the case of a square cusp).
Let the gluing map at T in AB be the product of n Dehn twists parallel to T ∩ S.
Then we must have P ∈ Rh and Q ∈ Rh or Q ∈ Rv such that

 

1 n
1 −n
P
= Q.
0 1
0
1
It is straightforward to check that the only solution is n = 0. Thus the gluing maps
at T for AA and AB coincide. As remarked above, if one side of T is HSF, any
gluing map is a ﬁber slip, and the lemma is proved.

We now show that the complexity cp := (cS , ch , ca ), where ca = (cr , ct ), satisﬁes
the conclusion of Theorem 3.20. This is the ﬁnal step in the proof of the topological
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the guise of Theorem 3.27, and therefore also of the
proof of Theorem A.
We assume without loss of generality that the terms cS , ch , cr are equal for AA,
AB and BB and immediately focus on ct = (cm
t ).
Contracting, as appropriate, copies of the tensors TX,gn for X SF, TW for W ⊂
Xhyp a fundamental domain, the various τH(C) tensors associated to horizontal
hyperbolic cusps, and the identity operator on V for vertical cusps, we obtain the
m
m
three pieces of cm
t (AB) (respectively ct (AA) and ct (BB)). Writing the formula,
just for AB, we have
m
∼
m
m
∼
cm
t (AB) = ct (A )|HAB |ct (B ).

This is the tensor contraction corresponding to A∼ ∪ AMT ∪ B ∼ . Similar formulas
m
hold for cm
t (AA) and ct (BB). (Note also that our notation here diﬀers slightly
from our notation for graphs, where we wrote G = A ∪ H ∪ B. Here we write AB =
A∼ ∪ AMT ∪ B ∼ .) If cr (AB) = cr (AA) = cr (BB), then by Lemma 6.25, GMTAB ,
GMTAA and GMTBB diﬀer only by ﬁber slips. Furthermore, Lemma 6.18 shows
that the gn invariant of Seifert ﬁbered pieces in MAA (and similarly in MBB ) must
vanish. Therefore by Lemma 6.21, for each m the operator cm
t (MAA ) dominates
the operator cm
t (MAB ), unless GMTAA = GMTAB (and similarly for GMTBB ).
By Lemma 6.22 it follows that there is a strict inequality of lexicographic strings
∼
m
m
∼
(cm
t (A )|HAB |ct (B ))
∼
m
m
∼
m
∼
m
m
∼
< max((cm
t (A )|HAA |ct (A )), (ct (B )|HBB |ct (B )))
∼
m
∼
unless GMTAB = GMTAA = GMTBB and cm
t (A ) = ct (B ).
m
∼
So to complete the proof we just need to check that ct (A∼ ) = cm
t (B ) implies
∼
∼
∼
∼
A = B (rel their gluings to the AMT). Of course, A and B are attached to
diﬀerent sides of AMTAA = AMTAB ; we really mean that the pairs (A∼ , A∼ ∪
AMTAB ) and (B ∼ , B ∼ ∪ AMTAB ) are diﬀeomorphic by a diﬀeomorphism which
restricts to the canonical involution on AMTAB inherited from the identiﬁcation of
AMTAB with AMTAA .
Recall that H m is positive on the subspace Y (Lemma 6.13). Let m be larger
than the number of edges in the ﬁne scale tensor network in A or B. Consider the
most general possible basis element y belonging to Y . y is of course symmetrized
on the S π factors and also has a dictated form on the UC factors. This form will
repeat a basis element whenever h and h belonging to H(C) are homotopic near
the cusp. But as far as these constraints allow, y should be a tensor product of
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distinct basis elements (symmetrized as required in S π ). Call these two features
of y “deﬁciency 1” (its symmetrization) and “deﬁciency 2” (the repeated indices
∼
that may occur in UC ). We need to show that the y components of cm
t (A ) and
m
∼
∼
∼
ct (B ) are (formally/generically) equal only if A is equivalent to B in the sense
of the preceding paragraph. We call these features of y “deﬁciencies” because they
complicate the most straightforward strategy of producing a geometric isomorphism
by ﬁrst matching monomials of the partition function.
Deﬁciency 2 is actually immaterial. To faithfully assemble copies of the fundamental domain W back into X (or the r-upper/lower half of X), we actually already
have plenty of gluing information given by the face crossing legs of the small scale
tensors and do not need to rely on distinctly labeled 1/2 legs of τ tensors at the
cups.
Regarding deﬁciency 1, the situation is quite similar to Lemma 6.9. Recall that
the broad idea would be to look at a monomial where all edge colors which occur
twice are distinct from each other and from the colorings occurring in y, and use
it as a recipe to reconstruct A∼ and equivalently B ∼ . But just as in Lemma 6.9
we should not expect to reconstruct A∼ (or B ∼ ) rel identity on its lower boundary
but rather should expect to encounter homeomorphisms of the lower boundary
which extend to admissible SF cusp permutations (which extend to the AMT).
Such permutations correspond (as in the proof of Lemma 6.9) to a corresponding
permutation of the monomials. So deﬁciency 1 is, for the most part, the familiar and
expected result of the geometric symmetry of the SF cusps of the AMT. However,
S π also projects out the ﬁber coordinate of each SF cusp, so with the original
tensors (unmodiﬁed by the gn invariant) we could only hope to identify A∼ and
B ∼ up to ﬁsh equivalence. This ambiguity is resolved in the next paragraph.
Away from the GMT we conclude that A− and B − are ﬁber slip homeomorphic
(rel their gluings to the GMT). But properties (1) and (2) from Deﬁnition 6.20
(especially property (2)) show that the gluing invariants ti of a ﬁber slip homeomorphism from A− to B − can be recovered from the properties of TX,gn . This is
the last piece of ambiguity, and therefore we conclude A− = B − rel their gluings
to the GMT, and therefore that (A, S) = (B, S). This completes the proof of the
main theorem.
7. Extensions of the main theorem
In this section we discuss some natural variations on our main positivity theorem
and sketch proofs. We write “theorem” in lower case to acknowledge that important
points may have been overlooked. We hope that one or more of our readers will
supply full proofs for these statements.
In a similar vein, although the proofs we give of graph positivity in §6.2 are complete, a broader formulation of the statements there would be desirable. Graduate
students take note.
7.1. Unoriented case.
Theorem 7.1. Given S, an unoriented, compact (possibly disconnected) surface
without boundary, let ṀuS be the set of unoriented 3-manifolds with boundary S and
let MuS be the C-vector space spanned by ṀuS . The natural pairing MuS ×MSu → Mu
is positive.
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Proof. The key is again to deﬁne a suitable diagonally dominant complexity function cu . If N is a closed 3-manifold, it is almost enough to take c(N ) for cu (N ),
where N denotes the orientation cover of N (which consists of two copies of N
when N is already oriented) and c is the complexity function which is diagonally
dominant on oriented 3-manifolds.
This deﬁnition only requires two modiﬁcations. First recall the terms of the form
cι deﬁned in §3.4. These terms count distinct elements P in the prime decomposition of N . The problem is that the same prime P in N may arise as the oriented double cover of several distinct nonorientable manifolds Qi . An orientation-reversing
involution θi : P → P may be free, or have isolated ﬁxed points giving rise to RP 3
summands in Qi := P/θi . This problem is solved by keeping track of pairs (P, θi )
in the deﬁnition of cι .
Second, for a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece X ⊂ N we make an additional modiﬁcation to the associated tensor TX , which is involved in the construction of the
ct complexity term, deﬁned in §6.5. Let bθ (X) denote the number of boundary
components of X/θ. Then multiply TX by the factor (1 + bθ ).
It remains to check diagonal dominance of cu . Suppose (A, S) and (B, S) are
elements of ṀuS . The orientation covers AB, AA and BB are each assembled
from A and B glued along S. The only way for diagonal dominance to fail is if
(A, S) = (B, S) but (A, S) = (B, S). One way this might happen is for diﬀerent
free prime factors in A and B (or factors which intersect S only in S 2 or RP 2
components) to be covered by the same prime factor in A and B; the modiﬁcation
of cι takes care of this case.
So to complete the proof, assume that (A, S0 ) is nonorientable, RP 2 -irreducible,
and boundary irreducible, and that ∂A = S0 is a (possibly noncompact) surface
of ﬁnite type other than a disk or Möbius band. It suﬃces to show that there is
no distinct (A , S0 ) with identical orientation covers A ∼
= A (rel S0 ). We look at
the orientation involution θ : A → A. The involution θ preserves the relative JSJ
decomposition of A. Note that the restriction of θ to S0 does not depend on A
or A , but only on S. The restriction of this involution propagates in a locally
rigid way across the relative JSJ pieces which make up A and A . This is clear
for a hyperbolic JSJ piece X, since an isometry is determined by its germ near
some invariant subset. For a Seifert ﬁbered JSJ piece X there may be several
conjugacy classes (with respect to the mapping class group action) of extension of
an involution at the cusps over X. But our modiﬁed tensors TX give rise to ct terms
which favor involutions on both A and B which self-pair boundary components of
X rather than pair distinct components. So strict diagonal dominance holds unless
bθ (X) = bθ (X  ) for all corresponding pairs X, X  of Seifert ﬁbered JSJ pieces in
A and A . But the data of bθ (X) is enough information to propagate θ uniquely
over X, and inductively one sees that the covering involutions act on the identical
pieces A and A in the same way (rel S0 ), and therefore A and A are the same rel

S0 . This concludes our sketch of the proof.

7.2. Orbifolds. For the basic deﬁnitions and properties of orbifolds (particularly
in low dimensions), see Thurston [45], Chapter 13. We remind the reader of the
important distinction between good and bad orbifolds:
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Deﬁnition 7.2. An orbifold M is good if it is (orbifold) covered by a smooth
manifold.
The following important theorem of Thurston shows that bad orbifolds can be
“localized” to a 2-dimensional stratum.
Theorem 7.3 (Thurston [45]). A 3-orbifold, all of whose 2-dimensional suborbifolds are good, is itself good.
In particular, the result of gluing two good 3-orbifolds (with boundary) along a
good 2-orbifold is itself good.
In what follows, let S denote a closed oriented good 2-orbifold, and let Ṁor
S be
the set of isomorphism classes (rel S) of compact oriented good 3-orbifolds with
boundary marked by an identiﬁcation with S. As before, let Mor
S denote the
complex vector space spanned by the set Ṁor
.
S
Theorem 7.4. The natural pairing
or
or
Mor
S × MS → M

is positive.
Proof. We sketch the modiﬁcations to c required to produce a diagonally dominant
complexity function cor on Mor .
In the deﬁnition of c1 , replace fundamental groups by orbifold fundamental
groups. The Dijkgraaf-Witten TQFTs are perfectly well deﬁned on orbifolds, and
the corresponding partition functions ZF , as a family, are maximized only when the
kernels of the maps π1or (S) → π1or (A) and π1or (S) → π1or (B) induced by inclusion
agree. By the equivariant loop theorem and equivariant Dehn’s Lemma (Meeks-Yau
[30]), one obtains matching families of compressing elliptic orbifolds with boundary
on S in A and B.
By the equivariant sphere theorem (Meeks-Simon-Yau [29]), good 3-orbifolds
have prime decompositions along essential spherical 2-orbifolds. We can construct
a sum graph Gor associated to the decomposition exactly as in §3.3 with similar
conventions as in the manifold case, where only edges marked by actual 2-spheres
and vertices by actual punctured 3-spheres are treated as thin. To deﬁne cor
2 ,
little needs to be changed. Deﬁne r or (M ) to be the number of irreducible orbifold
summands other than S 1 ×S 2 , and sor (M ) to be the number or S 1 ×S 2 summands.
Close analogs of Theorem 3.13 and Lemma 3.18 continue to hold (thin edges may
be slid over themselves and over “fat edges”, whereas “fat edges” are rigid and
cannot be slid). As in the original proof of Lemma 3.18, thick glues to thick and
thin to thin; similar algebra lets us establish a suitable diagonal dominance for cor
2 .
The next terms to consider are cS and ch (inside cp ). Irreducible (in the orbifold sense) good orbifolds have canonical JSJ decompositions along Euclidean 2orbifolds into 3-orbifolds which are hyperbolic or covered by Seifert-ﬁbered manifolds (Bonahon-Siebenmann [4]). These second classes of Seifert “ﬁbered” orbifolds
are somewhat annoying. A ﬁber-preserving involution on a Seifert ﬁbered manifold
(even an orientation-preserving one) may collapse some circle ﬁber into an interval
with mirror endpoints. Even worse are the Euclidean 3-orbifolds, which might admit no natural ﬁber structure at all (even a singular one). In fact, the “miracle” of
Euclidean orbifolds is that the manifolds amongst them actually do admit Seifert
ﬁbered structures; this is explained very carefully in Peter Scott’s well-known article on the geometries of 3-manifolds [42]. Mirror interval ﬁbers do not cause much
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trouble, but the Euclidean orbifolds are a headache (in fact for our purposes we
only need to consider orbifolds which are quotients of suﬃciently large manifolds;
hence by Theorem 4.17, the Euclidean orbifolds are the only ones which might not
admit a ﬁber structure).
One can deal with this issue in one of two ways. The ﬁrst is to restrict the
deﬁnition of Mor
S to allow only ﬁbered or hyperbolic suborbifolds. The second is
to deal with the unﬁbered Euclidean orbifolds on their own, as a separate class,
distinct from the Seifert ﬁbered and hyperbolic JSJ pieces. The good news is
that unﬁberable Euclidean 3-orbifolds (even those with boundary) have a rigid
geometric structure, up to similarity. If we modify cS so that the terms m, m
count the maximum number of independent Euclidean 2-orbifolds, and the number
of JSJ Euclidean 2-orbifolds respectively, then maximizing (m, −m ) ensures that
ﬁbered Euclidean 3-orbifolds with boundary on S are glued to compatibly ﬁbered
Euclidean 3-orbifolds on the other side, and unﬁbered Euclidean 3-orbifolds on S
are glued to unﬁbered Euclidean 3-orbifolds compatibly with their rigid geometric
structures. A term, analogous to the length spectrum term in the deﬁnition of
ch , ensures that unﬁbered 3-orbifolds are identiﬁed in matching pairs by doubling
along their intersection with S.
The ch term requires no modiﬁcation. The analogue of Theorem 5.5 holds in
the orbifold context with essentially the same proof. Since all orbifolds in question
are good, one can pass to manifold covers and use equivariance of Ricci ﬂow with
surgery in the cover to deduce the conclusion. Similarly, the length spectrum is
deﬁned on conjugacy classes in the orbifold fundamental group, and the analysis in
Lemma 5.4 generalizes to the orbifold context.
Very little in §3.4 requires modiﬁcation. The unﬁbered Euclidean 3-orbifolds
need special treatment in §6, but the trick is to use their rigid geometric structures,
and treat them in the same way that hyperbolic JSJ pieces are treated. Namely,
given a Euclidean 3-orbifold X, let W be a fundamental domain for the action of the
group of isometries of X, and build a tensor TX made up from copies of tensors TW
which has exactly the same symmetries as X. Unﬁbered JSJ 2-orbifolds have ﬁnite
symmetry groups which can be dealt with by hand. The invariant gn makes sense,
and is natural and chiral, for 3-orbifolds bounded by ﬁbered Euclidean 2-orbifolds,
and a suitable generalization of Lemma 6.18 continues to hold.

7.3. Tangles. Finally, let S denote a closed, oriented surface with ﬁnitely many
marked points {p}. Let ṀlS denote the set of (relative isomorphism classes of)
oriented compact manifolds A containing a tangle l with ∂A = S and ∂l = {p},
and let MlS denote the complex vector space it formally spans.
Theorem 7.5. The natural pairing
MlS × MlS → Ml
is positive.
Proof. Deﬁne a complexity function cl on pairs (M, l), where M is a closed oriented
3-manifold and l is a link in M , as follows. First deﬁne a complexity clc when M is
connected, and then deﬁne
cl (M, L) = (c0 (M ), B(M, l), {B(Mi , li )}, {clc (Mi , li )}),
where the last term in brackets is a lexicographical list of the complexities of the
connected components. Here B is a “bad orbifold” weight: B(M, l) denotes the
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number of connected summands of (M, l) of the form (S 1 × S 2 , S 1 × ∗), where
∗ ⊂ S 2 is a base point and the connected sum is taken away from the link S 1 × ∗,
and {B(Mi , li )} is the component-wise lexicographical list counting summands of
this type.
To complete the deﬁnition, we must deﬁne clc . The idea is that once all (S 1 ×
2
S , S 1 × ∗) summands have been removed, the remainder (M− , l− ) will become a
good orbifold once any ﬁxed positive integer n ≥ 2 is attached to each component
of l− . Thus, it suﬃces to deﬁne clc (M, l) = cor (M− , l−,2 ), where (M− , l−,2 ) denotes
the good orbifold obtained by marking all components of l− as cone geodesics with
angle π.
The number of (S 1 × S 2 , S 1 × ∗) in (M, l) and {(Mi , li )} is maximized in the
double. By Theorem 7.4, the complexity cor is diagonally dominant, so
cor ((A− , lA− )(B− , lB− )) < max(cor ((A− , lA− )(A− , lA− )), cor ((B− , lB− )(B− , lB− )))
∼ (A− , lA )(A− , lA ) ∼
unless (A− , lA− )(B− , lB− ) =
= (B− , lB− )(B− , lB− ) as orb−
−
ifolds. Since an isomorphism of orbifolds necessarily induces an isomorphism of
the orbifold loci, we obtain an isomorphism in the category of pairs (3-manifold,
link). This completes the sketch.

Appendix A. Finite group TQFTs
This is a very brief summary of ﬁnite group TQFTs. For more details, see [10],
[13], [36], [12] and [47]. Here we consider only the (2+1)-dimensional untwisted
theories, and we ignore gluing with corners, higher codimension gluing, etc.
Let G be a ﬁnite group and BG be a classifying space for G. All constructions
in this appendix depend of G, but that is left notationally implicit.
For X a manifold (of any dimension), let M(X) denote the space of all continuous
maps X → BG. There is a restriction map (ﬁbration)
r : M(X) → M(∂X).
For c ∈ M(∂X), let M(X; c) denote r −1 (c).
Let Y be a closed 2-manifold. Deﬁne the (ﬁnite dimensional) Hilbert space V (Y )
to be the space of all locally constant functions f : M(Y ) → C. In other words, f
assigns a number to each homotopy class of map Y → BG (equivalently, to each
isomorphism class of principal G-bundles over Y ). If Y is the empty 2-manifold
(e.g. the boundary of a closed 3-manifold), then we have a canonical identiﬁcation
V (Y ) = C.
(For twisted theories, one replaces locally constant maps with maps which vary
according to f − g = ω(h), where ω is a ﬁxed 3-cocycle on BG and h : Y × I → BG
is a homotopy from g to f . To make sense of this, manifolds must be equipped
with fundamental classes; see [13].)
Let α ∈ π0 (M(Y )) and let χα denote the function which is 1 on the path
component α and 0 on the other path components of M(Y ). The various χα form
a basis of V (Y ). The inner product on V (Y ) is given by
⎧
⎨ 0
α = β,
1
χα , χβ  =
otherwise.
⎩
|π1 (M(Y ); α)|
In particular, {χα } is an orthogonal basis of V (Y ). Note that if Y is connected and
ρ : π1 (Y ) → G is a representative of the conjugacy class of group homomorphisms
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corresponding to the path component α, then |π1 (M(Y ); α)| = | stab(ρ)|, where
stab(ρ) denotes the stabilizer of ρ under the outer action of G by conjugation; i.e.,
stab(ρ) is the set of all elements of G which commute with the image of ρ. In terms
of bundles, π1 (M(Y ); α) and stab(ρ) can be identiﬁed with the automorphisms of
the G-bundle over Y corresponding to α.
Next we deﬁne the path integral Z(M ) ∈ V (∂M ) for a 3-manifold M . For
a ∈ M(∂M ), deﬁne

1
.
Z(M )(a) =
|π1 (M(M ; a); β)|
β∈π0 (M(M ;a))

In other words, we sum over the path components of the extensions of a to all of
M , and each path component counts as the inverse of the size of its fundamental
group. (In terms of bundles, |π1 (M(M ; a); β)| is the number of automorphisms of
the bundle corresponding to β which restrict to the identity over ∂M .)
A basic result for ﬁnite group TQFTs is the following gluing formula. Let A and
B be 3-manifolds with common boundary S. Then we have Z(A), Z(B) ∈ V (S)
and
Z(A ∪S B) = Z(A), Z(B).
The proof considers the homotopy long exact sequence of the ﬁbration M(A ∪S
B) → M(S), whose ﬁber at x ∈ M(S) is M(A; x)×M(B; x). All homotopy groups
in the sequence are ﬁnite, and only the six π1 and π0 terms are nontrivial. See [36]
for details.
Appendix B. Application to Heegaard genus
This appendix illustrates how the Dijkgraaf-Witten TQFTs can be used to obtain
nontrivial lower bounds on the Heegaard genus.
For i = 1, 2, let γi : S 1 → S 1 × S 2 be disjoint nonparallel embeddings so that the
complement of the images is a homology (torus × I). Let S1 , S2 be disjoint open
solid torus neighborhoods of the images γ1 (S 1 ), γ2 (S 1 ). Let C = S 1 × S 2 − S1 and
C  = S 1 × S 2 − (S1 ∪ S2 ).
For any integer n, let DCn be obtained from two copies of C (with opposite
orientations) and 2n − 2 copies of C  (coming in orientation-reversed pairs) glued
together in the pattern


DCn = CC C  C · · · C  C,


where C is glued to C along their common boundary component ∂S1 , where a


C C  term glues the ﬁrst to the second along a ∂S2 component, and a C  C term
glues the ﬁrst to the second along a ∂S1 component. Notice that DCn can be built
from 2n · const. simplices, by choosing ﬁxed triangulations of C and C  which agree
on their common boundary component; see Figure 19.
Apart from the two copies of C at either end, DCn is almost equal to the cyclic
cover of order 2n−1 of the double DC  , where the cover unwraps the circle obtained
by doubling an arc from one boundary component of C  to the other.
This appendix shows that the Heegaard genus of DCn is of size at least 2n ·const.,
where the (positive) constant depends only on γ1 , γ2 . By the assumption on the γi ,
the manifolds DCn are all homology S 1 × S 2 ’s, so one cannot obtain a lower bound
on their Heegaard genus from homological invariants. The point is not that this
result cannot be obtained by other means (although for some cases of the above
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C1 = C

DC = CC

C2 = C  C



C3 = C  C C  C



DC2 = CC C  C





DC3 = CC C  CC  C C  C

···

Figure 19. Schematic picture of manifolds constructed in proof of Theorem B.1
construction, the method of [41] also yields a lower bound which is optimal up to a
constant); the point is that this estimate is obtained as a formal consequence of the
properties of Dijkgraaf-Witten TQFTs. Classical 3-manifold topology enters only
implicitly (but importantly) in the fact that π1 (C) is residually ﬁnite.
For a closed 3-manifold M triangulated with T tetrahedra, there is a natural
Heegaard splitting, where one side is taken to be a regular neighborhood of the 1skeleton. The genus of the splitting surface is T + 1, which we take as a naive upper
bound for the Heegaard genus h(M ) of M . We construct a family of irreducible
examples of ﬁxed homological type where this naive bound is sharp up to a constant.
Theorem B.1. There exists a constant c > 0 and a sequence of irreducible 3manifolds M1 , M2 , . . . , each of which is Z-homology equivalent to S 1 × S 2 , such
that the Heegaard genus satisﬁes h(Mi ) > c · T (Mi ), where T denotes the minimal
number of tetrahedra in a triangulation of Mi , and T (Mi ) approaches inﬁnity.
Proof. Let γ : S 1 ×D2 → S 1 ×S 2 be an embedding with incompressible complement
C, so that S 1 × S 2 = S ∪ C, where S = S 1 × D2 . Using residual ﬁniteness of π1 (C)
[22], let F be a ﬁnite group so that the conjugacy class of the meridian of S in
π1 (C) maps nontrivially under some homomorphism θ : π1 (C) → F . Let Z be
the partition function (or relative partition function) of the TQFT associated to
F , which is unitary by Appendix A. Since the meridian survives in at least one
F -representation of π1 (C), we have Z(S) = Z(C). From the deﬁnition of Z, we
have
(B.0.1)

Z(S 1 × S 2 ) = tr(IdV (S 2 ) ) = tr(IdC ) = 1.

Now, Z(S), Z(S) = Z(S 1 ×S 2 ) = 1, so |Z(S)| = 1. But Z(C), Z(S) = Z(S 1 ×
S ) = 1 as well. Since Z(C) = Z(S), we conclude that |Z(C)| = l > 1 for some l.
Furthermore, if DC denotes the double, then |Z(DC)| = Z(C), Z(C) = l2 .
Now let ω : S 1 × D2 → C be a ﬁxed embedding inducing an isomorphism on
integer homology. Deﬁne C2 = DC − image(ω), where we take image(ω) to lie in
the positive copy of C in DC. Then Z(Sω ), Z(C2 ) = Z(DC) = l2 , where Sω
denotes the solid torus embedded via ω. Thus, |Z(C2 )| ≥ l2 and so Z(DC2 ) > l4 .
Using another copy of C ⊂ DC2 , compose ω2 : S 1 × D2 → C → DC2 and set
C3 = DC2 − image(ω2 ). We conclude Z(Sω2 ), Z(C3 ) ≥ l4 and so |Z(DC3 )| ≥ l8 .
2
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Find ω3 : S 1 × D2 → DC3 (again, by composing ω with an inclusion C → DC3 ).
Deﬁne C4 and similarly conclude that |Z(C4 )| > l16 . By induction, we obtain a
sequence {DCi } of Z-homology S 1 × S 2 ’s with
i

Z(DCi ) > l2 ,

(B.0.2)

l > 1.

Associated to a ﬁnite group TQFT is a positive integer called the total quantum
dimension, which we denote D. This number is just the cardinality of the ﬁnite
group G on which the TQFT is based. The only property we use is that D > 1 for
nontrivial groups, and the following lemma:

Lemma B.2. |Z(#g S 1 × S 2 )| = Dg−1 .
See e.g. [10].
Corollary B.3 (to lemma). h(DCi ) > const · 2i for some positive constant.
Proof. Let hg be a handlebody of genus g. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Z(#g S 1 × S 2 ) = Z(hg ), Z(hg ) ≥ Z(M )
when h(M ) ≤ g. Together with equation (B.0.2) this implies:
i

l2 < D h(DCi )−1 .

(B.0.3)
So,

log(l) i
log(D) 2

< h(DCi ) − 1, and thus, h(DCi ) > c · 2i for come constant c > 0.



By choosing ﬁxed triangulations of C and C\ω(S 1 × D2 ) with common boundaries, we see that there is a constant c so that
T (DCi ) < c · 2i .

(B.0.4)

Combining Corollary B.3 and (B.0.4), we have
c
T (DCi ).
c
Combinatorial methods for obtaining lower bounds on the Heegaard genus include extensions due to Schultens [41] of the connect sum formula h(M #N ) =
h(M ) + h(N ), and Lackenby’s sweepout method [26], partially summarized below.
Suppose a closed hyperbolic manifold M has a family of ﬁnite covers Mi of degree
di with a uniform spectral gap; i.e.,

(B.0.5)

h(DCi ) >

λ1 (Mi ) ≥  > 0
for some , where λ1 denotes the ﬁrst positive eigenvalue of the Laplacian on functions (see [28], especially Chapter 4, for deﬁnitions and an introduction). Obtain
an index one minimal Heegaard surface Σi ⊂ Mi by using a minimax “sweepout”
of Mi . A minimal surface in a hyperbolic manifold has curvature bounded above
i)
. Moreover, since Σi is the maximal
by −1, so by Gauss-Bonnet, −χ(Σi ) ≥ area(Σ
2π
area surface in a minimax sweepout, there is an inequality
area(Σi ) ≥ area(Σi ),
where Σi is one of the sweepout surfaces which evenly divides the volume of Mi .
Cheeger’s isoperimetric constant c (see [28], Chapter 4), deﬁned by
c=

inf

separating Σ

area(Σ )
,
min(vol(component M − Σ ))
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√
satisﬁes λ1 · const. < c < λ1 · const. Therefore we may conclude that −χ(Σi ) >
di · const. In other words, the ratio of the Heegaard genus to volume (or to T (Mi ))
is bounded below uniformly for the family {Mi }; one says the {Mi } have a positive
Heegaard gradient.
These three methods for bounding h(M ) from below appear quite diﬀerent. It
would be interesting to see if they can be usefully combined. There is no shortage
of interesting objectives for suﬃciently powerful lower bounds on h. Lackenby
has pointed out that any hyperbolic 3-manifold exhibiting a positive Heegaard
gradient for all ﬁnite covers would be a counterexample to Thurston’s virtually
ﬁbered conjecture.
Appendix C. Conjecture
First consider the following conjecture in linear algebra. We call it the “quantum
maxﬂow/mincut”. Let N be a v-valent graph with k input cut edges and l output
cut edges. At each vertex of N we presume that the incoming edges are locally
ordered 1, 2, . . . , k. Given this data on N , picking a v-index tensor W (on some
vector space V ) transforms N into a linear map θN,W : V ⊗k → V ⊗l . Simply insert
a copy of W at each vertex according to the local edge labeling and contract where
appropriate.
Conjecture C.1 (QMF/MC). θN,W is an injection for generic W if and only if
N admits k edge-disjoint paths from input to output. Furthermore, image(θN,W ) is
generic with respect to any ﬁxed basis for V . That is, if h ≤ l − k and basis vectors
b are inserted into h output slots not on the k edge disjoint paths, then the resulting
map θN,W,b : V ⊗k → V ⊗(l−h) is also an injection for generic W .
Remark C.2.
(1) The “only if” part follows from the ordinary maxﬂow/mincut
theorem. If the k edge-disjoint paths do not exist, then there is a j-cut,
j < k, separating input from output and factoring θN,W through V ⊗j .
(2) The nonsingularity of θN,W is an algebraic condition, so, ﬁxing N , it will
hold generically for W provided it holds for a single W .
(3) The condition that W becomes an injective operator for every division of the
index (slots) into v = a+b, a ≤ b, is a ﬁnite intersection of generic conditions
and therefore generic. As a consequence, the conjecture is true for monotone
networks N . These are networks N admitting a function to the interval
φ : N → [0, 1], φ(input) = 0, φ(output) = 1, with |φ−1 (y)| ≥ |φ−1 (x)| for
all 0 ≤ x < y ≤ 1, provided φ(x) = φ(w), w a vertex of N .
In section 6 we constructed a tensor TX with positivity property P for X SF. In
our proof, the distinction between algebraic and geometric middle thirds, AMT ⊂
GMT, was necessitated by a lack of a similar tensor for the hyperbolic JSJ pieces.
(In an early draft of this paper, we thought we had constructed such tensors but
relied on a mistaken “proof” of QMF/MC.) The existence of such tensors is, for
hyperbolic JSJ pieces, an independently interesting question.
Given a 
ﬁnite volume hyperbolic three-manifold X, consider a tensor TX living
on Qm =
Vm (C), where Vm (C) is as in section 6. The important properties
cusps C

of Vm (C) are that (1) it is canonically identiﬁed to the cusp so that actions on the
cusps induce actions on Q, (2) the action is “eventually faithful” as m → ∞ and
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also has many orbits (≥ m), and (3) Vm (C) has a natural basis which we regard as
generating a positive cone. We assume Vm (C) has these properties:
Deﬁnition C.3. TX has property Ph if
(1) every symmetry of TX is induced by a unique symmetry of X,
(2) for each reﬂection symmetry r (of X), each operator O from “lower” to
“upper” cusp spaces induced by inserting (positive) basis vectors into the
cusps meeting f ix(r) is positive: x|O|x > 0 for |x = 0 in the lower cusp
space and x| = r∗ |x the corresponding element of the upper cusp space.
Lemma C.4. QMF/MC implies that for each hyperbolic ﬁnite volume 3-manifold
X, there exists a tensor TX satisfying property Ph .
Proof sketch. Let G be the symmetry group of X and W a fundamental domain.
Build a tensor TW as indicated in Figure 20, which has a Vm index (drawn as an
edge) exiting each interior cusp of W and also a Vm index exiting each fractional
cusp located on a singular stratum of W . At every codimension-one face of W
the tensor TW should have l indices, each taking values in Vm . Here, the number
l of “legs” is chosen suﬃciently large; we will say just how large in what follows.
Pictorially, we think of TW as a high valence vertex in W with l legs exiting every
face and one leg exiting each cusp and cusp fraction.
Vm
Vm
Vm
l Vm ’s
l Vm ’s
Vm
l Vm ’s

Figure 20. This diagram represents an alternative construction of
TW given Conjecture C.1. One leg exits every cusp and fractional
cusp; l legs exit every face.

Use r to deﬁne upper and lower halves of X. Consider the network of tensors
coming from the copies of W in the upper half of X; see Figure 21. We think of this
network of tensors as an operator U from the upper (possibly fractional) cusp edges
to the “middle” edges along the codimension-1 ﬁxed submanifold of r. Choose l
large enough so that we can draw mutually edge-disjoint paths from each upper
cusp edge to the middle level. The input from r-invariant cusps corresponds to
inserting some positive basic vectors at the nodes closest to the mid level in Figure
21. The QMF/MC implies that a generic choice of TW yields an injective operator

U when inserted into the network. Thus, O = U † U is strictly positive.
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cusp and
cusp fractions
at top

edge-disjoint
paths in bold

†
The tensors TW =
and TW
contract to yield
an injective morphism
from “top” to “mid level”

mid level

Figure 21. In this ﬁgure, l = 7.
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